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Preface

This thesis is submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of

Philosophiae Doctor (PhD) at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology

(NTNU) in Trondheim, Norway. The PhD work has been carried out at the De-

partment of Electric Power Engineering, between August 2014 and July 2018. It

has been supervised by the main advisor Prof. Erling Ildstad, the first co-advisor

Assoc. Prof. Frank Mauseth from the Department of Electrical Power Engineer-

ing, NTNU, and the second co-advisor, Dr. Sverre Hvidsten from SINTEF Energy

Research in Trondheim, Norway.

The PhD work was part of a large KPN project administrated by SINTEF Energy

Research with the title “High Voltage Subsea Connections (SUBCONN).”

The PhD work was conducted within the work package of “electric breakdown

of interfaces.” The project was funded and supported by The Research Council of

Norway (Project No. 228344), and by the SUBCONN Project Consortium amongst

SINTEF Energy Research and the following industrial partners: ABB AS, Aker

Solutions AS, Chevron Norge AS, Det Norske Oljeselskap ASA, Deutsch Offshore,

Nexans Norway AS, Shell Technology Norway AS, and Equinor ASA (formerly

[Statoil Petroleum AS]).

1KPN: Knowledge-building projects for industry.
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Abstract

All electrical insulation systems consist of a combination of different insulating and

conductive materials. The alternating current (AC) breakdown strength (BDS)

of insulation systems is limited by the lowest BDS of either the insulating bulk

materials or the interface between adjacent insulating materials. The interfacial

breakdown between two solid dielectric surfaces has been reported to represent

one of the principal causes of failure for insulation systems; thus, a better under-

standing of the mechanisms governing the solid-solid interface breakdown is vital.

Therefore, the main objectives of this work are to examine the practical limitations

regarding electrical breakdown strength of interfaces between solid-solid insulating

components and to address the main mechanisms leading to a solid-solid interface

breakdown. Individual effects of the contact pressure, surface roughness, elastic

modulus of the polymers, and insulating dielectric medium surrounding the inter-

faces (i.e., air, water, or oil) on the longitudinal/tangential AC breakdown strength

of solid-solid interfaces are studied, both theoretically and experimentally.

When two nominally flat solid materials are brought into a contact, an interfacial

contact occurs at discrete spots, resulting in numerous microcavities between ad-

jacent contacting areas at the interface due to imperfect, non-ideal surfaces. An

interface thus consists of cavities and contact spots connected to each other. A

hypothesis is proposed considering the imperfect surface texture of solid-solid in-

terfaces: the breakdown strength of a solid-solid interface can be represented by

the breakdown strength of strings of cavities and contact spots formed at the inter-

face between the electrodes. In other words, size, shape and surrounding medium

inside the cavities are assumed to determine the dielectric strength of the cavities

whereas the insulating properties of the contact spots presumably also have a sig-

nificant impact on the interfacial breakdown strength. To fulfill the objectives of

the thesis presented above, the hypothesis was tested using experimental and the-

oretical studies conducted during the PhD period. To structure and represent the

hypothesis analytically, an interface breakdown model was developed that focuses

on the discharge of cavities and breakdown of contact areas, separately.

Two different theoretical approaches for modeling contact surfaces at solid-solid

interfaces were used: a statistical and a deterministic/numerical interface contact

models, that were developed based on tribology of polymeric materials. The statist-

ical model was primarily used to develop the interface breakdown model. The main
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x Abstract

purpose of developing the deterministic model was, on the other hand, to support

the outputs of the interface breakdown model by simulating the deformation of

the surface asperities in 2D and 3D as a function of the contact pressure, surface

roughness, elasticity, and hardness of the solid material. Simulation results on the

interfacial deformation cast light on how cavities are connected in 3D and elucidate

the resulting gas pressure inside the cavities, which could not be estimated using

the 2D statistical interface contact model solely.

Experimental studies on the solid-solid interfaces consisted of three different types

of testing: AC breakdown strength testing, AC partial discharge inception field

testing, and interface discharge-monitoring testing under AC excitation. In the

experiments, two rectangular prism-shaped samples were placed vertically between

two Rogowski-shaped electrodes. In the AC breakdown experiments and par-

tial discharge (PD) inception field measurements, four different interfaces formed

between identical polymers were used. The selected polymers were silicone rubber

(SiR), cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE), filled epoxy resin (EPOXY), and poly-

ether ether ketone (PEEK) that have different elasticity and electrical insulation

properties. In addition, the surface roughness was varied by sanding the surfaces

using four different sandpapers of different roughnesses with grit numbers: #180,

#500, #1000, and #2400 from roughest to the smoothest in a sequence. In the

discharge-monitoring experiments, in contrast to the AC breakdown and PD ex-

periments, a very smooth glass sample in the same size of the polymer sample at

the bottom was utilized as a transparent solid material to enable the camera to

monitor light originating from the discharges at the glass-polymer interface.

The results of the experimental and theoretical studies have indicated that different

mechanisms are involved in the breakdown of solid-solid interfaces. The main

hypothesis has been verified through the results of the experimental and theoretical

studies. The main findings are briefly summarized below.

The interfacial breakdown in the cases of materials with low elastic moduli (softer

materials) such as SiR and XLPE has been found to be strongly dominated by the

discharged cavities due to their low estimated interface tracking resistances. (The

estimated interface tracking resistance is linearly correlated with the fourth root of

elastic modulus). In other words, discharged cavities have led to an interfacial fail-

ure more easily because the contact spots could not withstand the enhanced fields.

Besides, varied surface roughness in the case of XLPE–XLPE interfaces has yielded

parallel results such that the clear correlation between the cavity discharge and the

interface breakdown have been maintained irrespective of the surface roughness.

On the other hand, in the cases of materials with higher elastic modulus such as

EPOXY and PEEK, the endurance of the contact spots against the local enhanced

fields has been observed to be higher due to the increased estimated micro-tracking

resistance. To summarize, the results have suggested that the influence of the con-

tact spots on the interface breakdown becomes more prominent at higher contact

pressures, higher elastic modulus (harder materials), or smoother surfaces.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Power cable connectors are vital components of oil and gas installations and future

ocean renewable energy systems because they allow quick, reliable and in situ

connection of offshore modules to main components while providing versatility and

modularity of expensive equipment and cables [ – ].

Subsea cable connectors are a pertinent example of modern, sophisticated con-

nector solutions available for cable connectors. They are categorized as wet-mate

connectors, dry-mate connectors, and penetrators [ ]. Recent and future subsea

extensions stipulate significant and cost-effective developments in wet-mate con-

nector technologies, which should be able to provide higher power ratings and

operate at higher voltages, higher temperatures, deeper waters, and longer tie-

backs [ – ]. Moreover, weight and size restrictions, limitations arising due to the

presence of solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces between dielectric materials in the

connectors, and environmental difficulties challenge the design and implementation

of new solutions. To date, wet-mate cable connectors up to 36 kV are commercially

available, but connectors up to 150 kV should be available within the next dec-

ade to fulfill the driving force to provide higher power at elevated voltage ratings

with reduced losses [ , ]. The connectors used in subsea applications are usually

oil-filled and contain solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces. They may potentially

be placed at depths down to 3000 meters, which poses a significant challenge as

water penetration or diffusion into a liquid dielectric reduces the performance of

the insulation [ , ]. Consequently, cable connectors and accessories constitute crit-

ical components in the power supply system since the majority of direct failures

are related to those components [ , ]. To tackle these failures and to fulfill the

growing demands of industry for higher power at elevated voltage ratings, weak

parts of the connections must be thoroughly examined.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background

All electrical insulation systems consist of a combination of different insulating

and conductive materials. The series connection of two or more dielectric materials

constitutes the electrical insulation system in most high-voltage (HV) equipment

and accessories. The alternating current (AC) breakdown strength (BDS) of insu-

lation systems is limited by the lowest BDS of either the bulk insulating materials

or the interface between adjacent insulating materials [ ].

When two nominally flat, rough, solid surfaces are brought into contact, con-

tacts occur at discrete spots, leading to numerous defects such as cavities between

adjacent contacting areas at the interface [ ].

Contact
spot

E

Cavity

Interface

papa
0

HV electrode

Ground electrode

Polymer 1 Polymer 2

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a solid-solid in-
terface, consisting of cavities and contact
spots. The electric field is applied tangen-
tially, and pa stands for the contact pres-
sure.

An interface thus consists of microcav-

ities and contact spots connected to each

other, as illustrated in . Imper-

fections at interfaces such as cavities, pro-

trusions, and contaminants reduce the lon-

gitudinal AC electric breakdown strength of

the interface since they cause local electric

field enhancements [ – , – ].

Elasticity and surface roughness of the

solid materials and applied contact pressure

(interfacial pressure) significantly affect the

shape, size, and number of cavities and

contact spots [ , – , – ]. Cavities are

likely to cause partial discharges (PD) and

trigger interfacial tracking that can eventu-

ally lead to premature electrical breakdown

(BD) failures [ , , – ]. In addition, the

medium inside the cavities influences the PD inception field strength (PDIE) of in-

terfaces [ , , ]. Once the cavities are filled with air, the dielectric strength of the

cavities is lower than that of the surrounding bulk insulation [ – ]. In the pres-

ence of electrical stress applied longitudinally to the interface, PD initiation is very

likely to occur inside these cavities. Therefore, the longitudinal/tangential BDS of

the interface is lower than that of the bulk insulation enclosing these cavities.

1.2 Motivation

Cable accessories such as power cable joints, outdoor composite terminations,

and subsea connectors incorporate solid-solid interfaces, which undergo locally en-

hanced electrical stresses during service life. It is thus of paramount importance to

achieve a high interfacial BDS. By studying and identifying the parameters affect-

ing the BDS of such interfaces, cost-effective, long-lasting, and most importantly,
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reliable HV equipment can be developed. With this motivation, polymers have

been extensively studied in the literature as insulating materials in HV equipment.

However, current designs for practical applications are based solely on know-how

and type testing. The majority of experimental results and research are, however,

limited to studies on complete designs of connectors or joints without dissecting the

solid-solid interfaces separately [ ]. Nevertheless, the polymer interfaces should be

scrutinized separately and diligently by considering the roughness of contact sur-

faces, dielectric medium surrounding the interfaces, elasticity modulus and contact

pressure. In this respect, comprehensive theoretical/analytical models incorpor-

ating these parameters should be developed in addition to extensive experimental

studies because the understanding of the mechanisms dominating the solid-solid in-

terface breakdown phenomenon paves the way for the successful design of advanced,

reliable apparatus.

1.3 Objectives

In a broad sense, the main objective of this study is to come up with more

tangible design criteria for HV apparatus in which solid-solid interfaces are present.

The findings of this work are intended to serve as a guide for the development of

more reliable HV equipment with higher breakdown strength and longer service

life.

In particular, the primary objectives are to examine the practical limitations

regarding the electrical breakdown strength of interfaces between solid-solid insu-

lating components and to address the main mechanisms leading to a solid-solid

interface breakdown. For these purposes, individual effects of the contact pres-

sure, surface roughness, elastic modulus of the polymers, and insulating dielectric

media surrounding the interfaces (i.e., air, water, and oil) on the longitudinal AC

breakdown strength of solid-solid interfaces are to be studied, both theoretically

and experimentally.

1.4 Main Hypothesis and Research Questions

As a starting point, a premise is made on the basis of limited evid-

ence/knowledge in the literature on the interfacial breakdown phenomenon. The

following hypothesis is proposed as the starting point for further investigation:

� The breakdown strength of a solid-solid interface can be represented by the

dielectric strength of strings of cavities and contact spots between the elec-

trodes, as illustrated in . In particular, size, shape and insulat-

ing medium inside the cavities are postulated to strongly affect the dielec-

tric strength of the cavities whereas the insulating properties of the contact

spots presumably also have a significant impact on the interfacial breakdown

strength.
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In order to fulfill the objectives stated above, the hypothesis will be tested using

the results of the experimental and theoretical studies conducted during the PhD

period. As the hypothesis incorporates different breakdown mechanisms (discharge

of cavities and breakdown of contacting areas), several research questions are for-

mulated to dissect the hypothesis in submodules. The findings for the following

questions are addressed in the discussion and conclusion:

Q-i. How do the elasticity, contact pressure, and surface roughness influence the

sizes of the cavities and contact spots? How can the deformation of the

cavities and contact spots be modeled/simulated in two-dimensional (2D) or

three-dimensional (3D) space as a function of the contact pressure, surface

roughness, and elasticity of the insulation material?

Q-ii. In turn, what would be the impact of physical changes in the structure of

interfacial cavities and contact spots (as a function of elasticity, contact pres-

sure, and surface roughness) on the longitudinal AC breakdown strength?

This question is split into four subsections to investigate the impacts of the

breakdown mechanisms in minute detail:

� main the mechanisms controlling the interfacial breakdown in dry-mate

conditions: Effect of discharged cavities and contact spots on the inter-

facial breakdown strength;

� initiation, development, and propagation of discharge streamers at the

interface in dry-mate conditions;

� expected gas pressure inside the cavities at solid-solid interfaces in dry-

mate conditions; and

� impacts of ingress of water or oil into the cavities on the longitudinal AC

breakdown of solid-solid interfaces.

1.5 Scope

To structure and represent the hypothesis analytically, an interface breakdown

model is developed that focuses on the discharge of cavities and breakdown of

contact areas, separately.

Two different theoretical models for contact surfaces at solid-solid interfaces

are used: a statistical and a deterministic/numerical model, that are developed

based on tribology of polymeric materials. The statistical model is the backbone

of the theoretical work and is primarily used to develop the interface breakdown

model. The primary purpose of developing the deterministic model is, on the other

2The interface breakdown model incorporates two submodels for cavity discharge and break-
down of the contacting surface area (see ). The statistical model is used to develop
the submodel for the cavity discharge whereas another empirical model, based on the interfacial
tracking resistance of the solid materials, is utilized to develop the submodel for the breakdown
of contacting spots.
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hand, to support the outputs of the interface breakdown model by simulating the

deformation of the surface asperities in 2D and 3D as a function of the contact

pressure, surface roughness, elasticity, and hardness of the solid material.

The interfacial breakdown strength between solid-solid interfaces is experiment-

ally studied by incorporating four different polymers (which are widely used in prac-

tical applications) with different surface roughnesses at various contact pressures.

Experiments carried out on the solid-solid interfaces consist of three different types

of testing: AC breakdown testing, AC partial discharge inception field testing, and

interface discharge-monitoring testing under AC excitation. AC breakdown exper-

iments incorporate dry-, wet-, and oil-mate interfaces whereas PD and discharge-

monitoring experiments are carried out only for dry-mate interfaces. Last, field

element method (FEM) is also used to simulate electric field distribution at dry-,

wet-, and oil-mate interfaces studied in real experiments by defining air, water and

oil as the dielectric media filling the cavities, respectively.

1.6 Contributions

The list of the articles generated during the PhD period is provided at the end

of this chapter. The publications that form the foundation of the thesis (i.e., Papers

– ) are appended to . The author wrote all the articles listed. He

planned and performed the experimental and theoretical work and produced the

results presented in these papers while each co-author contributed to the discussion

of the results.

Contributions from the selected articles and novel findings presented for the

first time in this thesis are summarized below.

Effect of Contact Pressure, Elastic Modulus and Surrounding Dielectric

Medium on the AC BDS of Interfaces [Papers and ]

Papers and offer a thorough experimental methodology that ensures gener-

ating reproducible trends given the stochastic nature of breakdown experiments.

Secondly, in contrast to the methodology adopted in these papers, the effects of

water- or oil-filled cavities on the interface BDS have not been studied in the lit-

erature by isolating (i.e., only focusing on) the solid-solid interfaces. Instead, the

complete set of cable accessories have been tested against water or oil ingress that

yielded only assumptions regarding the performance of the solid-solid interfaces.

Lastly, field simulations for air-, water-, and oil-filled cavities performed in

provide original results such that the data of real, rough surface texture of the

samples used in the study were exported to field element analysis (FEA) software to

investigate the field intensification/distribution likely to take place at the interfaces

in the performed experiments. Nonetheless, in the literature, field enhancements

only in perfect cylindrical, ellipsoidal or spherical, air-filled voids were examined.

3Cavity and void are used interchangeably in this thesis.
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The experimental and simulation results indicated that air-filled cavities or water

penetration at the interface are the main limiting factors in the overall BDS of solid-

solid interfaces. The addition of insulating liquids such as oil prior to assembly,

on the other hand, has shown promise in ensuring a high breakdown strength and

long service life for practical applications.

Effect of Surface Roughness and Contact Pressure on the AC BDS of

Interfaces [ ]

The primary contribution of this paper is the clear correlation presented between

the surface roughness and AC breakdown strength of dry-mate XLPE–XLPE inter-

faces. The breakdown strength of the interfaces was recorded to be the highest when

the contact pressure was relatively high, and the contact surface was the smoothest

(among the chosen variables). Moreover, the use of a non-contact profilometer that

can precisely calculate 3D surface height parameters to quantitatively determine

the surface roughness was a unique approach. This uniqueness stems from the fact

that relevant studies in the literature—where the effect of surface roughness on

the interfacial breakdown strength was investigated—employed stylus profilomet-

ers that can only scan a limited surface area in 2D. Thus, the data of the 3D surface

profiles are believed to be more reliable when correlating the surface roughness with

the results of the AC breakdown experiments.

Effect of Elasticity, Surface Roughness and Contact Pressure on the

Sizes of Cavities and Contact Areas [ ]

In this paper, tribological principles were used to develop a statistical approach

that models the contact surface between two rough, solid materials. To the best

of author’s knowledge, the proposed roughness model is one of the first models

blending tribology and high voltage engineering in the literature. In the model, the

motif approach was utilized to characterize rough surfaces quantitatively because

the contact model requires these statistical parameters to estimate the ratio of the

real area of contact to the nominal rough surface area. The use of motif parameters

to map polymeric surfaces is also considered to be a novel approach. It was observed

in the motif roughness profiles that the rougher the surface, the higher the peaks

and the deeper the dips.

N.B.: In this paper, the results of the AC breakdown experiments, presented

in , are correlated with the estimated results that are calculated using

the cavity discharge submodel presented in . However, the proposed

theoretical model in was not in its current form at the time of the

publication, thus only the effect of the cavity discharge on the interface BDS was

studied. Therefore, the complete model in the thesis should be considered.
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Effect of Contact Pressure and Elastic Modulus on the AC BDS of

Interfaces [ ]

In the course of the PhD study, following an extensive literature review, a lack of

a thorough investigation on the impact of the material elasticity on longitudinal

AC breakdown strength of interfaces between polymers has been detected. No

publications were found that directly focused on the impact of the elastic modu-

lus on the interfacial breakdown strength. Thus, the experimental results on the

correlation between the elasticity and AC breakdown strength are considered as

contributing to the originality of this work. The interfacial breakdown strengths of

solid-solid interfaces were studied by incorporating four different polymers which

are widely used in practical applications. Secondly, in the wake of the finalization

of , which covers the correlation between the discharge of average-sized

cavities and interface breakdown at solid-solid interfaces, the contact model was

extended/improved to not only incorporate the mechanisms controlling the cavity

discharge but also those governing the breakdown of contact spots. The newly intro-

duced submodel for the breakdown of contact spots utilizes the interfacial tracking

resistance of the materials and estimates the non-homogeneous field strength at

the edges of discharged cavities. Using the upgraded interface breakdown model

for the electrical breakdown of solid-solid interfaces, we postulated a hypothesis on

the effective mechanisms in the interfacial breakdown, and its validity was tested

by utilizing the results of the AC breakdown experiments covered in the paper.

The results indicated that discharged cavities influence the interfacial BDS while

the impact of the interfacial tracking resistance of contact spots (the bulk of the

insulation) was found to be significant.

Correlation between PD Inception and Breakdown Strength at Inter-

faces, Monitoring of Interfacial Discharges, 3D Simulations of Rough

Surface Textures [Thesis]

A laboratory test setup was developed to monitor the discharge activity at solid-

solid interfaces, that incorporates a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, an HV

source, and PD detection equipment. Captured discharge images elucidated where

and how PD is initiated at the interface, how discharged cavities develop to lar-

ger channels, and eventually how discharge channels lead to a complete flashover

depending on the interfacial tracking resistance of the materials. The discharge

images together with the simultaneously obtained PD data complement the results

from the proposed theoretical interface breakdown model, AC breakdown experi-

ments and PD experiments performed using polymer-polymer interfaces.

The numerical contact surface model, namely, the deterministic interface con-

tact model was employed. The primary purpose of using the deterministic model

was to verify the trends observed in the results of the statistical interface contact

model. In addition, the deterministic model enabled us to simulate the effects of

elasticity, surface roughness and contact pressure on the size of cavities and con-
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tact area at the interface. The deterministic model introduced in [ ] is built on

the tribological friction model proposed in [ ]. However, the use of the proposed

model in a MATLAB� script in [ ] is limited because it can only work with 2D

surface profiles. In this work, the MATLAB� script developed for simulating the

contact asperities has been upgraded to span surfaces in 3D as well by extending

the mathematical expressions/formulae used to develop the 2D model introduced

in [ ]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the 3D simulation results of the

surface cavities varying as a function of elasticity, hardness, surface roughness, and

contact pressure are unique.

These results are presented in this thesis for the first time; however, they are

to form the basis for the Papers , , and listed in .

1.7 Thesis Outline

This thesis is based on the work presented in the selected publications and

on the results of continued experimental and theoretical work that have not been

published elsewhere but in the thesis. For the sake of self-completeness and in order

for the thesis to be a standalone document, details are included in the appendices.

In addition, the parts that could not be elaborated upon in the articles due to

limited space, especially the experimental methodology, are provided extensively

in order to ensure reproducibility of the results.

The main outline of the thesis is summarized in . Brief information

on the scope and objective is provided at the beginning of each chapter.

Table 1.1: The structure of the thesis shown chapter by chapter.

Content Chapter

Introduction, scope, objectives 1

Background and literature survey 2

Theory and modeling 3, 4, 5

Experimental methodology 6

Experimental results 7, 8, 9, 10

Results of theoretical models 11

Discussion 12

Conclusion and future work 13

Appendices
∗

A, B, C, D, E, F

Selected publications G

∗
Appendices – present more detailed analyses containing raw/additional ex-
perimental results, results from electric field simulations run in an FEA software,
results from the deterministic contact model, experimental methodology and test
setups, respectively.
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Only the major results from the appended articles are used in the main body

of the thesis while the results shown for the first time in this thesis are reported in

detail. However, the inclusion of the new unpublished results increased the volume

significantly. Consequently, this thesis has a format closer to that of a monograph

although the parts already covered in the selected articles have a style similar to

the format of a compendium of several academic papers.

1.8 List of Publications

A significant number of the PhD research outputs have been published in the

top-tier, international journal transactions and conference proceedings listed below:

I. E. Kantar, D. Panagiotopoulos, and E. Ildstad, “Factors Influencing the

Tangential AC Breakdown Strength of Solid–Solid Interfaces,”IEEE Trans-

actions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, vol. 23, no. 3, pp. 1778–1788,

June 2016.

II. E. Kantar, F. Mauseth, and E. Ildstad, “Effect of Pressure and Elastic

Modulus on Tangential Breakdown Strength of Solid–Solid Interfaces,” IEEE

Electrical Insulation Conference (EIC), Montreal, QC, 2016, pp. 431–435.

III. E. Kantar, F. Mauseth, E. Ildstad, and S. Hvidsten, “Longitudinal AC

Breakdown Voltage of XLPE–XLPE Interfaces Considering Surface Rough-

ness and Pressure,” IEEE Transactions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insula-

tion, vol. 24, no. 5, pp. 3047–3054, Oct. 2017.

IV. E. Kantar, S. Hvidsten, F. Mauseth, and E. Ildstad, “A Stochastic Model

for Contact Surfaces at Polymer Interfaces Subjected to an Electrical Field,”

Tribology International, vol. 127, pp. 361–371, Nov. 2018.

V. E. Kantar, S. Hvidsten, and, E. Ildstad, “Effect of Material Elasticity on

the Longitudinal AC Breakdown Strength of Solid-Solid Interfaces,” IEEE

Transactions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, vol. 26, no. 2, pp.

655–663, Apr. 2019.

VI. E. Kantar and S. Hvidsten, “Initiation and Propagation of Discharge

Streamers at Solid-Solid Interfaces,” IEEE Transactions on Dielectrics and

Electrical Insulation, manuscript submitted for publication.

VII. E. Kantar and S. Hvidsten, “A Deterministic Surface Contact Model for

Contact Surfaces at Polymer Interfaces Subjected to an Electrical Field,”

IEEE Transactions on Dielectrics and Electrical Insulation, manuscript in

preparation.
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VIII. E. Kantar and S. Hvidsten,“Discharge Mechanisms Monitored at Solid-Solid

Interfaces using a CCD-Camera,” IEEE Conference on Electrical Insulation

and Dielectric Phenomenon (CEIDP), Richland, WA, 2019, abstract submit-

ted, manuscript in preparation.

IX. E. Kantar, D. Panagiotopoulos, and E. Ildstad, “Impact of Contact Pressure

on Breakdown Strength of Solid–Solid Interfaces,” Proceedings of the Nordic

Insulation Symposium, no. 24, 2015.

X. E. Kantar and E. Ildstad, “Modeling Longitudinal Breakdown Strength of

Solid–Solid Interfaces Using Contact Theory,”IEEE International Conference

on Dielectrics (ICD), Montpellier, 2016, pp. 398–401.

XI. E. Kantar, S. Hvidsten, and E. Ildstad, “Examination of Longitudinal AC

Breakdown Strength of Dielectric Surfaces as a Function of Elastic Modulus,”

Proceedings of the Nordic Insulation Symposium, no. 25, 2017.

XII. E. Kantar, S. Hvidsten, F. Mauseth, E. Ildstad, “Tangential AC Breakdown

Strength of Solid-Solid Interfaces Considering Surface Roughness,” IEEE

Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomenon (CEIDP),

Fort Worth, TX, 2017, pp. 580–583.

XIII. E. Kantar, S. Hvidsten, F. Mauseth, E. Ildstad, “Interfacial Breakdown

between Dielectric Surfaces Determined by Gas Discharge,” IEEE Conference

on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomenon (CEIDP), Fort Worth,

TX, 2017, pp. 556–559.

XIV. E. Kantar, S. Hvidsten, F. Mauseth, E. Ildstad, “On the Tangential AC

Breakdown Strength of Polymer Interfaces Considering Elastic Modulus,”

IEEE Conference on Electrical Insulation and Dielectric Phenomenon

(CEIDP), Fort Worth, TX, 2017, pp. 816–819.

The publications published during the PhD period, but not incorporated in this

thesis are:

XV. E. Kantar and A. M. Hava, “Optimal Design of Grid-Connected Voltage

Source Converters Considering Cost and Operating Factors,” IEEE Transac-

tions on Industrial Electronics, vol. 63, no. 9, pp. 5336–5347, Sept. 2016.

XVI. E. Kantar and A. M. Hava, “LCL–filter Design for Low-Voltage High-Power

Grid-Tied Voltage-Source Converter Considering Various Damping Methods,”

IEEE 17th Workshop on Control and Modeling for Power Electronics (COM-

PEL), Trondheim, 2016, pp. 1–8.



Chapter 2
Literature Survey on Longitudinal
Breakdown of Polymer Interfaces

In this chapter, first, a brief introduction to state-of-the-art subsea connectors and

cable apparatus that contain interfaces is provided. Particular attention is paid to

the solid-solid interfaces, considering the causes of interfacial failure and important

factors that influence the dielectric strength of an interface. Second, publications

relevant to the scope of the PhD work found in the literature are summarized

into two main categories: empirical studies on solid-solid interfaces and theoretical

studies on modeling the rough contact surfaces at solid-solid interfaces. The scope

of the literature survey is illustrated in .

Figure 2.1: Categories covered in the literature survey.

11
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2.1 Interfaces in State-of-the-Art Cable Connectors

In this section, a brief introduction to the modern subsea connectors and the

limiting factors involved in the design phase and in practice are given. In addition,

a more general overview of solid-solid interfaces in polymer-insulated power cables

is provided.

2.1.1 Interfaces in Subsea Cable Connections

Subsea cable connectors are a pertinent example of modern, sophisticated con-

nector solutions available for cable connectors. They are categorized as wet-mate

connectors, dry-mate connectors, and penetrators. A modern, wet-mate connector

is composed of a plug and a receptacle, as presented in [ ]. In subsea

applications, to retrieve a pump or a transformer to the surface for repair is of para-

mount importance, and wet-mate connectors significantly facilitate performing this

task [ – ]. Wet-mate connectors can be connected and disconnected underwater,

allowing the equipment to be disconnected before retrieval to the surface and to

be connected after being installed in the subsea grid [ – , ]. On the other hand,

dry-mate connectors require equipment to be assembled on a vessel along with

the cable before being lowered to the seabed. A penetrator is, in essence, a cable

termination, enabling HV cables to be fed through a wall in the equipment [ ].

Penetrators often withstand high differential pressures and hence allow connecting

equipment requiring a 1-atm environment [ ].

Figure 2.2: Plug and receptacle of a subsea
connector [ ].

Subsea connectors have been in opera-

tion in oil and gas industry for years due

to their ease in plugging underwater [ – ,

, ]. Recently, wet-mate connectors are

gaining a place in the renewable industry

such as in offshore wind farms, tidal en-

ergy systems, and floating-type solar pan-

els. However, recent and future subsea

extensions stipulate significant and cost-

effective developments in wet-mate con-

nector technologies, which should be able

to provide higher power ratings and operate

at higher voltages, higher temperatures, deeper waters, and longer tiebacks [ – ].

To date, 36-kV-rated wet-mate cable connectors are commercially available, but

connectors up to 150 kV should be available within the next decade to provide the

driving force for ensuring higher power with reduced losses [ , ].

In a connector operating with the principle of a controlled environment, there

are two separate insulation systems. Two oil chambers are used, one inside the

other, separated by a diaphragm, as shown in . The main potential weak

parts in subsea connectors are the interfaces between the solid-solid insulation and
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solid-liquid dielectric. Leading causes of failure are the presence of imperfections,

defects, and impurities at the interfaces and water intrusion [ ]. They are likely to

result in locally high field stresses that, in turn, initiate surface discharges along

the guide pin, potentially causing tracking and eventually breakdown. Moreover,

water ingress affects the performance of insulating oil significantly [ ]. The causes

of failure presented here are not inherent only to subsea connectors. In the next

section, the focus will be on solid-solid interfaces.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the insulation system of a subsea connector with two nested, oil-filled
diaphragms [ ].

2.1.2 Interfaces in Polymer-Insulated Cable Connections

The simple structure of the insulation in XLPE cables led to the early develop-

ment of easy-fit prefabricated joints and terminations, whose field control elements

are prefabricated and are tested in the factory [ ]. In the past, such accessories

were initially developed for medium-voltage (MV) applications, which were then

upgraded for the high-voltage (HV) and extra-high-voltage fields (EHV). However,

nowadays, a large number of alternative solutions are competing with these pre-

fabricated elements.

Recent developments have progressed to prefabricated and routine-tested slip-

on units even for straight joints for polymer-insulated cables [ ]. Field control

components are already incorporated in these joints [ ]. Accessories with slip-on

stress cones for HV and EHV cables usually utilize field control deflectors, as shown

in [ ]. Properly contoured deflectors made from an elastic conductive

material are positioned into a similar elastic insulator permanently, then pressed

in one piece onto the suitably prepared polymer-insulated cable (EPR, LDPE, or

XLPE) precisely.

4EPR: Ethylene propylene rubber, LDPE: Low-density polyethylene, XLPE: Cross-linked
polyethylene.
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shows the cross-section of a slip-on joint, consisting of two oppos-

ing control deflectors and a field smoothing sheet for the conductor connection [ ].

A conductive coating for the surface of the joint is needed to provide the outer

screening. Lastly, a metal housing (durable against corrosion) is used to avoid

ingress of moisture and mechanical damage [ ].

Figure 2.4: Illustration of a cable joint highlighting the parts where the solid-solid interfaces
exist, and why the tangential electric field is of concern: (a) Prefabricated EHV silicone joint
for 400-kV-XLPE-insulated cables [ ]. (b) Calculated potential distribution in a prefabricated
slip-on joint [ ]. (c) Calculated field patterns in a prefabricated slip-on joint [ ].

2.1.3 Factors Affecting the Interfacial Breakdown Strength

Solid-solid interfaces in cable joints usually arise between a soft material (elast-

omer/polymer) and a hard (polymer) material such as XLPE–EPDM , XLPE–

SiR , XLPE–EPR, and PEEK–XLPE, or between two identical polymers. Soft

material provides better contact and sealing even under low/moderate contact pres-

sure.
5EPDM: Ethylene propylene diene monomer.
6SiR: Silicone rubber.
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Despite the presence of deflectors with identical structure, different field condi-

tions arise in joints than in sealing ends. In particular, the tangential component

of the electrical field that is locally enhanced at the interface between cable dielec-

tric and joint insulation becomes more significant relative to the maximum field

strength within the body of the joint [ ]. Accurate field calculations, as illustrated

in , are essential to avoid intolerably high stresses and to optimize the

shape of the joint. Figures – depict the results of field calculations in

the form of the potential distribution and the field distribution of the normal and

tangential components in a 400 kV slip-on joint, respectively [ ].

Electrical performance of solid-solid interfaces are dependent on:

� surface roughness;

� contact force;

� mechanical and electrical characteristics of the insulation materials such as

elasticity and tracking resistance;

� surrounding/insulating dielectric medium; and

� care exercised and conditions during assembly.

2.1.4 Contact Surfaces at Solid-Solid Interfaces

Although cable accessories are prefabricated and pretested for partial discharges

(PD), they are assembled/fitted on-site under sub-optimal and less controllable con-

ditions [ ]. Therefore, the assembly procedure does not incorporate an automated

process under clean-room conditions, which makes the interfaces vulnerable during

installation. As a consequence, interfacial surfaces are likely to become rife with

imperfections such as cavities, protrusions, and contaminants/impurities [ ]. The

existence of such imperfections at the interface causes the local electric field en-

hancements illustrated in . To be more specific, rough surfaces lead to

various cavities at the interfaces whereas contact force affects the size and deform-

ation of the cavities and contact areas, as shown in . Mechanical and

electrical characteristics of the insulation materials such as elasticity and interfacial

tracking resistance strongly affect the interfacial BDS. Type and quantity of lub-

ricant/grease used during assembly, water penetration to the interface, or assembly

at dry and optimal conditions change the insulating dielectric medium filling the

cavities. Lastly, poor workmanship, wear and tear of materials, contaminants, and

impurities cause a substantial reduction in the BDS [ ].

The presence of the solid-solid interfaces increases the risk of local electric field

enhancements, caused by the imperfections at the interface, and is likely to initiate

PD and hence give rise to a premature tracking failure [ – , – ]. In fact, the

interfacial breakdown between two solid insulating materials accounts for one of

the principal modes of failure for power cable joints reported to date [ – , , , ].

When dimensioning the thickness of the insulation walls of the cable and joint body,

Peschke and Olshausen [ ] recommend restricting the operational stress on the outer
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of surface asperities leading to cavities and contact spots at solid-solid
interfaces at: (a) No-load. (b) Increased contact area and reduced cavity size under load [ ].

conductive layer to around 6–7 kV/mm even if the installation is performed with

due care and the mechanical and electrical design of the apparatus is optimal [ ].

The cavities on a solid dielectric surface have various sizes and distributions

depending on the methods concerning surface roughness, contact force, mechan-

ical properties of the material as well as the care taken during manufacturing

and assembly [ , ]. When two rough, nominally flat surfaces are placed in con-

tact, surface asperities cause contact to occur at discrete contact spots whereas

numerous cavities arise between the contact spots, as schematically represented

in – . The real contact area is therefore significantly smaller than

the nominal area, as illustrated in . A typical cavity formed at the

interface is considerably larger in the tangential direction (x−axis or y−axis), as
delineated in [ ].

CavityC

(c)

Figure 2.6: (a) Illustration of two rough surfaces in contact. (b) Contact area and cavities at
the interface in 3D. (c) Illustration of cavities at the interface in 2D [ ].
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The parameters that influence the distribution and size of the contact spots and

the cavities are discussed in . In addition, Section 2.2 in

illustrates the effects of surface roughness, elasticity and contact pressure on the

interface breakdown strength.

2.2 Empirical Studies on Dielectric Strength of

Polymers and Solid-Solid Interfaces

Experimental studies regarding the electrical properties of solid-solid interfaces

in insulating materials, HV apparatus, and cable accessories have been covered to a

large extent in the literature. The papers referred to in this section have predomin-

ately focused on the breakdown strength and PD inception field strength of solid-

solid interfaces by focusing on interfacial discharge and breakdown mechanisms

induced by enclosed cavities (either spherical or elongated in the field direction)

and interfacial tracking resistance (PD resistance) of the polymers. Besides this,

a few papers correlated the intensity of discharge images with the interfacial BDS

values. In the experiments, cable joints as a whole, interfaces assembled between

pieces of polymers cut from commercial cables or polymers cast in laboratories

have reportedly been used. Casting custom-made polymers in the laboratories us-

ing molds in desired shapes and sizes has been popular among researchers because

it allows embedding metal electrodes or air-filled cavities in diverse shapes and sizes

in the specimens. Below, a summary of findings from the selected publications is

provided.

2.2.1 Studies on Dielectric Strength of Solid-Solid Interfaces

In the 1990s, Fournier et al. [ – , , ] studied solid-solid interfaces thor-

oughly using needle-plate electrodes under AC or direct current (DC) excitation

across the interfaces formed between XLPE–XLPE, EPDM–EPDM, and EPDM–

XLPE samples. In [ , , ], dry interfaces and greased/lubricated interfaces were

examined. In both cases, the interfacial breakdown strength was reported to be

increasing by a factor of 2.7 and 1.5, respectively, when the applied pressure was

increased from 0 kPa to 80 kPa. It was also shown that lubricated interfaces

had six times higher breakdown strength than that of an interface without grease.

Moreover, Fournier [ ] studied effects of surface roughness at dry and greased

EPDM–XLPE and EPDM–EPDM interfaces. It was concluded that the dielectric

strength of EPDM–XLPE interfaces increased by a factor of 3–4 when the XLPE

surface was sanded and greased, while that of unsanded EPDM–XLPE interfaces

improved slightly when grease was present. It was also observed that EPDM–

EPDM interfaces showed higher dielectric strength compared to EPDM–XLPE

interfaces, where their strength depended on the grease used. Since EPDM is

softer than XLPE, the interfaces between softer materials achieve higher BDS than

those between hard materials. Last, Dang and Fournier [ , ] addressed that the
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interfacial breakdown voltage increased at elevated interface pressures; however,

aged cable accessories could cause a reduction in the interface pressure, leading to

a reduced interface dielectric strength.

Kunze et al. [ ] studied the design of interfaces in HV cable accessories by

varying the surface roughness and contact pressure. XLPE–SiR interfaces under

AC and impulse voltages were tested, and the experimental results indicated that

surface roughness and radial pressure significantly affect the longitudinal electrical

strength of interfaces. To be more specific, the increase of the surface roughness

(mean height of surface asperities varied from 5 �m to 50 �m) of the XLPE samples

reduced the interfacial BDS by 50%.

Takahashi et al. [ ] studied interfacial breakdown strength and PD patterns of

interfaces between the SiR and epoxy resin using two types of model samples on

which the electric field can be applied in parallel (tangentially) or perpendicularly

to their interface. The effect of delaminations between interfaces that are filled

with air, on the breakdown voltage along the interface was also discussed. They

concluded that tangential component of the electrical field is governing the inter-

facial breakdown, and AC surface breakdown voltages increase by a factor of 1.5

with decreased thickness of the air layer from 1 mm to 0.01 mm.

Du et al. [ , ] studied the impact of contact pressure using XLPE and SiR

samples under AC voltage using needle-plane electrodes. It was concluded that

initial discharge voltage increased by a factor of 1.7 with the increase of interfacial

pressure from 20 kPa to 300 kPa. Therefore, loss of interfacial pressure between

XLPE and SiR should be avoided in practice to extend the life-span of power cables.

The effects of interfacial pressure on the interface discharge and the interfacial

tracking failure between XLPE and SiR were also investigated by processing the

discharge images. Based on the distribution characteristics of discharge light and

carbonization patterns, the process and mechanism of interfacial tracking failure

were revealed under different interfacial pressures. It was found that the increase in

the interfacial pressure significantly restrains the propagation of discharges, further

delaying the accumulation of carbonization and the tracking failure at the interface.

Both the discharge channels and carbonization pattern decrease with the increase

of interfacial pressure. In [ ], the effect of surface roughness on the tracking

mechanisms at XLPE–SiR interfaces under AC voltage was studied. The results

concluded that as the surface roughness was decreased (surfaces sanded with #100

to #1000 in a sequence), the initial discharge voltage, the tracking failure voltage,

and the time to tracking failure increased by factors of 1.8, 1.4, and 2.3, respectively,

whereas the intensity of the emitted discharge light decreased. In a similar research

paper, Chen et al. [ ] investigated the tracking failure of XLPE–SiR interfaces

under AC and impulse voltages, and concluded that AC voltage has a longer time

of over voltage in each cycle and easily leads to interface tracking failure.

Gu and He [ ] examined the effect of microcavity on the interfacial breakdown

between XLPE and SiR from an artificial cable joint with image processing methods
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by analyzing the channel width distribution of discharge light and carbonization.

They found that microcavities significantly reduce the interfacial dielectric strength

and lead to discharge and tracking failure, while an elongated cavity parallel to the

tangential component of the electric field leads to interfacial discharge more easily.

Hasheminezhad [ , – ] studied the interfacial breakdown strength of solid-

solid interfaces between 2007 and 2011 within the scope of his PhD work an NTNU.

During this time, he investigated the BDS and PD inception field of XLPE–XLPE

interfaces under a homogeneous AC field by varying the contact pressure and sur-

face roughness. The core results from his thesis are summarized in and

they agree with the reported results in the literature above and with the results

shown in .

Figure 2.7: Summary of the measured breakdown strength of dry- and wet-mate interfaces using
XLPE-insulated cable samples in Hasheminezhad’s PhD thesis [ ].

Illias et al. [ – ] performed thorough studies on the measurement and mod-

eling of partial discharges in solid dielectric materials and at polymer interfaces.

They extensively used phase-resolved partial discharge analysis (PRPDA) and pulse

sequential analysis (PSA) techniques to display both experimental and simulation

results. When processing the experimental results of the PD measurements in this

work, the methods and discussion provided in [ ] served as a valuable source of

inspiration.

Finally, Stewart et al. [ – ] examined factors affecting the PD activity in

internal voids and surface properties of the voids and reported on the characteristics

of PD in artificially created voids. The studied void types were enclosed voids,

vented channels, and unvented channels in [ , ], and they reported that variation

in gas content and by-products generated by the PD activity in voids affect the

space charge build-up on the void walls, generation rate of initiating electrons, and

alter the collision energy; thus changing the PD characteristics. These studies are

found very relevant in determining the effect of gas pressure inside the cavities

and the surface roughness on the overall BDS of insulation materials. They also

suggested in [ ] that vented channels were likely to be subjected to decreased
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degradation due to by-products dispersing and gas refresh through the vent. These

findings are consistent with the results of the experimental and the theoretical work

performed in this thesis.

2.2.2 Studies on Insulation Properties of Polymers

Albayrak et al. [ ], Roy et al. [ ], and Ding and Varlow [ ] observed im-

proved electrical insulation properties when the elastic modulus was increased by

adding micro- and nano-scaled zinc oxide, nano-scaled zirconia particles, and silica

nanoparticles. In these studies, dielectric strengths of different dielectric materials

were tested by changing the chemical and material properties of the bulk insulation

material.

Tracking failure in HV cable insulations has been the subject of considerable

study, as it is one of the major breakdown mechanisms for solid dielectrics subjec-

ted to high electrical stresses [ ]. Needle-plane type experimental configurations

are extensively used in the literature to examine tracking resistance of insulation

materials by inducing a high divergent field to promote the initiation of surface

or interface tracking [ , – ]. Using empirical data, Fothergill [ ] developed

an analytical expression to estimate the interfacial tracking resistance of polymers.

There, the interfacial tracking resistance is linearly correlated with the fourth root

of elastic modulus. Chen et al. [ ] used Fothergill’s model to investigate the in-

terfacial tracking behavior in XLPE cable insulation samples. Both Fothergill [ ]

and Chen et al. [ ] used needle-plane electrode configurations to generate a strong

electric field owing to the non-homogeneous field generated. Mason [ ] investig-

ated the PD resistance XLPE samples using nine different combinations of needle,

plane and rod electrodes.

Eichhorn [ ] published a review paper on interfacial tracking in solid dielectrics

in 1977. He concluded that the most familiar and most commonly investigated in-

terfacial tracking phenomena were those resulting from internal electrical discharges

which decompose organic materials and most dielectrics. Although the presence

of internal voids and contaminants is undesirable, the damage which results from

the application of moderate AC voltages to electrode/insulation interfaces which

contain imperfections is more commercially significant [ ]. In this case, very high,

localized stress gradients may exist and lead to the initiation and growth of trees

with sufficient time, which may be followed by breakdown. To estimate these loc-

alized stress gradients, Eichhorn [ ] provided a thorough review of the expressions

for stress enhancement at the tip of sharp conductive electrodes.

Gao et al. [ ] used the simplified interface contact model, which was formerly

proposed in our publications [ , , , ]. In the model, the interface voltage is

expressed as the sum of the voltages applied across the voids and contact spots.

Using the model, they studied the interface breakdown mechanisms at the inter-

faces formed between polypropylene and SiR under AC excitation. They examined

the breakdown of contact spots in two separate stages, namely the initiation stage
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and propagation stage, and addressed possible mechanisms responsible for the local

deterioration of the contact area at the initiation stage. They suggested that once

the contact surface between two discharged cavities is broken down, the cavities

are connected, resulting in a larger discharge channel. It was concluded that the

degradation and the breakdown of the local contact area are essential for the dis-

charge channel to propagate at the interface.

Finally, Gubanski et al. [ , , , – ] contributed to the literature with nu-

merous extensive and thorough studies on interfacial tracking resistances of poly-

meric materials, such as SiR, PE, XLPE, LDPE under AC excitation. The essence

of the findings from [ , , , – ] is that the electric field at the needle tip was

found to be strongly limited by the charges injected from the needle. The results

indicated that the maximum electric field emerges in the bulk material very close

to the needle tip and is likely to induce changes in the material, leading to the

initiation of an electrical tree.

2.3 Theoretical Studies on Contact Surface

Modeling Using Tribology

There are various approaches to the description of rough engineering surfaces

in the history of tribology, such as statistical analysis of contacts, fractal analysis

of contacts [ ], and approaches based upon the surface power spectrum [ ]. Re-

cently, the use of numerical/deterministic roughness models has been widespread

as fast processors become available [ , ].

Archard [ ] worked on the multilevel structure of the roughness where a sphere

of radius consists of spherical asperities whose radii are significantly smaller. The

idea of the iterative hierarchical structure of roughness was further developed in

[ ]. In addition, Nayak [ ] and Whitehouse and Archard [ ] studied modeling

of surfaces as random processes; however, it later turned out that the mean radius

of curvature is scale-dependent [ ]. More recently, fractal approaches have been

introduced with the aim of providing a scale-invariant characterization of roughness

to more accurately obtain the contact area [ , , ]. Fractal characterization

supplies information of the surface roughness at all the length scales that depict the

fractal behavior [ ]. Several distinguished tribology researchers, however, argued

that empirical fractals do not yield scale-independent parameters for description

of rough surfaces [ , ]. Thus, the fractal approach is still an active area of

research [ ]. Approaches to surface roughness based on the surface power spectrum

have also been frowned upon due to lack of mathematical justification [ ]. In the

following sections, further details on the statistical and deterministic roughness

models are provided.
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2.3.1 Statistical Interface Contact Models

One of the earliest statistical models of contact between rough elastic solids was

offered by Zhuravlev (1940) [ ]. Johnson (1975) [ ] and Greenwood (1990) [ ]

are among the first scientists to have cited the Zhuravlev model. Intending to

develop the Zhuravlev model, Greenwood and Williamson [ ] later proposed a

contact model of nominally flat surfaces, where both Gaussian and the exponential

distribution of the asperity peaks were tested to show that the real contact area is

proportional to the applied load. Greenwood and Williamson’s model [ ] analyzed

a rough surface pressed against a smooth surface considering contacts that are

either elastic or plastic. More recently, Borodich’s introduction to Zhuravlev’s

historical paper [ ] highlighted that the Greenwood-Williamson’s theory (1966)

[ ], which assumes the asperities having the same radii with various heights was a

developed version of Zhuravlev’s model for purely elastic contact published in 1940

[ ]. Actually, Greenwood and Williamson [ ] modified the Zhuravlev model by

covering the transition of surface asperities from elastic behavior to plastic behavior.

The Greenwood and Williamson model [ ] together with Bhushan’s modifications

to it [ ] are utilized to propose a statistical contact model in .

Lastly, Zhu et al. [ ] also used the simplified interface contact model, which was

formerly proposed in our publications [ , , , ]. They studied the relationship

between the interfacial DC breakdown voltage of the XLPE–SiR interface and

the interface morphology using the interface contact model. They combined the

analytical model with an image processing algorithm that yielded similar surface

simulations as those we obtained by using the deterministic contact model, that

will be introduced below. They concluded that although the density of real contact

asperities is high, the real contact area is considerably lower than the nominal

contact area. Consequently, there are a large number of connected voids at the

interface, and they are the main channel of interfacial breakdown, while the contact

asperities become the obstacles of breakdown. These deductions are found to be

strongly agreeing with the main findings reported in .

2.3.2 Deterministic Interface Contact Models

With the advent of supercomputers that can perform heavy computations of big

data in a matter of hours if not minutes, deterministic models have increasingly

been favored. The outcome is becoming increasingly realistic as computational

speed increases. However, simplified models of material topographies are needed,

that make it necessary to minimize the computing time. In this respect, Almqvist’s

PhD thesis [ ] is found to be of immense benefit, which was built on the numerical

model proposed by Tian and Bhushan [ ].

Almqvist [ ] proposed a contact model that requires a measured surface pro-

file, where the interface of contact between two surfaces is governed by the theory

of minimum potential complementary energy. The resulting displacement of peaks
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and valleys of the profile is then computed by minimizing an integral energy equa-

tion with respect to the applied contact pressure and material properties.

The outcome of the model is a simulated deformed surface profile at the interface

between a rigid plane and the measured surface profile [ ]. The sizes of all cavities

at the interface and total area of contact are definite. Hasheminezhad [ ] employed

Almqvist’s deterministic model [ ] to estimate the length of the largest cavity (in

the direction of the electric field) at the XLPE–XLPE interfaces. His study covered

scanned 2D surface profiles of XLPE specimens. In this thesis, the proposed model

in [ ] is further extended using the analytical expressions addressed in [ ] so that

the model incorporates 3D surface profiles in addition to the 2D surface profiles.

An illustration of the original surface profile, displacement of surface asperities

along with the deformed surface profile of a 2D surface is presented in .

The discrete distribution of contact pressure at the surface asperities is illustrated

in . Details regarding the deterministic theory are given in .
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Figure 2.8: (a) Illustration of a measured 2D surface profile of an XLPE sample (polished
by sandpaper grit #2400), displacement of peaks after loading (1.16 MPa), and the resulting
deformed profile. (b) Deformed profile and distribution of contact pressure at contact spots.
Nominal longitudinal distance (xref ) is 1.2532 mm.



Chapter 3
Statistical Contact Model for
Estimation of Average Sizes of
Cavities and Contact Spots

This chapter shows how the statistical model, introduced in , is used

to describe multiple-asperity dry contacts formed at a solid-solid interface in a 2D

plane using the tribological principles presented in [ , , , – ]. The model

estimates the average size of cavities and contact areas at solid-solid interfaces as

a function of the contact pressure, surface roughness, and elastic modulus.

3.1 Dry Multiple-Asperity Contacts

If the two rough surfaces, as presented in , which are both nominally

flat, are brought into contact by being pressed together until their reference planes

are separated by a distance d, numerous discrete contact spots then arise at those

asperities where the sum of total heights z1 + z2 are greater than the nominal

distance between the surfaces, d [ , , ].

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a contact between two rough surfaces [ ].

25
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Williamson et al. [ ] addressed that assessing surfaces with cumulative

processes (either single-point processes or extreme-value processes) resulted in a

Gaussian-height distribution, whereas peak heights had a Gaussian distribution in

all cases. On the other hand, Greenwood and Tripp [ ] discovered that as long as

the peak heights follow a Gaussian distribution, the asperity shape and whether

the asperities exist on one or both surfaces are unimportant. Besides, Greenwood

and Tripp [ ] showed that the contact of two rough surfaces could be reduced

to a so-called equivalent sum surface, consisting of a single, rough surface with a

smooth, rigid plane. In agreement with this, O’Callaghan and Cameron [ ], and

Francis [ ] reported similar findings such that the contact of two rough surfaces

negligibly differs from the equivalent sum surface consisting of a perfectly smooth

and an equivalent rough surface, as illustrated in .

Surface 1

Surface 2

reduced to

Perfectly 
smooth plane

Equivalent 
rough surface

Figure 3.2: Contact asperities between a perfectly smooth surface and a rough surface.

Considering these findings, Greenwood and Williamson [ ] assumed that:

� The rough surface incorporates a large number of asperities, which are of

spherical geometry at least near their summit.

� Asperities on each surface have a constant summit radius, whereas their

heights vary randomly.

� Most surfaces found in engineering applications have normally distributed

asperities and peak heights (Gaussian distribution).

The curvature of the asperity-peak , βm of the equivalent rough surface (sum

surface) is then defined as the sum of surface asperities of each rough surface, βm1

and βm2 using [ , ]:

1/βm = 1/βm1 + 1/βm2. (3.1)

Moreover, elementary statistics suggest that if the peak-height distributions of

two rough surfaces are independent (as is likely when two surfaces are prepared

separately) and are distributed randomly (not necessarily Gaussian) with standard

deviations of the asperities σp1 and σp2, the distribution of the equivalent rough

surface, σp, will have a standard deviation of [ , ]:

σp =
√
σ2
p1 + σ2

p2 . (3.2)
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When the contact pressure between the two contacting samples is applied,

elastic deformation initially takes place as a function of their elastic moduli of elasti-

city [ ]. As the load is further increased, the mechanically weaker/softer sample

(or both if they are identical) begins to deform plastically. The load at which the

plastic flow begins depends on the hardness of the softer material [ , ].

3.2 Statistical Analysis of Surface Contacts at

Solid-Solid Interfaces

In the light of the assumptions/simplifications made by Greenwood and Willi-

amson [ ], Bhushan [ ], showed that the apparent pressure pa, mean real pressure

pr, (elastic) real area of contact Are, the number of contact spots n, and mean as-

perity real area of contact as a function of separation d can be calculated. For this

purpose, the contact between a plane and a nominally flat surface incorporating

numerous spherically tipped asperities of the same radius βm was considered, with

their peak heights represented by a probability density function of p (z), as shown

in . Contact mechanics of an individual cavity under a particular load

are known from the Hertzian equations [ , ], in which the contact radius ac, the

individual contact area Ai, and the individual load Wmi are represented in terms

of total peak displacement δ. Each elastic contact area for a peak displacement δ

equals to Ai = πβmδ and is circular with the radius ac = (βmδ)1/2 as depicted in

and , while the load is given by Wmi = (4/3)E′βm
1/2δ3/2 [ ].

W
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δ

d
Ref.

 plane in
rough surface 

Contact occurs
and asperities 

deform
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distribution

σp 

z

x
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z

z

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the contact between a rough surface and a smooth
surface (rigid plane) [ ].

When two surfaces are brought into contact until their reference planes are

separated by d, contact spots will arise at any asperity whose height was formerly

greater than d. Thus, the probability of having a contact at a given asperity height

z, P (z > d) is [ , , ]:

P (z > d) =

∫ ∞

d

p (z) dz, (3.3)

where p (z) is the probability density function (pdf).
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Figure 3.4: Contact area between a spherical asperity and a rigid plane, which is circular πβmδ
with the radius of ac = (βmδ)1/2 [ ].

Moreover, if there are N asperities in total, the expected number of contacts n

will then become:

n = N

∫ ∞

d

p (z) dz. (3.4)

In addition, since the total displacement δ is equal to z − d, the total real

(elastic) area of contact (Are) becomes:

Are = πNβm

∫ ∞

d

(z − d) p (z) dz. (3.5)

Similarly, the expected total load (Wm = NWi) is:

Wm = prAre = paAa =
4

3
NE′βm

1/2

∫ ∞

d

(z − d)3/2 p (z) dz, (3.6)

where pr is the mean real pressure, pa is the apparent contact pressure in Pa,

Aa is the nominal surface area in m2, and E′ is the composite/effective elastic

modulus (i.e., Young’s modulus) of two materials in contact. The contact pressure

is expressed by pa = Wm/Aa (in N/m2 ≡ Pa). The effective elastic modulus, E′,
is calculated as the composite elastic modulus of each material in contact E, using

the relation below:

1

E′ =
1

2

(
1− v1

2

E1
+

1− v2
2

E2

)
, (3.7)

where E1, v1 and E2, v2 are the elastic modulus in Pa and Poisson’s ratio of each

material, respectively [ ]. Note that the Equations ( )–( ) are valid for any

type of surface peak-height distribution. In the case of Gaussian peak-height dis-
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tribution, the distribution of asperity heights is expressed by:

p (z) =
1

σ
√
2π

e
−
1

2

(
z − μ

σ

)2

, (3.8)

where μ is the expected mean value and σ2 is the variance of the random variable.

To benefit from the convenience of scale-independent variables, Bhushan [ ,

, ] modified the above formulae by introducing non-dimensional variables and

standardized probability density functions as follows:

pa

η σp βm E′
√

σp/βm

=
4

3
F3/2 (D) , (3.9)

pr

E′
√

σp/βm

=
4

3π

F3/2 (D)

F1 (D)
, (3.10)

Are E
′ √σp/βm

pa Aa
=

3π

4

F1 (D)

F3/2 (D)
, (3.11)

nσp βm E′ √σp/βm

pa Aa
= F0(D)/

4

3
F3/2(D) , (3.12)

(Are/n)σp βm = πF1 (D)/F0 (D) , (3.13)

whereD is the dimensionless separation (d/σp), η is the density of asperity summits

per unit area (N/Aa), and Fm(D) is a parabolic cylinder function provided by:

Fm(D) =

∫ ∞

D

(s−D)m p∗(s) ds, (3.14)

where p∗(s) is the standardized peak-height-probability density function. The func-

tion p∗(s) has, by definition, zero mean and is scaled to render its standard deviation

unity [ ]. It should be noted that the dimensionless, scaled Equations ( )–( )

are also valid for all surface distributions as for Equations ( )–( ).

In the case of a Gaussian peak-height distribution, transforming p (z) in Equa-

tion ( ) into p∗(s) yields:

Fm(D) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

D

(s−D)m e−s2/2 ds. (3.15)

Using Equations ( )–( ), correlation between D and pa as well as those

between pa and pr, Are and n are acquired in dimensionless forms. Bhushan [ ]

then further studied these relationships via least-square fit functions and concluded

the mathematical model that correlated the real area of contact Are with the

nominal contact area Aa in the elastic regime as:
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Are
∼= 3.2

pa Aa

E′
√
σp/βm

. (3.16a)

The real area of contact can directly be represented as a function of the contact

pressure pa and effective elastic modulus E′ by further simplifying Equation ( ):

Are/Aa � Z pa
E′ , (3.16b)

where Z is a parameter equal to 3.2
√
βm/σp since σp and βm are constant val-

ues computed for characterizing the surface under consideration. In addition, the

expected number of contact spots n is given by:

n = 1.21ηAa

(
pa

ησpβmE′
√
σp/βm

)0.88

, (3.17)

where η stands for the surface density of asperities [ , , ]. With the help of

Equations ( )–( ), the number of contact spots and the area that the contact

spots take up as a fraction of the nominal contact area can be computed.

3.3 Contact Surface Modeling

In this study, a simplified, 2D interface contact model is aimed to be developed.

For the sake of simplicity, the average size of the cavities and contact spots are

favored. As the model is developed in 2D, the average size is defined with respect

to the axis parallel to the direction of tangential electric field since the minimum

value of the cavity discharge inception field is associated with the maximum path

length in the field direction (critical avalanche length [ ]). In addition to this, the

number of contact spots is assumed to be equal to the number of cavities as each

cavity is enclosed between two contact spots.

3.3.1 Average Size of Contact Spots

By manipulating Equations ( ) and ( ), the total contact area is com-

puted. As stated in , the simplification to the equivalent rough surface

does not affect the real area calculation and causes negligible differences [ ]. The

average length of the contact spot lavg is derived as follows:

Are =

n∑
j=1

Acntj = nπ

(
lavg
2

)2

, (3.18)

lavg = 2

√
Are

nπ
= 1.84

β 0.47
m σ 0.41

p p0.06a

E′ 0.06 η0.06
, (3.19)

where Acntj stands for the respective area of the jth contact spot.
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3.3.2 Average Size of Cavities

To calculate the average size of the cavities, the shape of cavities, arising at the

polymer surfaces after sanding/polishing with abrasive sandpapers, should initially

be determined. This procedure is illustrated by examining the surface morphology

of a polished XLPE sample by following the methodology described in .

shows the obtained 3D surface profile whereas and

depict 2D profiles at the cursor position in x- and y-axes, respectively.

It should be noted that these profiles account for the interface between an equi-

valent rough surface and a perfectly smooth plane. The gray-solid lines represent

the displaced asperity position under a heavier load, whereas the difference between

the lines is the peak displacement, δ. The details on how to transform two rough

surfaces into an equivalent rough surface and a smooth, rigid plane can be found

in .

As observed in and , the surface topographies in both

the x- and y-axes have comparable amplitudes and widths of peaks and valleys. The

cavities formed in xz- or yz-planes can be approximated with an ellipsoid whose

length parallel to the electric field (davg) is approximately 8–9 times larger than

the length normal to the field (hz). Approximated average-sized interfacial cavities

are illustrated in , whose tangential length davg is considerably larger

than the height of the asperity peaks hz. As previously mentioned, regardless

of the cavity shape, the cavity size parallel to the electric field component is of

importance when determining cavity discharge inception field because the minimum

value of the inception field is associated with the maximum path length in the field

direction [ ].

Based on the defined shape of an average cavity, the projection area of a cavity

on the xy-plane is determined with the assumption that there are n pairs of cavities

and contact spots where the number of the contact spots is assumed to be equal

to the number of cavities. For simplicity, the projection area on the xy-plane

is considered to be square with the side length davg. On that account, davg is

calculated as follows:

Acav =

n∑
j=1

Acavj
= Aa −Are, (3.20a)

Acav =
Aa −Are

n
, (3.20b)

davg =

√
Aa −Are

n
, (3.21a)

davg =

(
E′

√
σp

βm
− 3.2pa

)0.5

β 0.47
m σ 0.41

p

√
1.21 E′ 0.06 η0.06 p 0.44

a

, (3.21b)
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Figure 3.5: (a) Example of a surface profile of an XLPE sample polished with #500 sandpaper.
Interface between an equivalent rough surface and a perfectly smooth plane: (b) x-axis data are
placed in a row vector out of 640 available planes where the thickness of each plane is 1.9581 m.
(c) y-axis data are placed in a column vector out of 480 available planes (see ).
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where Acav, Acavj , and Acav stand for the total area cavities take up, the area of the

jth cavity, and the average area of a cavity, respectively. The correlation between

the cavity size and the interfacial contact pressure pa, the effective elastic modulus

E′, and the average length of cavities davg is estimated by Equation ( ).

The three surface characterization parameters; σp, βm, and η in Equations

( ) and ( ) need to be determined to calculate the average size davg and the

average contact spot length lavg, respectively. For this purpose, the motif profiles,

namely the roughness and waviness profiles proposed in [ , ], are employed as

explained in the following section.
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Figure 3.6: Air-filled cavities formed at the polymer interface.

3.3.3 Number of Cavity and Contact Spot Pairs

The interface model displayed in is composed of identical average-

sized cavities and contact spots. The average sizes of cavities and contact spots,

davg and lavg, are derived using the data of scanned surface stored in a 480 ×
640 matrix that incorporates 640 xz-planes and 480 yz-planes with a thickness of

1.95 m (see ). The simplified interface model shown in

represents the average of the surface data, which is represented in the xz-plane

(yz-plane could also be used since both planes have identical distributions and size

of asperities as shown in and ). Thus, a row vector with a

size of 1 × 640 represents an area of 1.95 m x 1.25 mm in the total area of 0.94

mm× 1.25 mm. Analogously, if the model is to represent the average data of the

yz-planes, a vector with the size of 480×1 represents the entire data. For instance,

the data of the profiles shown in Figures – are stored in a 1 × 640 row

vector and 480× 1 column vector, respectively.
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The surface characterization parameters, σp, βm, and η, are computed using

the matrix that contains the surface data. Thus, the number of cavity and contact

spot pairs n in Equation ( ) represent the number of pairs over the entire surface

in the xyz-plane. In the results section, n (dimensionless) is normalized with the

nominal surface area Aa and is represented by the unit mm−2. To determine the

number of contact spots and cavities existing in an area, the normalized n times

the area provides the number of cavity and contact spot pairs.

3.4 Characterization of Surface Roughness

Surface texture characterization requires a large array of parameter calcula-

tions and filtering methods. The software toolboxes/packages that are provided

with surface texture measuring instruments, along with some stand-alone software

applications, usually offer an overwhelming range of options for surface texture

characterization. If possible, those taking current international standards as their

point of reference, such as ASME B.46 [ ], ISO 25178–2 [ ], ISO 12085 [ ]

and ISO 4287 [ ] should be favored [ ].

The sum surface approach, which is used to transform two rough surfaces to an

equivalent rough surface and a smooth surface as delineated in , requires

the use of motif parameters, as explained in [ ]. Moreover, the motif approach

is essential when computing the statistical surface characterization parameters of

σp , βm , and η. On the other hand, as performed in , S-parameters are used

to compare the surfaces according to their degree of roughness in a less complicated

way, without delving into the motif approach. Therefore, in this thesis, both the

motif parameters and S-amplitude parameters have been used when characterizing

the areal surface textures of the studied samples.

3.4.1 Motif Parameters Approach

Motif parameters offer a statistical description of asperity shapes and locations

spread out on a broad range of micro-geometry from periodic to random profiles,

where the primary asperities on isotropic rough surfaces are scrutinized by employ-

ing the summit and the radius of the altitude of each asperity [ ]. Statistical

analysis using probability density functions, for instance, Gaussian or log-normal,

are used to describe each of these geometrical characteristics, where the distribu-

tions are redimensioned with the extracted characteristic values of the roughness

and waviness parameters following the motif procedure [ , ].

The procedure for determining the motif parameters is described according to

ISO 12085 [ ] and is represented by the illustration in . First,

the total surface profile is obtained using a surface characterization instrument.

Second, a short-wave cut-off noise filter with the wavelength λs is applied to the

total profile to obtain the primary profile. The roughness profile R is then extracted

by applying a band-pass filter with the short-wave cut-off wavelength λs and the

long-wave cut-off wavelength λc to the primary profile P [ ].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Extraction methods of roughness and waviness profiles from the primary profile
[ ]. (b) Illustration of extracted roughness and waviness motifs and profiles [ ].

Figure 3.8: Sketch of a motif [ ].

Likewise, a band-pass filter with a short-

wave cut-off wavelength λc and long-wave cut-

off wavelength λf is applied to extract the wavi-

ness profile W [ ]. ISO 4287 [ ], ISO 25178

[ ] or ASME B46.1 [ ] list suggested values

for the cut-off lengths. The resulting profiles

and motifs are illustrated in . A

motif stands for a portion of the primary profile

between the highest points of two local peaks

of the profile, which are not necessarily adja-

cent [ ]. The geometrical attributes of a motif

with the index i are as follows (see ):
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� Hi is the height difference between the left peak and the deepest valley.

� Hi+1 is the height difference between the right peak and the deepest valley.

� Y i is the mean height (of Hi and Hi+1) of the ith motif.

� AY i is the horizontal distance between the peaks of the ith motif.

The following four conditions give the principal peaks and permit the calculation

of roughness parameters of a surface consisting of several motifs:

� Y is the average of the height values Y i of the motifs (i.e., arithmetic mean

asperity height).

� AY is the average of the width values AY i of the motifs.

� SY is the root mean square (rms) of the Y i of the motifs.

� SAY is the root mean square of the AY i of the motifs.

Likewise, waviness parameters W and SW—the mean value and root-mean-

square of the height values Wi of the waviness motifs, respectively—are determined

following the same procedure as for the roughness profile, using the waviness profile.

Belghith et al. [ ] derived geometric characteristics of the sum surface (i.e.,

an equivalent rough surface and a smooth surface) from each surface in contact.

Thus, the parameters of the sum surface result from parameters of each surface

with the subscripts 1 and 2 as [ ]:

Yeq = Y1 + Y2, (3.22a)

Weq = W1 +W2, (3.22b)

AYeq =
1

2
(AY1 +AY2) , (3.23)

SYeq =
√
SY 2

1 + SY 2
2 , (3.24)

SAYeq =
√
SAY 2

1 + SAY 2
2 , (3.25a)

SWeq =
√
SW 2

1 + SW 2
2 . (3.25b)

Belghith et al. [ ] suggested that the arithmetic mean asperity height Y rep-

resents a brief overview of surface texture. Therefore, surfaces with different rough-

ness degrees can roughly be compared using Y or Yeq.

Robbe-Valloire [ ] addressed that transforming a profile into a surface requires

modifications in densities. In this respect, the density of asperities on a profile D
are converted to the surface density of asperities η by using the correlation:

η = 1.2D2, (3.26a)

D = 1
/
AYeq

. (3.26b)
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The standard deviation of the distribution of the peak heights σp and the mean

value of the summit radius βm—considering two spherically shaped summits—are

respectively given by:

σp = 0.35
√

W 2
eq + SW 2

eq , (3.27)

βm =
AY 2

eq + SAY 2
eq

16Yeq
. (3.28)

To sum up, the motif parameters of the equivalent rough surface are computed

using Equations ( )–( ). The resulting parameters are then substituted in

Equations ( ) and ( ).

Note that Equations ( ) and ( ) are derived based on the assumption

that peaks and valleys are normally distributed. In case the peak-height distribu-

tion fits a different probability density function, then the new probability density

function p (z) should be substituted in Equation ( ) to modify the mathematical

expressions for the davg and lavg. To determine the type of the peak-height distri-

bution of the surfaces utilized in this work, histograms of surface peak height distri-

butions are obtained (see ). A Gaussian distribution function was

selected for p (z) considering the obtained histograms as shown in

and the normality tests carried out in .

Last, Archard [ ] observed that the three surface parameters of engineering

surfaces which are sanded or machined are usually correlated by the relation of:

σp βm η � 0.03− 0.05. (3.29)

In , the multiplication of the motif parameters is checked if it agrees

with Equation ( ).

3.4.2 Surface Height Parameters Approach

Stout et al. [ ] have developed the 3D surface texture height parameters

(S-parameters) to specifically address the 3D nature of surface textures. Modern

surface profilometers mostly employ the S-parameters as part of their software

packages when characterizing rough surfaces [ ]. The use of S-parameters is

straightforward by merely adding the toolbox to the measured data and software

returns the S-parameters for the selected profile.

S-parameters incorporates the following subgroups: S-amplitude, S-hybrid, S-

spatial, S-functional index family, and S-functional volume family parameters with

reference to ASME Y.14 and ISO 25178–2 [ , ]. The definitions and detailed

information are available in [ , , , ].

7For instance, in the case of an exponential asperity height distribution p (z) would be: p (z) =
λe−λz , where λ is the rate parameter provided that λ > 0 [ ].
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S-amplitude parameters are defined as below and are illustrated in :

� arithmetic mean height (Sa);

� root mean square height (Sq);

� maximum peak height (Sp);

� maximum pit height (Sv) ; and

� maximum height of the surface (Sz).

The arithmetic mean height, Sa parameter is defined as the arithmetic mean of

the absolute value of the surface asperities, z(x, y), within the sampling area:

Sa =
1

A

∫∫
A

∣∣z(x, y)∣∣ dxdy , (3.30)

where A is the sampling area, A = xy. The Sa parameter is the closest alternative

to the Ra parameter. However, they are fundamentally different because the areal,

S parameters use areal filters in 3D whereas profile, R parameters, use profile

filters in 2D [ ]. Thus, utmost care must be exercised when they are compared.

Similarly, the root mean square height, Sq parameter is designated as the root

mean square value of the height within the sampling area, A :

Sq =

√√√√ 1

A

∫∫
A

z2(x, y) dxdy . (3.31)

The Sa and Sq parameters are strongly correlated to each other [ ]. The

Sq parameter has more statistical significance as it is the standard deviation and

is directly associated with surface energy and the angle of scattered light from a

surface [ ]. As heights are counted from the mean plane, Sp is always positive

and Sv is always negative [ ]. Thus, the Sz parameter is the sum of the absolute

values of Sp and Sv:

Sz =
∣∣Sp

∣∣+|Sv| = Sp − Sv . (3.32)

Figure 3.9: Reference sketch illustrating the S−amplitude parameters in a 2D profile.

8Absolute minimum height of the lowest point of the surface.
9The Ra parameter is the arithmetic mean of the absolute ordinate values, z(x), within the

sampling length, ls [ ].



Chapter 4
Modeling the Longitudinal AC
Breakdown of Solid Interfaces

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a model to estimate the longitudinal

AC breakdown strength of solid-solid interfaces. First, the electrical model of a

solid-solid interface, consisting of cavities and contact spots, is provided. Second,

the breakdown mechanisms involved in the discharge of cavities and breakdown of

contact spots are modeled in individual submodels. Next, the complete breakdown

model is constructed using the mechanisms modeled in the submodels. Finally,

the main theoretical hypothesis based on the complete breakdown model is postu-

lated to address the mechanisms dominating the longitudinal interfacial breakdown

phenomenon in a sequence.

The shape, size, and number of cavities and contact spots strongly affect the

breakdown strength of an interface. Since the dielectric strength of a gas-filled

cavity is notably lower than that of bulk insulation, cavities are one of the weakest

parts of the interface limiting the electrical breakdown strength [ ]. Accordingly,

cavity discharge (i.e., PD activity) can be presumed to start in the cavities first

[ ]. According to the postulated hypothesis in , it is assumed that

the discharged cavities do not necessarily lead to the breakdown of contact spots

immediately. The PD/interfacial tracking resistance of the material determines

the endurance of the contact spots against breakdown [ , – ]. The electrical

breakdown model of a solid-solid interface can then be reduced to the discharge of

air-filled cavities and breakdown of contact spots enclosing those cavities.

Series connections of cavities and contact spots compose the electrical break-

down model of the interface where the applied voltage is distributed along the

interface, as illustrated in :

Vapp =

n∑
j=1

Vcavj +

n∑
j=1

Vcntj , (4.1)

39
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where Vapp is the applied voltage across the dry interface, n is the number of cavity

and contact spot pairs, Vcavj is the voltage drop across jth cavity, and Vcntj is

the voltage drop across jth contact spot located between two cavities, as presented

in . Note that the contact spots in the model stand for ideal void-free

contact areas.

Contact
spot

E

Air-filled
cavity

Interface
jcntV

jcavV

avgd

avgl

Figure 4.1: Illustration of an interface consisting of cavities and contact spots. Voltage drops at
the cavities and contact spots are illustrated where E is the electric field strength at the interface
in the longitudinal direction.

4.1 Estimation of the Longitudinal AC Break-

down Strength of Solid-Solid Interfaces

The interface breakdown model at solid-solid interfaces is based on two main

mechanisms: discharge of cavities and breakdown of contact spots. Therefore, the

interface breakdown model incorporates two submodels consisting of a model for

the discharge of cavities and a model of the breakdown of contact spots. The stat-

istical model proposed in is used to develop the submodel for the cavity

discharge, which estimates the breakdown strength of average-sized cavities, while

the average cavity size varies depending on the elasticity, surface roughness, and

contact pressure. The submodel for the breakdown of contact spots is developed

using an empirical model, based on the interfacial tracking resistance of the solid

materials. In this submodel, enhanced field strengths at the edges of discharged

cavities are approximated by needle-needle electrode configuration.

4.1.1 Estimation of the Discharge Inception Field Strength
of Air-filled Cavities

The field at which the dielectric strength of the gas in the cavity is exceeded

is defined as cavity discharge inception field or, analogously, partial discharge in-

ception field–PDIE. Under a homogeneous electric field, the PDIE of an air-filled

cavity (Ecav) can be estimated using the well-known Paschen’s law [ , ]. The

Paschen’s approach is favored due to the lack of any better model [ , ]. Il-

lias [ ] utilized an analytical expression to estimate the cavity inception field for

streamer-type discharge in cavities as a function of cavity geometry, the pressure in
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the cavity, the dielectric permittivity, characteristics of ionization process in the gas

and the distance between the two electrodes [ – ]. In , Illias’ model

and Paschen’s approach are compared for a wide range of electrode distances where

both analytical expressions yield very similar results.

Regarding the size of the cavities arising at the interfaces in the light of the

experimental and theoretical work, the portion of the Paschen’s curve to the right

of the minimum value, which covers a cavity size within 10 �m–1 mm, is considered

and is plotted in for five different air-pressures in the cavity (pc). The

curves suggest a reduced inception field strength as the cavity size increases. Note

that the curves represent the electric field values, not the voltage waveforms. The

slopes of the voltage and field waveforms are opposite in the covered range of d.

Readers are referred to for the details.

Pressure [bar] x Cavity size    d  [mm]

E
ca

v 
  

[k
V

/m
m

]

Figure 4.2: The Paschen’s curve for air at various air pressure (1 bar = 0.1MPa).

The BDS of a cavity, Ecav at a given pressure is analytically represented by the

polynomial fit:

Ecav (pc, d) = A
p0/pc
d 2

+B(pc/p0) +
C

d
+D

√
pc/p0
d

, (4.2)

where pc is the pressure inside the cavity, atmospheric pressure p0 = 1bar, A =

0.00101 kV ·mm, B = 2.4 kV/mm, C = −0.0097 kV, D = 2.244 kV ·mm−0.5 [ ].

The waveforms in are plotted using Equation ( ).

Since the permittivity of air is less than the permittivity of the bulk material,

the electric field strength in air-filled cavities is enhanced in the field direction by
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the enhancement factor f with reference to the interfacial cavities and contact spots

illustrated in :

f =
γ εri

1 + (γ − 1) εri
, (4.3)

where εri is the relative permittivity of the material (contact spots), and γ is the

shape factor varying as a function of the geometry of the cavity [ ]. As illustrated

in in , γ varies based on the ratio of the axis parallel to the

field to the axis normal to the field. γ is displayed as a function of the axis ratio for

oblate and prolate spheroids in . For spherical cavities, γ = 3, whereas

for ellipsoidal cavities elongated in the field direction, γ ≥ 50. Enhanced fields

within cavities with different geometrical shapes are also provided in .

The estimated PDIE, i.e., PDIEe stands for the field strength at the contact

spots (Ecnt ), calculated by dividing the value read from the Paschen’s curve by

the enhancement factor f :

PDIEe = Ecnt = Ecav/f. (4.4)

For the determined cavity shape shown in , f ≈ 1 according to Equa-

tion ( ). Since any direction of the field within the ellipsoid (with respect to the

defined cavity shape in ) can be resolved into three orthogonal compon-

ents, it is sufficient to consider the axis parallel to the field since the minimum value

of PDIE is associated with the maximum path length in the field direction (critical

avalanche length) [ , , ]. Hence, the average length of the cavities in the dir-

ection of the applied field davg (calculated using Equation ( )) is substituted

for d in Equation ( ). Depending on the elasticity and contact pressure, cavit-

ies can either be enclosed or form larger cavities or channels by connecting with

other cavities at the interface. In the case of large cavities or channels, initially

compressed air is assumed to be squeezed out and is vented to the surroundings.

According to the right of Paschen minimum, however, the BDS of vented cavities,

in which the gas pressure settles around the ambient pressure (pc ≈ 1 bar), is sig-

nificantly lower than that of interlocked/enclosed cavities with pc greater than 1

bar. Consequently, the vented cavities are assumed to dominate the mechanisms

governing the interfacial cavity discharge, and PD activity starts in a cavity whose

length, parallel to the electric field, is equal to or greater than davg, whereas it can

be presumed that there is no discharge activity in cavities smaller than davg or in

enclosed cavities having gas pressure higher than ambient pressure.

A flow diagram recapitulating all the steps in the model to estimate the dis-

charge inception field of average-sized cavities is shown in .

10Important note: The conventional abbreviation, PDIE, is modified here, where PDIEe

stands for the estimated PDIE values at the interface described in this section. PDIEm, on the
other hand, will later be defined to represent the experimentally measured PDIE values at the
interfaces.
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram summarizing the steps of estimating the average size of the cavities
and calculating the estimated discharge field strength of average-sized cavities.
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4.1.2 Estimation of the Breakdown Strength of Contact
Spots

The submodel for the estimation of the breakdown strength of contact spots

(solid bulk material) incorporates two empirical models to estimate the enhanced

local fields at the edges of the discharged cavities and the interfacial tracking res-

istance of the contact spots.

4.1.2.1 Estimation of Enhanced Local Fields at the Edges of Discharged

Cavities

As Illias et al. [ ] reported in their respective studies that strong non-

homogeneous local fields occur at the edges of the discharged cavities enclosed by

contact spots despite the uniform electric field (see ). The field strength

reduces considerably in a discharged cavity due to the high electrical conductivity

of the discharge spark. Until the discharge is quenched, the contact spots undergo

an increased electric field, as illustrated in , due to the increased voltage

at the contact area. However, the enhanced fields may not be sufficiently high to

induce a breakdown on the contact area [ ]. Whether the resulting strong local

fields can cause a complete flashover across the interface strongly depends upon

the interfacial tracking resistance of the insulation [ , , ].

Figure 4.4: An illustration of the field lines at the interface in 2D profile from the field simulations
performed using FEA software shown in . The dimensions of the defined cavities are
so small that the internal field is deemed effectively uniform [ ].

We assume that the local enhanced fields at edges of contact spots can be

emulated by a needle-plane (point-plane) or a needle-needle electrode configuration.

The crest values of the field can then be estimated via empirical models as if the

needle tips cause them. Subsequently, the interfacial tracking resistance of the

contact spots can be checked to see if the contact spots could withstand the local

field spikes or if an interfacial discharge would occur.

The field strength at the tip of a needle is a few orders of magnitude higher

than the estimated intrinsic BDS of polymers [ ]. The enhanced field at the edges

of a discharged cavity emulated with a needle-needle geometry can be estimated

by:
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Eenh =
Vapp

√
1 + rn/l

rn arctanh

[
1√

1 + rn/l

] , (4.5)

where rn is the radius of the tip of needle, Vapp is the applied voltage, l is the

thickness of the bulk polymer between the electrodes [ ]. To calculate the Vapp,

the applied field Eapp is multiplied by the the nominal thickness of the interface,

dint, since the applied field is homogeneous (Rogowski electrodes). In addition, to

compute the thickness of the bulk insulation, l between the electrodes, the total

length of the contact spots, i.e., effective interface length (leff ) is required to be

substituted for l in Equation ( ). Based on the contact model shown in ,

effective interface length leff is calculated by the summation of the average-sized

contact spots:

leff =

n∑
j=1

lavg = lavg · n , (4.6)

where n is the number of the average-sized cavity and contact spot pairs in a single

row vector as shown in and as illustrated in .

4.1.2.2 Estimation of Interfacial Tracking Resistance of Contact Spots

Needle-plane type experimental configurations with different needle tip radii

are extensively studied in the literature to examine interfacial tracking resistance

of insulation materials under AC, DC or impulse [ , , ]. Using empirical data,

Fothergill [ ] developed the following expression to estimate the interfacial tracking

resistance Etr:

Etr =

(
16GE′

ε02εr2 r

)1/4

, (4.7)

where the toughness G is a constant in J/m2, E′ is Young’s/elastic modulus in

Pa, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum in F/m, εr is the relative permittivity of the

dielectric medium, and r is the radius of the main tubular branch of the breakdown

channel (i.e., interface tracking path) in m [ , ]. The mechanism proposed here

is operative at higher local electric fields and is a breakdown rather than an aging

mechanism that predicts a breakdown time of � 10−7 s from the initiation of inter-

facial tracking to discharge [ , ]. Therefore, Equation ( ) does not incorporate

time as a parameter. In , breakdown mechanisms in solid dielectric ma-

terials are categorized according to the time to breakdown. The proposed model

for the interfacial tracking resistance could be deemed to belong to the electrical

and/or electro-mechanical mechanisms [ ]. Value of radius r depends on the agent

initiating the breakdown streamer; such as a microvoid, an impurity particle, an
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electrode irregularity, an electrical tree, or a feature of the polymer morphology

and is assumed constant in a specimen [ ]. In this model, the radius of the BD

channel is assumed to be equal to the radius of the needle tip, i.e., r = rn.

Figure 4.5: Time to breakdown and degradation vs. electric field amplitude for various electrical
breakdown mechanisms in solid dielectric materials [ ].

4.2 Sequence of Mechanisms Contributing to

Breakdown under AC Ramp Excitation

The complete model to estimate the longitudinal AC BDS of solid-solid inter-

faces is illustrated in . Using the submodels proposed in this chapter, a

possible sequence from no discharge activity to a complete flashover at the interface

(longitudinal BD of the interface) is proposed.

Since the dielectric strength of a gas-filled cavity is considerably lower than

that of bulk insulation, the breakdown of air-filled cavities is assumed to take

place initially. Therefore, cavity discharge and breakdown of contact spots will be

initiated at different instants in a sequence. The order of these mechanisms can

be explained with the help of the illustration shown in . Note that the

red waveform represents the AC ramp voltage applied in the experiments. The

instants at which the mechanisms become active are represented with reference to

the applied ramp voltage/field.

First, the inception of the cavity discharge takes place (represented by instant

I ), before which no discharge activity is assumed to occur at the interface. Until

instant II, the contact spots endure the enhanced local fields across them, and in

case the interfacial tracking resistance of the insulation is exceeded (at the instant

II ), the breakdown of the contact spots takes place, bridging the electrodes.

11The submodels for the cavity discharge and contact spot discharge are based on the average
size of the cavities [Equation ( )] and the effective length of the contact spots [Equation ( )].
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To elaborate on the activation order of the BD mechanisms, the time frame of

a breakdown is dissected in four consecutive periods, as listed below:

1. No PD : This is the period from the application of AC voltage until the instant

I in . The electric field is not sufficiently strong to accelerate a free

electron to start an avalanche mechanism in the cavities or absence of free

electrons cause the delay of PD inception. Thus, no PD activity is observed

in this period.

2. Onset of PDs: At instant I, the electric field is sufficiently high to initiate

the persistent discharge activity in the cavities. However, the breakdown of

contact spots does not occur as yet, because the interfacial tracking resistance

of the polymeric contact spots can withstand the locally enhanced fields.

Thus, only PD is observed.

3. Initiation and propagation of the interfacial tracking : It is represented by the

instant II. As mentioned earlier, the submodel for the interfacial tracking

mechanism is operative at higher local electric fields with a breakdown time

of around 10−7 s [ ]. Therefore, it takes only a fraction of a microsecond

from the inception of the interfacial tracking to the breakdown of the contact

spots between two discharged cavities.

4. Breakdown of the interface: The electrodes are bridged, and the destructive

effects of the interfacial breakdown are clear at the material surfaces (as

revealed in and ).
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Figure 4.6: Activation sequence of the mechanisms with respect to the applied field ramp.
Roman numerals, I and II stand for instant I and instant II, as referred to in the text.
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Chapter 5
Deterministic Contact Model for
Asperities at Solid-Solid Interfaces

This chapter provides a brief theoretical background for the deterministic interface

contact model introduced in . The primary motivation for developing

the deterministic model is to verify the output of the statistical model that is the

backbone of the theoretical hypothesis. Secondly, the deterministic model is also

used to simulate the deformation of the surface asperities in 3D as a function of the

contact pressure, surface roughness, elasticity, and hardness of the favored insula-

tion material, which provides a reliable, supporting basis for the discussion chapter.

The model is based on the equivalent rough surface model, illustrated in

and incorporates linear elastic and perfectly plastic materials in which the energy

dissipation due to plastic deformation being considered. With this model, 3D in-

contact topography and the respective pressure distribution are acquired.

5.1 Introduction to Variational Principle

The contact between real-life topographies leads to plastic deformations at the

contact spots even under relatively small loads, as illustrated in . Tian

and Bhushan [ ] built their theoretical model on a variational principle for both

linear elastic and linear elastic-perfectly plastic materials. The use of the variational

principle leads to a standard quadratic mathematical programming problem after

an infinite-to-finite dimension transformation [ ]. In the variational method, the

real area of contact and contact pressure distributions are the variables, which

minimize the total complementary potential energy [ , ].

The variational principle employs a direct, quadratic numerical programming

method that returns a unique solution for rough surface contact problems. Its

computation time is substantially shorter compared to the conventional matrix in-

49
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version technique because there is no additional iteration process involved in the

variational approach [ ]. Therefore, the solution for 3D rough surface contact

problems with a large number of contact points becomes feasible. Solving a vari-

ational problem is identical to solving a minimum value of integral equation that

can be approximated to a boundary value problem of differential equations for

a mechanical system [ ]. Two minimum energy principles, namely total elastic

strain energy and total complementary potential energy, can be used for solving

mechanical problems in the variational approach [ , ].

In the cases where the real area of contact and the pressure distribution are

uncertain, the minimum total complementary potential energy principle for rough

surface contacts requires the minimum value of an integral equation that minimizes

the total complementary potential energy of the contacting system. In Tian and

Bhushan’s model [ ], the proposed theoretical model is based on the variational

principle for both linear-elastic and linear elastic-perfectly plastic materials, where

the plastic deformation of contact spots is covered for real contact surfaces. To

solve the contact problem covering linear elastic-perfectly plastic surface contacts,

the model depicted in [ ] has been modified to account for the energy dissipation

due to plastic deformations.

Almqvist [ ] followed the Tian and Bhushan’s model [ ] when developing the

deterministic roughness model utilized in this work. As mentioned in ,

the deterministic numerical roughness model in this thesis is based on Almqvist’s

diligent work [ ].

5.2 Equations to Define the Mechanical Contact

Problem

The elastic and plastic deformation of the surfaces and contact pressure are

computed by minimizing the following energy equation that allows both 2D and

3D topographies [ ]:

min
0≤pa≤Hs

(�) = min
0≤pa≤Hs

(
1

2

∫
Ω

pa δe dΩ−
∫
Ω

pa (h2 − h1 − δp) dΩ

)
, (5.1)

Wm =

∫
Ω

pa dΩ =

∫∫
Ω

pa dx dy , (5.2)

where Ω is an arbitrary area, Hs is the hardness of the softer material, pa is the

contact pressure, δe = z− d is the elastic deformation with reference to ,

hg = h2 − h1 is the gap between the undeformed surfaces, δp is the amount of

plastic deformation, and Wm is the applied load. Equation ( ) is limited by two

main constraints such that the maximum pressure is limited to the hardness of the

softer material i.e., pa ≤ Hs, while it is assumed equal to or greater than zero.
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In this way, the local contact pressure increases with increasing normal force for

elastic contact spots, resulting in larger real contact area.

For two elastic half spaces, the amount of deflection of elastic surface δe(x) at

a given pressure is expressed as [ ]:

δe(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
K (x− s) pa(s) ds+ constant , (5.3)

where the integral kernel K is given by [ ]:

K (x− s) = − 4

πE′ ln |x− s| , (5.4a)

and

K (x1 − s1, x2 − s2) = −
2

πE′
1√

(x1 − s1)
2
+ (x2 − s2)

2
, (5.4b)

for 2D and 3D contacts, respectively and E′ is calculated as shown in Equation

( ).

5.3 Discretization of Surface Profiles

In order to obtain an approximate value of minimum complementary potential

energy, the integral Equation ( ) for the total complementary potential energy

and Equation ( ) relating surface displacement to the surface pressure are dis-

cretized into a mesh of small elements over the entire contact area.

As described in , the measured surface profile of each specimen as

shown in is stored in a 480× 640 matrix. The assessment length in the

row vectors of the measured profile is discretized into 10240 elements, resulting in

an equivalent, discrete matrix with a size of 480× 10240. The measured profile by

the profilomoter is considered to have an assessment length of L, which is a fraction

of thickness of the sample T , the total applied load Wm is thus scaled by L/T as

described in [ ]. The samples studied are of Lx = 1.25 mm, Ly = 0.94 mm, and

T = 4 mm.

The integral equation describing the relation between contact pressure and

elastic deflection Equation ( ) is by the application of a finite difference method

(FDM), discretized into:

δei =

M∑
j

Kij pj , (5.5)

where M is the total number of initial contact points, Kij is the arbitrary discret-

ization of K, and pj is the discretized contact pressure in each element.
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Numerically, the equation defining � is a quadratic form, because of the specific

relation between the elastic deflection and the pressure:

�i =
1

2

M∑
i

pi

M∑
j

Kij pj −
M∑
i

pi (h2i − h1i − δpi ) , (5.6)

which can be reformulated in the following matrix form [ ]:

� =
1

2
pKp− p (h2 − h1 − δp) . (5.7)

In order to minimize the total complementary potential energy �, the value of

pressure p should be determined such that ∇� = 0. The gradient ∇ � ∂/∂ p of �

with respect to pressure p is [ ]:

∇� = Kp+ δp − (h2 − h1)

= δe + δp − (h2 − h1) .
(5.8)

5.4 Solution Technique

The solution method proposed in this section minimizes the total complement-

ary potential energy � using a nested iterative process finding p such that ∇� = 0.

The force-balance condition is controlled by an inner loop in the iterative process,

and the outer loop continues to iterate until all contacting points lie sufficiently

close the contact plane [ ]. Since forces in the opposite direction to the motion of

contacting surfaces are permitted at the contact interface, the quest for a minimum

value of Equation ( ) is limited by pj ≥ 0 where j = 1, ...,M . It should be noted

that the number of final contact spots satisfying the restriction, pj ≥ 0, is likely to

be lower than M . Overall, this solution technique is claimed to be very robust as

the algorithm never diverged [ , ].

In the computer program running the algorithm, initially, 3D surface profiles

of the two surfaces forming the interface are imported. Following this, the equival-

ent rough contact surface (sum surface) is generated. Subsequently, the contacting

surface is discretized into smaller elements corresponding to the surface asperities.

For a given rigid body, then, an iteration loop is executed to compute elastic de-

formation. In case the pressure at any contact spots exceeds the material hardness

(main constraint of the algorithm, as mentioned at the beginning of the chapter),

a fraction of the surface at that particular node is discarded, and the type of the

contact spot is then marked as plastic. A new solution is then attained based on

the modified surface containing plastically deformed spots. In case the pressure

at plastic contacts does not reach a predefined level, a part of the plastic deform-

ation at those specific points must be removed [ ]. Thus, the iterative process
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continues until the pressure at all plastically deformed points lies within the region

spanned by the specified lowest level and the hardness of the softer surface material

at the applied load [ ]. When the inner loop is complete, an influence matrix is

constructed to correlate the contact pressure to the displacements based on the

location of the pressure element and contact points. Following this, the minimum

value of the total complementary potential energy incorporating the information

of the displacement and pressure is obtained using direct quadratic mathematical

programming technique [ ]. The analysis is run for contacts with positive pressure

pj > 0. The iterations continue until δe, δp and p satisfy Equation ( ).

presents a flow chart of the main algorithm. The main advantage of this algorithm

is that the corresponding contact pressure for a given rigid body approach can be

obtained directly from a single minimization process [ ]. Hence, the additional

iteration cycles due to the conventional matrix inversion methods are eliminated,

and the iteration cycle is significantly accelerated [ ].

M

m j
j

W p

Figure 5.1: Flow chart of the computer program for contact analysis of two rough surfaces [ ].
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5.5 Computation of Real Area of Contact

The number of discretized elements that have a pressure value higher than zero

(Ncnt) is given by:

Ncnt =
1

ni

ni∑
i=1

nj∑
j=1

∣∣ sgn (pij) ∣∣ , (5.9)

where sgn represents the signum function that extracts the sign of the contact pres-

sure. In the deterministic model, the contact pressure is zero at the asperity peaks

whereas it is a nonzero positive real number at the contacting points, represented

as:

sgn (pij) =

⎧⎨
⎩1 if pij > 0 ,

0 if pij ≤ 0 .
(5.10)

Based on Equation ( ),
∣∣ sgn (pij) ∣∣ in Equation ( ) reduces to sgn (pij).

The number of discrete elements, Nd, is then given by: Nd = ni × nj . The ratio

of the total contact area to the nominal area Are,d/Aa can then be calculated as a

fraction of the number of discretized elements Nd such that:

Are,d/Aa
(%) =

Ncnt

Nd
× 100 , (5.11)

where the subscript d in Are,d represents the estimated real contact area in the

discrete environment of the deterministic model to differentiate it from the Are in

the statistical model. As mentioned in , the discretized surface data are

stored in a 480× 10240 matrix, where ni = 480 and nj = 10240.

5.6 Representation of Numerical Data

The output of the deterministic model is displayed in various types of plots.

First and foremost, contour plots and surface plots are extensively used to visualize

the variation of surface texture from light load to heavy load where large cavities are

broken into smaller ones as the contacting area expands. Furthermore, scatter plots

are favored when displaying the simulated contact pressure values at each contact

spot in a 3D plane, which is an extended version of the distribution displayed in

. The main results are shown in whereas supplementary

information and detailed results are provided in .

Use of contour lines facilitates the representation of lines of equal height on a

map of a topographic surface. Points on microscale surface maps represent heights
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measured from a reference surface, which is represented by a horizontal plane de-

fining the zero level by convention [ ].

Contour lines are extracted from the intersection of the surfaces with horizontal

planes at different heights as illustrated in . An array of contour lines

is generated by shifting the plane to evenly spaced height levels, as illustrated in

.

Contour plots in this work are utilized to represent the amplitudes of the as-

perities and area of cavities and contact spots at the interface. With the aim

of increasing readability, different levels are colored using color maps, where red

indicates the highest peak and white indicates the zero level.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Contour lines representing the surfaces with planes at different amplitudes [ ].
(b) Filled-contour lines colored based on height/amplitude.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Methodology

This chapter provides a detailed overview of the methodology adopted when per-

forming the experimental work. Three types of experiments were executed: AC

breakdown tests, PD tests under AC excitation, and discharge-monitoring tests

using a camera.

6.1 Test Samples

As mentioned in , the elastic modulus can be increased for the

same material by adding micro- and nano-scaled zinc oxide, nano-scaled zirconia

particles, and silica nanoparticles [ – ]. However, due to time, scope and facility

constraints, we used different materials with different moduli to vary the elastic

modulus.

For the AC breakdown and PD measurement experiments, four different poly-

mers were used: silicone rubber (SiR), cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE), filled

epoxy resin (EPOXY), and polyether ether ketone (PEEK). Source materials and

methods to prepare each material in the desired dimensions are shown in .

Cast refers to the polymers we molded and cast in our laboratories whereas cut

stands for re-dimensioning from bulk insulation ordered in large chunks. The rel-

ative permittivities of SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, PEEK, and glass are 2.8, 2.3, 4.6, 2.8,

and 3.8, respectively [ – ].

For the discharge-monitoring experiments, one of the polymers is replaced with a

glass sample of the same size as the polymer sample. We had the glass samples (see

) produced in the desired dimensions at the Glass Workshop at NTNU

(Glassbl̊aserverksted). They are extremely smooth especially at the surfaces normal

to the direction of the camera lens and are durable against applied contact force.

The surface smoothness degrees of the glass samples are quantitatively presented

in the next chapter.

57
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Table 6.1: List of polymers and the preparation method.

Polymer Source Method

SiR Two component, liquid silicone rubber Cast

XLPE 145 kV power cable (Super clean peroxide cross-linked) Cut

EPOXY Alumina pre-filled epoxy resin Cast

PEEK High-viscosity, unreinforced PEEK Cut

Glass – Ordered
∗

∗
Cast and polished by the glass workshop at NTNU.

Figure 6.1: Glass samples prepared for the discharge-monitoring experiments.

6.1.1 Sample Preparation

All XLPE and PEEK used were cut in the size of 4 mm × 55 mm × 25−30 mm

rectangular prisms. The thickness of the samples (i.e., the length of the interface)

is 4.0 mm. Likewise, the molds manufactured to cast SiR and EPOXY samples

are designed such that the end products become in the same size with XLPE and

PEEK samples, which is 4 mm × 55 mm × 25 − 30 mm (see ). Note

that the heights of the samples vary within 25 − 30 mm to compensate for extra

sanding in case it is needed or for imprecision upon cutting. The details regarding

the casting of SiR and EPOXY samples are provided briefly in .

Figure 6.2: Four different polymers utilized to form solid-solid interfaces.
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6.1.2 Contact Surface Preparation

The contact surfaces of the samples were prepared using a STRUERS Abramin

tabletop, rotating grinding machine (see ). The specimens were fixed

on a steel rotating disk, as shown in , and a round, silicon carbide

sandpaper of the desired grit was placed on the rotating plane. Four different

sandpapers with different grits (#180, #500, #1000, and #2400) were used. The

speed of the rotating plane was set to 150 rpm, and the force pressing the steel disk

towards the sandpaper was fixed to 300N during the polishing of all the samples,

ensuring that all surfaces underwent the same procedure.

Since the SiR is somewhat soft, attaining an unstrained surface contact was

challenging. To cope with this challenge, SiR samples were sandwiched between

XLPE samples when grinding, as shown in . The samples were sanded

for 2–3 minutes with a continuous flow of water to remove any loose materials and

polymer remnants, and to avoid heating caused by friction. After assessing if the

polishing was successful, samples were rinsed in tap water and were then dried

using filtered compressed air. Finally, they were briefly washed with isopropanol

to remove any remnants that might have adhered to the samples and were left to

dry at room temperature. Note that the terms; grinding, sanding, and polishing

are used interchangeably in this work.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: (a) The STRUERS Abramin rotating grinding machine while in use. (b) Surface
polishing of the samples. SiR samples are sandwiched between XLPE samples and are fixed on
the rotating disc with the help of steel plates.
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6.1.3 Dry-, Wet- or Oil-Mate Samples

Dry-, wet- and oil-mate interfaces have been tested in the AC breakdown exper-

iments. To assemble dry-mate interfaces, polished surfaces were mated using clean

lab gloves and were placed between the electrodes, and then the contact pressure

was applied. Last, the container was filled with oil. For the wet-mate interfaces,

the surface of the bottom sample was subjected to tap water with a volume of

approx. 10 l using a laboratory pipette prior to placing the top sample. A similar

methodology was pursued in the case of oil-mate samples. In fact, some of the

injected water droplets or oil droplets are likely to be squeezed out due to the ap-

plied contact pressure. Likewise, they are likely to have been broken into smaller

droplets which spread out and span a larger area at the interface.

6.2 AC Breakdown Experiments on Polymer

Interfaces

6.2.1 Experimental Setup for AC Breakdown Testing

A simple illustration of the test arrangement with the dimensions of the core

components is depicted in . There, two polymer samples were positioned

on top of each other between two Rogowski electrodes, forming a 4 mm-wide inter-

face. Detailed sketches and photos from the setup used in the HV laboratory can

be found in .
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Synthetic 
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HV 
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Earth
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Interface
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Figure 6.4: Mechanical test setup used in the AC breakdown experiments: (1) Movable (upper)
pressure transfer block. (2) Fixed (lower) interface pressure keeper block. (3) Rogowski-shaped
electrodes. (4) Helical spring. (5) Supporting frame. (6) Epoxy plate. (7) Weight stabilizing
epoxy bars.
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presents the complete electrical test setup. A 50-Hz variac (0− 230

V) was used to energize the primary side of a 100 kV transformer, generating

AC ramp voltage on the secondary winding at the rate of 1 kV/s. A water resistor

with the resistance of 300–400 kΩ was employed to limit the breakdown current. In

addition, a voltage divider was connected in parallel to the test object to transmit

secondary voltage information to a PC via a data acquisition unit.

AC 
50 Hz
variac

Data acquisition
unit

Computer

Voltage
divider

Test
object

Earth
Oscilloscope

Figure 6.5: Sketch of the electrical circuit used in the AC breakdown experiments.

6.2.2 Test Procedure for AC Breakdown Testing

The desired contact pressure was exerted using weights varying between 3− 75

kg to press the samples vertically against one another, as illustrated in .

The average contact pressure is then calculated using the nominal contact area of

Aa = 4mm × 55mm = 220mm2. The applied pressure levels were determined via

preliminary tests, where the samples and the interface were checked against deform-

ation and ester (oil) penetration. For instance, the interface between XLPE–XLPE

could not be tested above 1.67 MPa due to deformation of the samples. Likewise,

the SiR samples deforming beyond 0.27 MPa prevented them from having been

tested at higher contact pressures. All the breakdown tests were performed with

the setup submerged in a container filled with synthetic ester oil (Midel 7131 [ ])

to prevent any external flashover. To avoid ester from penetrating the interface,

we applied the contact pressure before filling the container with the ester. The

interface was also tested against ester penetration under oil-mate conditions, as

explained in the next section.
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6.2.3 Data Processing Techniques for AC Breakdown Tests

For each interface at each contact pressure, eight measurements were performed

using a virgin pair of samples every time. The obtained results were statistically

assessed using the two-parameter Weibull distribution. Details regarding the ana-

lytical description of the Weibull distribution are provided in as well as

in [ , , ]. In most of the figures, the nominal value of the Weibull (i.e.,

63.2%) with the 90% confidence intervals (CI) were used. Also in the results and

discussion, the 63.2% values were used to make comparisons. Goodness-of-fit in

each case was tested following the guidelines in [ ]. Note that data represented

in Weibull graphs, as well as the 63.2 percentile and 90% CI values, make use of

the rms voltage values since the experiments were executed under AC excitation.

6.3 AC Partial Discharge Experiments on

Polymer Interfaces

6.3.1 Experimental Setup for PD Testing

shows the setup used for the PD inception field detection. The setup

incorporates an AC (50 Hz) high voltage supply (100 kV PD free transformer), a

test object, a 100-pC-coupling capacitor, a coupling device (Omicron CPL meas-

uring impedance unit), a PD detector (Omicron MPD 600) with a rechargeable

battery pack (MPP 600), which is connected to a USB controller/converter (MCU

504) via fiber optic cables, and a personal computer that shows the PD output

using the Omicron software MPD and MI 1.6.7. The system noise was lower than

100 fC, and the PD detection threshold was set to 0.5 pC during tests, which is the

PD sensitivity of the system. The time resolution of PD patterns is less than 2 ns,

which ensures a high degree of accuracy for the detected discharge pulse. Detailed

information and photos from the real setup can be found in .

Test
object

Grid LP filter

0–230 V
AC

Coupling 
device

V
Q

Optical
fiber

PD
detector

Transformer
230 V/ 100 kV

controller

Coupling capacitor
00 pF

i

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the PD detection circuit used in the PD experiments. Fiber op-
tic bus controller converts optical signals transmitted by the PD detector into electrical signals
processable by the PC. Coupling device stands for a sophisticated measuring impedance.
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The value of the coupling capacitor, Ck is selected as 100 pF with the voltage

rating of 140 kV. The PD detection unit is placed in series with the coupling

capacitor to prevent any damages in case the test object fails during the experiment.

Thus, the short circuit current does not pass through the PD unit, and the PD

detector is protected by Ck if the test object fails. The concept of the PD detection

system is based on measuring the current pulse across the test object (i.e., direct

measuring technique). A brief explanation of how the PD detection unit works is

as follows: when a discharge occurs in the test object, charges are transferred from

the coupling capacitor, Ck to the test object to compensate the voltage drop across

the test object. As a result, a current pulse i of short duration, which is within the

nanoseconds range flows in the circuit and a voltage pulse, V is generated across

the coupling device. The amount of charge transferred is called the apparent charge

qa [ ].

Before each experiment, the system is calibrated. The MPD 600 system al-

lows charge calibration to be performed digitally using its graphical user interface

(GUI). A charge calibrator is connected across the terminals of the test object dur-

ing calibration, which injects a calibration charge at a predefined amplitude and

polarity. Details on how the calibration was performed is given in .

6.3.2 Test Procedure for PD Testing

To provide reasonable grounds for the comparison between the AC breakdown

and PD tests, the same type of AC voltage ramp of 1 kV/s was applied as per-

formed in the AC breakdown tests. When the PD activity started, the voltage was

maintained for 2 minutes at the inception voltage Vi. Following this, the voltage

was reduced to zero, and a five-minute interval was given before repeating the pro-

cedure. Four virgin pairs of samples were used in each experiment, and each pair

was tested three times with five-minute breaks in between. Hence, 12 measure-

ments in total were recorded for each set of PD tests. An illustration on a PD

measurements is provided in .

Furthermore, the sources of PDs were checked if they were caused by microvoids

at the interface before the results were deemed acceptable. The procedure was as

follows:

First, the setup was tested without any polymers between the electrodes. The

electrodes were separated by a 4-mm gap which was filled with oil (setup immersed

in the oil-filled container). If no PD was recorded at relatively high voltages, the

electrodes and the setup were deemed to be PD-free. Secondly, the test arrangement

was tested without the presence of a polymer interface by using a single piece of

4-mm-thick XLPE sample whose length and height was approximately as large as

two samples combined. If no PD was recorded, then microvoids were considered

as the sole source of PD, which was further validated by testing the system using

polymer interfaces. Then, the PD inception field strength, PDIE, values for the

test setup was determined for each case.
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6.3.3 PD Data Processing Techniques

The main results are displayed by using the phase-resolved partial discharge

analysis, PRPDA, as the phase information is critical when interpreting the PD

results shown in . The PRPD data-sets obtained by the PD acquisi-

tion unit are exported to MATLAB� compatible format (ASCII) using a script

developed at NTNU, a simple version of which is available in [ ]. The data are

then post-processed using another MATLAB� script to generate statistical data

such as the number of PDs per cycle, mean charge magnitude, and total charge

magnitude, which is available in [ ].

On the other hand, pulse-sequence analysis, PSA, enables to find out the se-

quence of PDs whereas PRPDA allows the statistical data to be extracted from

the phase-charge magnitude information. The PD sequence information is lost in

the PRPDA while statistical data cannot be extracted in the PSA [ ].

PSA is also carried out for the PD data obtained in the experiments. The

results obtained by the PSA are shown in to complement the

PRPDA data. A MATLAB� script developed at SINTEF Energy Research to

generate/extract PSA data from PRPDA data is also available in [ ].

Finally, for some PD experiments, the obtained results were statistically as-

sessed using the two-parameter Weibull distribution, as in the case of AC break-

down experiments.

6.4 Experiments on Monitoring of Interfacial

Discharges

The main purpose of the discharge experiments is to monitor discharge activities

taking place at solid-solid interfaces, that might lead to a complete flashover at

the interface. Simultaneously, PD inception field strength values and the energy

involved in the discharge activities are also measured to be correlated with the

images of discharge activity at the interface.

6.4.1 Experimental Setup for Discharge-Monitoring

The test setup used in the AC breakdown experiments could not be used to

monitor the light originating from the discharges because the direction of the force

and camera coincides (in the vertical direction). Therefore, a new setup was de-

signed to enable a CCD camera to be placed above the setup. In the new design,

12Phase-resolved partial discharge analysis (PRPDA) is based on the charge magnitude with
reference to voltage phase whereas pulse-sequence analysis (PSA) is based on time and voltage
data of PDs. The PSA enables users to find out the sequence of PDs whereas PRPDA allows
the statistical data to be extracted from the phase-charge magnitude information. Therefore, the
PD sequence information is lost in the PRPDA while statistical data cannot be extracted in the
PSA [ ].
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the mechanical load is achieved with the help of screws and bolts, while the applied

force is measured using two identical S-shaped load cells connected to two separ-

ate PCE Digital Force Gauges (PCE-FB 2K [ ]) to ensure the same pressure

magnitude is exerted at both edges of the top sample. A pair of Rogowski-shaped

electrodes similar to those fixed in is used.

illustrates the complete setup incorporating the CCD camera, the

mechanical setup, and the electrical components used in the BD testing: the variac

and the transformer. In addition, the coupling capacitor and the MPD 600 PD

acquisition unit used in the PD experiments are also connected to the system to

simultaneously obtain discharge patterns.

Core parts of the test object are illustrated in whereas

provides the top view and section view of the setup. The electrode with the spring

allows the movement in the horizontal direction to place the samples conveniently

and accurately. It also adjusts to the thickness of the samples and provides firm

contact between the electrode and the samples. An O-ring is placed for sealing

outside the container. The other electrode is fixed with the help of a bolt with

threads.

 CCD
camera
+ lens 

Computer
PD 

detector
USB 

controller

0 – 230 V
AC Coupling 

capacitor

Optical 
fiber

Dark
room

Transformer
230 V/ 100 kV
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the test setup for the interface discharge-monitoring experiments.
The voltage values are given in rms. (T.O: Test object).
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Figure 6.8: Isometric view of the setup used for discharge-monitoring tests: (1) Stainless steel
metal plate with hollow window for camera monitoring. (2) Wooden plate with hollow window
(identical to 1). (3) Punched window for the camera monitoring. (4) Load cell connected to
the digital force measurement gauge. (5) Main wooden base. (6) Upper support base for the
glass container. (7) Bolts attached to force gauge for clamping. (8) Plexiglass container with the
electrodes (40-mm diameter). (9) Polymer (bottom) and glass (top) samples (4 mm × 55 mm ×
25− 30 mm).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.9: Additional views for the test setup shown in : (a) Top view to highlight
how the CCD camera overlooks the interface. (b) Section view to show the configuration of
samples placed between the electrodes.

6.4.2 Type of Samples

Discharge-monitoring tests were performed using glass–polymer interfaces, as

explained in . The top sample is a smooth glass sample in the same

dimensions as the bottom polymer sample. The primary purpose of using a glass

sample is to monitor the interface through a transparent test sample. For the

bottom sample, PEEK was selected because it is the hardest material among the

studied materials that can withstand the pressure from the glass without being

considerably deformed. Besides, its (estimated) interfacial tracking resistance is

the highest of all, which means that it is more likely to withstand the discharge

activity longer at the interface. EPOXY samples could have been used for the same
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purpose since they are equally hard and have high (estimated) interfacial tracking

resistance. However, as explained in , EPOXY samples were cast in the

laboratory, which is a time-consuming process yielding only 16 new samples in a

batch in the best case (see ) in contrast to the easy procurement of

PEEK samples in large amounts. Therefore, PEEK was favored over EPOXY.

Figure 6.10: Three PEEK samples with cyl-
indrical cavities of 1 mm diameter.

In , it is addressed that

the experimental challenges prompted

the use of a large artificial cavity at

the interface to initiate PD at a lower

voltage without inducing an interfacial

breakdown immediately. Cylindrical-

shaped artificial cavities with diamet-

ers of 1 mm were drilled at the surfaces

of polymer samples as shown in . Scanned surfaces of the PEEK samples

with the cylindrical cavities will be shown in .

6.4.3 Camera

A CCD camera with an image sensor from Photometrics Model no.

QuantEM 512SC is used for monitoring the interfacial discharge activity

(see ). It will be referred to as “CCD camera” henceforth. A

computer is used to control the camera via MetaMorph software version 7.6. A

long-distance microscope lens is attached to the CCD camera to be able to monitor

the interface through the open window. The lens provides focus adjustments to

maximize the quality of the images obtained.

The camera and the metal part of the base are electrically grounded to protect

the camera from any damage should unexpected flashovers occur. This is rather

unlikely due to the wide gap between the camera and the HV electrode being

immersed in oil. As the CCD camera is extremely sensitive to light, a dark-room

environment is established using a thick black fabric fold with a couple of layers,

as depicted in .

13CCD image sensors use top-notch imaging technology to maximize pixelation and exposure
times. They employ a small, rectangular chip of silicon called a charge-coupled device to muster
and record incoming light rather than a film. The silicon chip is a solid-state electronic component
composed of light-sensitive cells called photo-sites. Each photo-site is its own pixel, so a minuscule
area in a photograph can contain hundreds of thousands of pixels. When incoming light strikes the
photo-site, the photoelectric effect creates and builds an electron charge for as long as exposure
occurs. The electrons are then“stored”in their individual cells until the analog-to-digital converter
unloads the array, counts the electrons, and reassembles them into the main picture that is sent
to the computer [ ].
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: Photos of the experimental setup for discharge-monitoring tests with the CCD
camera: (a) (1) External camera lens. (2) CCD camera. (3) Camera base. (4) Mechanical setup.
(b) Thick fabric to emulate a dark-room setting along with the lights being switched off.

6.4.4 Test Procedure for Discharge-Monitoring

Adopting a valid methodology to successfully capture discharge activity at the

interface was quite challenging. For the sake of simplicity, the challenges are listed

in . Having overcome those challenges led to the following step-by-

step procedure:

First, samples are assembled at dry conditions between the electrodes following

the same procedure that is adopted for AC breakdown and PD experiments. Then,

the plates (no. 1–2 in ) are securely fixed, and the desired amount of

force is applied while checking the displays of the force gauges to set the amount

equally on both load cells. Next, the plexiglass container (no. 8) is filled with

Midel 7131 [ ]. The CCD camera is switched on and the optimal exposure time

is found (for details refer to ). Following this, several images of the

interface are shot to check if the interface is visible through the window (no. 3)

after filling the container with oil. Subsequently, the dark-room environment is set

by fixing the black fabric, as shown in and all lights are switched off.

Next, the PD acquisition system is calibrated. The optimal exposure time is reset

in the dark environment. Then, the setup is powered by a ramp voltage of 1 kV/s,

and the PD pattern is observed in the meantime. When the discharge activity is
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detected, the camera software displays it in its GUI. The detailed experimental

procedure is provided in .

6.5 Elastic Modulus Measurement of the Samples

The elastic moduli of the SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK were measured

by tensile testing using a Lloyd LR5K gauge following the ASTM D 790 standard

[ ]. Five measurements for each material were carried out using dog-bone-shaped

samples. The initial slope of the applied force (stress) to the elongation of the

specimen (strain) curve in the initial linear region was used to determine the value

of the elastic modulus E. Subsequently, the effective elastic moduli E′ of the

assembled surfaces are calculated using the relation shown in Equation ( ).

Elastic modulus of each material was also measured under compressive testing to

verify the modulus values acquired by the tensile testing. Compressive testing was

executed using two rectangular specimens in the same dimensions as the materials

used in the AC breakdown experiments. The two specimens were placed in a

composite housing holding them on top of each other. The machine was pressing

the top specimen at a given speed until the pre-defined force value was reached. The

optimal values for these pre-defined values of the speed and force were determined

by running some initial tests. The range of the force was selected considering the

chosen contact pressure values in the AC breakdown experiments. The details

on test-samples, along with background information on the test methodology for

tensile and compressive testing are provided in .

6.6 Characterization of Surface Morphology of

the Samples

To quantitatively determine the surface texture of the studied polymers, an

optical 3D profilometer was used. The statistical packages embedded in the com-

puter software of the profilometer yields various roughness parameters with refer-

ence to [ , ]. In addition, a modern scanning electron microscope (SEM) and

a digital microscope are used to obtain additional qualitative information of sample

surfaces with different roughnesses and different polymers polished using the same

sandpaper grit.

6.6.1 3D Optical Profilometer

A 3D-optical profilometer (BrukerContourGT−K [ ]) was used to charac-

terize the surface topography of the polished sample surfaces (see ). 50X

magnification was opted with 0.2 �m lateral sampling resolution and 3 nm vertical
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resolution that led to a scanned surface area of 1.25mm × 0.94mm. Several scans

were performed at different sections to examine consistency or any scatter. It should

be noted that higher magnification results in a smaller scan area. Therefore, the

number of scans on the surface should be increased when testing the consistency or

if the mean value of all the measurements is used, then the number of trials should

be sufficiently high to reduce the standard deviation. In , details on

how to determine the optimal magnification, scan size, and sampling length are

provided.

The surface data of the scan area of 1.25mm× 0.94mm is stored in a 480×640

matrix with 1.95 �m being the thickness of each row and column vector, as depicted

in .

Various digital toolboxes for 3D statistical post-processing of the data as well as

various digital filtering toolboxes are available in the profilometer GUI. Parameters

can be computed for any surface profile, raw data, filtered data, masked data and

so forth. Filters such as low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and notch are also available

to reduce noise and to remove outliers due to measurement errors.

Roughness and waviness profiles can be extracted using a similar embedded,

software package. In this package, digital filters are applied to the raw surface data

with the proper cut-off wavelengths, that are selected according to the procedure

explained in .

(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Bruker Contour GT–K optical profilometer: (a) The profilometer and motor
unit connected to PC for controlling the instrument. (b) Objectives with various magnification
settings.
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Figure 6.13: Image data stored in a 480 × 640 matrix at the favored scan, sampling and
magnification settings.

6.6.2 Scanning Electron Microscope

The samples to be scanned by the SEM should be small in size because they

are placed on the pins presented in ), whose diameters are around 1.5

mm. Therefore, first, the samples were cut and sanded as usual by following the

procedure explained in . Their sizes were then reduced to the pin size

(approx. 4 cm in diameter).

Figure 6.14: Sample surfaces coated for the SEM scanning.
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A scalpel was used to cut XLPE and SiR samples whereas an electrical saw

was used for the PEEK and EPOXY. Following this, the edges were smoothened

using a sandpaper. In case the polished surfaces were damaged during cutting,

the samples were polished again with the appropriate sandpapers, resulting in

smaller but identical polymer samples in the pin size. Before placing the samples

in the SEM, the samples were coated with Au-sputtered films. Non-conducting

materials are usually coated with an ultra-thin coating of electrically conducting

material (favorably Au), deposited on the sample by low-vacuum sputter coating.

A Polaron E5100 sputter coater [ ] was used was to used coat the samples. The

coated samples are shown in . Seven samples in total were scanned:

the coated surfaces of XLPE samples with four different roughness degrees (#180,

#500, #1000, and #2400), and those of SiR, EPOXY, and PEEK samples at the

same roughness (#500).

6.6.3 Digital Microscope

A table-top digital microscope (Keyence VHX-500FE [ ]) is used to examine

the interface surfaces before and after the AC breakdown and PD experiments. The

digital microscope used is a derived form of a traditional optical microscope that

uses optics and a digital camera to produce an image by means of software running

on a computer. Some of the obtained images of samples subjected to electrical

breakdown using the digital microscope are shown in .
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Chapter 7
Results of Sample
Characterization Tests

This chapter presents a summary of the sample characterization results, which

constitute surface roughness measurements and elastic modulus measurements per-

formed by following the methodology described in . Surface characteriz-

ation analyses incorporate surface images obtained using the SEM and the optical

profilometer. The raw surface data are post-processed using the S-amplitude para-

meters and motif parameters (introduced in ) to extract quantitative

information of each interface surface.

provides the SEM images of all types of samples used in this work.

They are intended to provide visual/qualitative results whereas the quantitative

results shown in and are extensively used for the analytical

model proposed in .

75
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7.1 SEM Images

shows the SEM images of SiR, XLPE, EPOXY and PEEK samples

polished using #500-grit sandpaper. The scales of the images are shown at the

bottom right of each image. The images view the samples from the top; it is thus

not possible to differentiate protrusions and dents, which eventually lead to the

formation of cavities and contact spots when the interface is assembled. Despite

having been sanded with the same sandpaper grit, the surface textures of the

samples appear to be different in such a way that, the harder the material, the

fewer the number of imperfections visible at the same magnification.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.1: SEM images at 667X magnification: (a) SiR #500. (b) XLPE #500. (c) EPOXY
#500. (d) PEEK #500.
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depicts the images of the XLPE samples sanded with four sandpapers

with different roughnesses. Figures and provide a closer glance at the

surfaces at a higher magnification, where the scales of the images are shown at the

bottom right corner of each image. As expected, sanding using rougher sandpapers

leads to more rugged surface texture. Lines indicating the sanding pattern are

visible in the cases of #180 and #500. On the other hand, in the cases of #1000

and #2400, these lines are not as discernible. Only a few protrusions are visible

with no cracks on their surfaces.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.2: SEM images of XLPE samples at 67X magnification: (a) #180. (b) #500. (c)
#1000. (d) #2400.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.3: SEM images of XLPE samples at 667X magnification: (a) #180. (b) #500. (c)
#1000. (d) #2400.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.4: SEM images of XLPE samples at 6667X magnification: (a) #180. (b) #500. (c)
#1000. (d) #2400.

7.2 Surface Measurements by the Optical

Profilometer

3D and 2D surface profiles of the samples were generated using the 3D optical

profilometer, as illustrated in . The 3D surface data are stored in a

640 × 480 matrix, where each row and column stand for an xz- and yz-plane,

respectively (see ). In the following sections, 3D views of the surface

textures of the selected samples are displayed, which are categorized based on the

type of the experiments they were used in.
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(a) 3D surface profile with planes.
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(b) 2D surface profiles that the planes represent.
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(c) 1:1 aspect ratio of the 2D surface profiles.

Figure 7.5: Surface roughness data obtained by the optical profilometer. The xz− and
yz−planes are one of the 640 and 480 available planes, respectively. The xz−plane is a row
vector of 1× 640 while the yz−plane is a column vector of 480× 1 (see ). Thickness
of each plane is 1.9581 m.
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7.2.1 3D Surface Topographies of the Samples Used in AC
Breakdown and PD Experiments

shows the 3D surface profiles of the XLPE samples with different

surface roughnesses whereas displays the smoothest and roughest sur-

faces of PEEK samples. In addition, shows the surface profiles of the

selected polymers used in the AC breakdown and PD experiments. The surface

topographies indicate that the amplitude of the surface asperities significantly de-

creases in smoother surfaces. Moreover, the asperity heights differ notably in the

samples sanded using the identical sandpapers.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.6: 3D view of the surface texture of XLPE samples polished using the sandpaper grit:
(a) #180. (b) #500. (c) #1000. (d) #2400.

(a) PEEK #180. (b) PEEK #2400.

Figure 7.7: 3D view of the surface texture of PEEK samples sanded using the sandpaper grit:
(a) #180. (b) #2400.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.8: 3D view of the surface texture of the polymers polished using the sandpaper grit
#500: (a) SiR. (b) XLPE. (c) EPOXY. (d) PEEK.

7.2.2 3D Surface Topographies of the Samples Used in
Discharge-Monitoring Experiments

The PEEK samples used in discharge-monitoring experiments were scanned

using the profilometer immediately after a cylindrical cavity, with a diameter of 1

mm, had been drilled (see ). To flatten out the protruding edges around

the brim of the drilled, artificial cavity, we sanded the sample surfaces again using

the same sandpaper type that was used before drilling the cavity.

displays the depth and size of the cavity in X- and Y-profiles after the sample was

polished again. Evidently, the protruding edges around the cavity vanished after

repolishing.

(a) PEEK #180. (b) PEEK #500.

Figure 7.9: Scanned surfaces of PEEK samples immediately after cylindrical cavities, with
diameters of 1 mm, were drilled (before repolishing).
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Figure 7.10: 2D x -axis profile and y-axis profiles of the PEEK #500 surface with the cylindrical
cavity. An offset of -200 �m is added to the amplitude of the y-profile to juxtapose both profiles
clearly.

7.2.3 Quantification of Surface Roughness Using Motif
Parameters

As briefly mentioned in , the motif parameters provides surface

characterization parameters required by the theoretical model in .

Surface roughness and waviness profiles were extracted by following the pro-

cedure described in . Short and long wavelength cut-off lengths were

set as follows: λs = 8 μm, λc = 0.08 mm, λf = 0.25 mm. (ISO 4287 [ ], ISO

25178 [ ] or ASME B46.1 [ ] list suggested values for the cut-off lengths). Ob-

tained roughness and waviness profiles are shown in in .

In addition, the calculated roughness and waviness motif parameters of the inter-
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faces with varying surface roughness and elastic modulus are shown in

and , respectively. Finally, and show the resulting

statistical parameters of η, σp, and βm using Equations ( ), ( ), and ( ).

Equation ( ) is used to test if the calculated surface characterization para-

meters are reliable. Multiplication of σp βm η in and lie within

0.031–0.046. Therefore, all the surface parameters seem reliable as all the σp βm η

values lie within 0.03–0.05.

Table 7.1: Motif parameters of XLPE–XLPE interfaces.

Interface
Roughness [�m] Waviness [�m]

Yeq AYeq SAYeq Weq SWeq

#180 17.79 19.30 13.97 11.39 9.80

#500 5.65 20.61 12.38 5.43 4.87

#1000 1.98 21.47 13.23 1.25 1.08

#2400 0.50 27.59 13.44 0.34 0.35

Table 7.2: Motif parameters of the interfaces polished using #500 grit sandpaper.

Interface
Roughness [�m] Waviness [�m]

Yeq AYeq SAYeq Weq SWeq

SiR–SiR 2.97 27.69 14.17 2.31 2.01

XLPE–XLPE 5.65 20.61 12.38 5.43 4.87

EPOXY–EPOXY 9.88 21.04 10.18 7.63 6.53

PEEK–PEEK 11.18 12.81 9.11 6.31 5.77

Table 7.3: Surface characterization parameters of XLPE-XLPE interfaces at various surface
roughnesses.

Interface σp [μm] βm [μm] η [μm]

#180 5.26 1.94 3.22 · 1015
#500 2.55 6.39 2.83 · 1015
#1000 0.58 19.91 2.64 · 1015
#2400 0.17 118.19 1.58 · 1015

Table 7.4: Surface characterization parameters of the studied polymers polished using #500 grit
sandpaper.

Interface σp [μm] βm [μm] η [μm]

SiR–SiR 1.07 20.39 1.6 · 1015
XLPE–XLPE 2.55 6.39 2.8 · 1015

EPOXY–EPOXY 3.51 3.45 2.7 · 1015
PEEK–PEEK 2.99 1.38 7.3 · 1015
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7.2.4 Quantification of Surface Roughness Using S-
Amplitude Parameters

As seen in , in the case of surfaces sanded using #180-grit sandpaper,

the surface is rife with high peaks and deep pits, resulting in a large peak-to-

peak distance; in contrast, shorter peaks and shallower dips are observed when a

sandpaper with a higher grit intensity is used. The obtained roughness S-amplitude

parameters from the measurements are tabulated in .

Table 7.5: Surface roughness height parameters of XLPE–XLPE interfaces.

Grit No.
Roughness S−parameters [μm]

Sa Sq Sp Sv Sz

#180 8.86 12.50 75.85 −105.79 181.64

#500 7.79 9.57 29.14 −60.04 89.18

#1000 1.65 2.19 21.85 −14.98 36.86

#2400 0.27 0.60 11.69 −8.76 20.44

Similarly, S-amplitude parameters of the four polymers polished using #500-

grit sandpaper are shown in . Although the samples were sanded with

identical sandpapers of the same grit, the amplitudes of peaks and dips deviate

from each other due to differences in tribological features (i.e., friction, adhesion)

of the samples [ , ]. A schematic guide is depicted in , where the

S-amplitude parameters are demonstrated on a 2D surface profile.

Table 7.6: Surface roughness height parameters of polymer interfaces sanded using #500 sand-
paper.

Grit No.
Roughness S−parameters [μm]

Sa Sq Sp Sv Sz

SiR 2.29 2.88 11.89 −12.00 23.89

XLPE 7.79 9.57 29.14 −60.04 89.18

EPOXY 9.31 12.28 20.91 −84.73 105.64

PEEK 8.74 11.42 36.76 −95.50 132.26
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7.3 Elastic Modulus Measurements

The performed stress vs. strain measurements for each material are shown in

. Based on the methodology described in , the elastic modulus

E values are obtained using the initial slope of the stress vs. strain curves. The

effective moduli E′ values are then calculated using Equation ( ). The resulting

values including the selected Poisson’s ratios are depicted in . Poisson’s

ratio values are taken from the data sheets. As the interfaces are formed between

identical materials, E = E1 = E2 and v = v1 = v2 with reference to Equation

( ). The results indicate that the harder (stiffer) the material, the higher the

elastic modulus. These results are in line with the findings in literature [ ].
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Figure 7.11: Stress-strain tensile test results using dog-bone shaped samples.

Table 7.7: Measured elastic modulus of each sample and calculated effective/composite modulus
of each polymer interface formed between identical materials using Equation ( ).

Polymer

Elastic
modulus
E [MPa]

Poisson’s
ratio v

Interface

Effective
Modulus
E′ [MPa]

SiR 59 0.48 SiR−SiR 109

XLPE 200 0.46 XLPE−XLPE 226

EPOXY 4425 0.38 EPOXY−EPOXY 5166

PEEK 7515 0.38 PEEK−PEEK 8808



Chapter 8
Results of AC Breakdown
Experiments

Since all the results from the AC breakdown experiments are published in the

appended articles, this chapter presents a summary of the main results along with

brief comments on the results.

The experimental setup and methodology used for the AC breakdown testing are

described in and also in the appended papers. Raw data obtained from

the AC breakdown experiments (that are not available in the appended articles)

are presented in .

The main parameters in the AC breakdown experiments are contact pressure,

elastic modulus, surface roughness, and the surrounding medium (i.e., the insulat-

ing dielectric environment that fills the interfacial cavities such as air, water, or

oil).

In order to be able to interpret the experimental results as simply and accurately

as possible, two of the parameters were varied in steps at a time while the remainder

were kept constant throughout each experiment to focus on the individual impact

of each parameter on the interfacial breakdown strength. summarizes

the parameters studied in each article. As can be seen in the table, the contact

pressure is the only parameter that was varied in all studies.

Moreover, provides a good overview of the type of the studied in-

terfaces and the covered pressure range for each interface, which were determined

through the initial tests mentioned in . We aimed to keep the electrical

properties of the polymer interfaces the same at an interface by assembling them

between identical samples, as seen in . In addition, experiments with

PEEK–XLPE interface were carried out to check the performance of an interface

between a relatively soft material and a hard material, as found in some real-life

applications [ , , , ]. The SiR–XLPE interface was studied in Papers and

87
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for the same purpose, however, the covered applied contact pressure range had to

be quite limited due to the SiR samples easily becoming deformed even under low

contact pressures. It should be noted that the main focus of this work is kept on

the interfaces between identical materials to dissect the impact of each parameter

as accurately as possible.

It should also be highlighted that the experimental data are represented using

rms voltage values in Weibull plots since the data showed a good fit to Weibull

distribution. When presenting the results, the term BDS and 63.2% BDS are

used interchangeably as the nominal/mean value of Weibull distribution is 63.2%,

analogous to the mean value in Gaussian distribution.

Unless otherwise stated or if not mentioned explicitly, interfaces at stake are dry-

mate, are assembled between identical polymers and are sanded using #500. Since

the majority of the results will represent the interfaces formed between identical

materials, in the text, only the name of the polymer will be used to represent the

interface to reduce wordiness while names of the entire interfaces will be written

explicitly in necessary cases.

Table 8.1: Scope of the selected publications containing AC breakdown experimental results.

Papers
Contact

pressure
Elastic

modulus

Surface

roughness
Void-filling

medium

Paper � ��
∗

� �

Paper � ��
∗

� �

Paper � � � �

Paper � � � �

Paper � �
∗∗

� �
∗

Only two different polymers were tested.
∗∗

Four different polymers were tested.
�: Studied, �: Not studied, ��: Partially studied.
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8.1 Influence of Surface Roughness

[Papers and ]

In this section, the main findings from Papers and are presented. The

scopes of these papers were limited in order to determine the effect of surface

roughness on the interfacial BDS. In order to study the correlation between sur-

face roughness and electrical interface breakdown, XLPE samples of four different

surface roughnesses were used in the experiments to form the dry-mate polymer

interfaces.

The effect of the surface roughness on the interfacial BDS at 0.5, 0.86, and 1.16

MPa contact pressures were studied. For clarity, only 63.2% values with 90% CI are

plotted against the sandpaper grit in , while each bar graph illustrates

the arithmetic mean height Sa of the asperities at each interface. provides

the quantitative data points from .
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Figure 8.1: (i) Left y-axis: Experimental results of longitudinal AC BDS of interfaces versus
the polished rough surface grit no. of XLPE samples. (ii) Right y-axis: Arithmetic mean asperity
height Sa shown by the bars.

Table 8.2: Overview of the experimental results on the effect of surface roughness.

XLPE-XLPE 63.2%BDS [kV/mm]

interface 0.5MPa 0.86MPa 1.16MPa

#180 (Sa = 8.9μm) 5.92 7.13 8.67

#500 (Sa = 7.8μm) 6.99 9.61 10.26

#1000 (Sa = 1.7μm) 7.56 10.13 11.62

#2400 (Sa = 0.3μm) 10.98 14.69 18.70
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The results suggest that increased surface roughness results in reduced BDS

whereas increased contact pressure results in increased BDS. The 63.2% BDS in

the case of the surface polished by #2400 is nearly twice as high as that in the

case of #180 at each contact pressure. As the mean asperity height Sa is reduced

by a factor of 30 from #180 to #2400, the BDS increases by a factor of 1.85 at

pa = 0.5 MPa and by 2.15 at pa = 1.16 MPa. The increase in the BDS from

#1000 to #2400 culminates under all pressures, as evident in , where the

highest increase is detected at 1.16 MPa by a factor of 1.6. The results indicated

that surface roughness has a considerable effect on the BDS of the interfaces at

dry-mate conditions.

As the pressure is raised from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa, the 63.2% BDS rises by a factor

of 1.4 in the case of #180 (Sa = 8.9μm), while it increases by a factor of 1.7 in the

case of #2400 (Sa = 0.30μm). Thus, the smoothest interface shows the strongest

dependency on the contact pressure. Besides, the overlap in the 90% CIs dwindles

as the surface roughness is decreased. In the case of the smoothest surface, #2400,

90% CIs do not even overlap, as seen in . The less the overlap in CIs,

the more pronounced the difference between cases at different pressures.

8.2 Influence of Elastic Modulus

In this section, the main findings from are shown by studying the

effect of the elastic modulus on the tangential AC breakdown strength of solid-

solid interfaces. Interfaces between identical polymers of SiR, XLPE, EPOXY,

and PEEK were tested at various interfacial contact pressures, and all samples

were polished using the same sandpaper with grit no #500. In addition, XLPE–

PEEK #500 and SiR–XLPE #500 interfaces were tested in a similar manner. The

main motivation was to test the performance of the interfaces between soft and

hard materials and to correlate their AC BDS values with those of the interfaces

between identical materials.

8.2.1 Interfaces between Identical Polymers [ ]

The 63.2% values for each interface are shown in and

with corresponding 90% CI values. The results demonstrate that the increase of

elastic modulus results in a reduced BDS. The effect of the contact pressure is also

discernible such that increase of contact pressure by a factor around 3 elevates

the interfacial BDS by a factor of 1.4 in the case of the lowest elastic modulus

(SiR–SiR) whereas the BDS value in the case of highest modulus (PEEK–PEEK)

is 2.4 times higher. The results of the AC breakdown experiments indicate that

the elastic modulus is one of the prominent electrical insulation properties affecting

the BDS of solid-solid interfaces. It is observed that materials with relatively low

moduli such as SiR and XLPE yield higher interfacial BDS values even at relatively

low contact pressures.
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Figure 8.2: Results of the AC breakdown experiments vs. the contact pressure in which inter-
faces between the identical materials of SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK tested whose surfaces
were sanded using #500 grit sandpaper. The markers of the error bars in stand for
the 63.2% BDS while error bars represent the 90% CI of the 63.2% values.

Table 8.3: Overview of the experimental results on the effect of elasticity.

Contact
pressure

SiR–SiR XLPE–XLPE
EPOXY–

PEEK–PEEK
EPOXY

pa 63.2% pa 63.2% pa 63.2% pa 63.2%

[MPa] [kV/mm] [MPa] [kV/mm] [MPa] [kV/mm] [MPa] [kV/mm]

pa1 0.16 10.0 0.5 7.0 1.16 8.9 1.16 6.3

pa2 0.19 12.1 0.86 9.6 1.67 10.0 1.67 8.1

pa3 0.24 14.3 1.16 10.3 2.25 12.6 2.25 11.1

pa4 0.27 14.5 1.67 12.8 3.34 15.6 3.34 15.1

8.2.2 Interfaces between Soft and Hard Materials

In addition to the results covered in the articles, AC breakdown results on

interfaces formed between a relatively soft and relatively hard material are shown in

this section. displays the obtained results for the XLPE–XLPE, PEEK–

PEEK and PEEK–XLPE interfaces. As seen in the figure, the BDS values of the

XLPE–XLPE, XLPE–PEEK and PEEK–PEEK interfaces line up from highest to

the lowest in a sequence.
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In the case of the PEEK–XLPE interface at 0.86 MPa, the mean BDS (63.2%)

is half the BDS of the XLPE–XLPE interface, whereas, it is lower by factors of 0.67

and 0.83 at 1.16 MPa and 1.67 MPa, respectively. On the other hand, the BDS of

the PEEK–XLPE is found to be higher than that of the PEEK–PEEK by factors

of 1.1 and 1.3 at 1.16 MPa and 1.67 MPa, respectively.

To highlight the effect of the pressure, the BDS of PEEK–XLPE with the

90% CIs are presented in in at the lowest and highest

pressures. Note that the PEEK–XLPE interface could not be tested above 1.67

MPa due to the deformation of XLPE samples.

provides the obtained results of XLPE–XLPE, SiR–SiR and SiR–

XLPE interfaces from the Papers and at pa = 0.27 MPa. This pressure was

the highest pressure level used in the SiR–SiR case, ensuring no deformation of

SiR samples. As evident in , the presence of SiR made a significant

difference with a greater measurement dispersion in such a way that the BDS of

the XLPE–SiR interface increases by a factor of 1.43 compared to the XLPE–XLPE

interface whereas it is lower than that of the SiR–SiR interface, by a factor of 0.39.

is also provided to demonstrate the differences between the interfaces

using the Weibull plots with their 90% CIs as they could only be tested at a single

pressure value. The similar slopes of the Weibull curves of XLPE–SiR and SiR–SiR

suggest that the presence of SiR is likely to affect the resulting breakdown strength.
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Figure 8.3: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of SiR-XLPE interface with full
CI at 0.27 MPa.
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Figure 8.4: Longitudinal AC BDS values of XLPE-XLPE, PEEK-PEEK, and XLPE-PEEK
interfaces. (Error bars represent the 63.2% BDS with the 90% CIs).
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Figure 8.5: Longitudinal AC BDS values of SiR–SiR, XLPE–XLPE, and XLPE–SiR interfaces
at 0.27 MPa. (Error bars represent the 63.2% BDS with the 90% CIs).
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8.3 Influence of Dielectric Medium Inside Cavities

[Papers and ]

In this section, the main results from Papers and on the effect of the

insulating medium inside interfacial microcavities are summarized. With reference

to , the effects of the applied contact pressure and elastic modulus on the

tangential AC BDS of dry-mate, wet-mate and oil-mate XLPE–XLPE and SiR–SiR

interfaces, sanded using only #500 grit sandpapers, were studied experimentally.

8.3.1 Dry-mate vs. Wet-mate Interfaces

The results of the dry-mate and wet-mate interfaces formed using the XLPE

#500 and SiR #500 samples are summarized in . The 63.2% BDS values

in the case of dry-mate XLPE–XLPE #500 are higher than those in the case of

wet-mate XLPE–XLPE #500 by a factor ranging from 2.6 to 2.9 as the contact

pressure is increased from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa. Increasing the contact pressure from 0.5

to 1.16 MPa results in an increase by a factor of 1.2 in the 63.2% BDS in the case of

dry-mate XLPE–XLPE. On the other hand, in the case of wet-mate XLPE–XLPE,

when the pressure is increased from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa, the 63.2% BDS increases by a

factor of 1.7. These findings indicate that the increase in contact pressure is likely

to squeeze some water droplets out of the interface. Thus, air-filled and water-filled

cavities are likely to coexist at higher contact pressures, which, in turn, increases

the BDS significantly.

In , the BDS of air is also shown for reference. It was measured

using the same setup in the air with a 4-mm distance between the electrodes. In

accordance with the field simulations shown in and ,

indicates that the presence of water at the interface has a detrimental effect on the

BDS in the AC breakdown experiments. Particularly at low contact pressures, the

BDS of an interface is comparable with that of air.

Similarly, the 63.2% BDS values in the case of dry-mate SiR–SiR #500 are

higher than those in the case of wet-mate SiR–SiR #500 by a factor ranging from

3.3 to 3.9 as the contact pressure is increased from 0.16 to 0.27 MPa. In the case

of dry-mate SiR–SiR #500, the 63.2% BDS increases by a factor of 1.4 as the

pressure is increased from 0.16 to 0.27 MPa. Similar to wet-mate XLPE–XLPE,

the BDS of the wet-mate SiR–SiR at 0.16 MPa is comparable with that of air.

The increased pressure from 0.16 to 0.27 MPa increases the BDS of the wet-mate

SiR–SiR interface by a factor of 1.2. It can be argued that the SiR samples are

more hydrophilic than those of the XLPE samples [ ], which might have resulted

in the removal of fewer water droplets from the interface.

The Weibull plots of the BDS values containing the raw data for the dry-mate

and wet-mate interfaces between the XLPE–XLPE and SiR–SiR are shown in Fig.

6 in .
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Figure 8.6: Longitudinal AC BDS values of dry-mate and wet-mate XLPE–XLPE #500, and
SiR–SiR #500 interfaces vs. the contact pressure. (The BDS of air (∼ 2.8 kV/mm (rms)) is
measured using the same experimental setup in ambient air at the laboratory with an electrode
distance of 4 mm, as performed in the interface breakdown experiments).

8.3.2 Oil-mate (Lubricated) Interfaces

The BDS of the oil-mate XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.5 MPa and SiR–SiR #500 at

0.16 MPa are presented in Figures and , respectively. As can be seen,

the presence of oil at the interface leads to significantly higher BDS values. In the

case of XLPE–XLPE #500, the 63.2% value increases by a factor of 2.8 whereas

the already high BDS of dry-mate SiR–SiR #500 rises by a factor of 1.6 (63.2%

value).

The BDS of the oil-mate XLPE–XLPE #500 increases by a factor of 2.8 com-

pared to that of the dry-mate XLPE–XLPE. Similarly, in the case of oil-assembled

SiR–SiR, there is a significant increase by a factor of 1.6 in the 63.2% BDS. In some

of the experiments, the BDS of the oil-mate SiR–SiR #500 interface was so high

that the breakdown channel bypassed the interface along the electrodes through

the oil; thus, the breakdown did not occur at the interface. This data were then

recorded as singly censored data and treated accordingly [ ]. An experiment

of oil-assembled SiR–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa was also attempted, but breakdown

never occurred at the interface. The Weibull plots of air and the ester oil at 0.1

MPa (� 1 atm) are also incorporated in Figures and for comparison.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.7: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure in terms of BDS of dry-mate, wet-mate
and oil-mate interfaces: (a) XLPE–XLPE #500 interface at 0.5 MPa contact pressure. (b) SiR–
SiR #500 interface at 0.16 MPa contact pressure.
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8.4 Summary of Findings

The results of the experimental work regarding the longitudinal AC breakdown

testing of interfaces are summarized in this chapter. Summaries of the findings are

grouped according to the studied variables.

Effect of Insulating Dielectric Medium on the AC Breakdown Strength

� Increased contact pressure from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa resulted in an increase of 63.2%

BDS by factors of 1.2 and 1.7 in the cases of dry- and wet-mate interfaces,

respectively.

� Dry SiR–SiR interface showed higher BDS despite the considerably lower ap-

plied pressure compared to dry XLPE–XLPE interface. These results together

with the results of XLPE–SiR interface indicated that the presence of a more

elastic material such as SiR made a significant improvement in the interfacial

BDS.

� The differences in the BDS values of the dry, wet and oil-mate interfaces are

very clear. The results indicated that air-filled cavities and water-filled cavities

yielded BDS values significantly lower than those in the case of oil-mate in-

terfaces. The presence of water at the interface reduced the BDS significantly

due to the strong local field enhancements at the edges of the contact spots, as

shown by the field calculations in and . On the other hand,

the lubricated interfaces yielded notably higher BDS. Especially the SiR–SiR

interface showed an exceptional performance, so much so that in some cases

breakdown did not occur at the polymer interface. Considering practical con-

nectors, injection of insulating liquids such as ester oil prior to mating (i.e.,

oil-mate interfaces) appears of considerable value in practical applications in

ensuring a high breakdown strength and long service life.

Effect of Surface Roughness on the AC Breakdown Strength

� The experimental results showed that the surface roughness has a significant

influence on the interfacial BDS. A high correlation between the interfacial

BDS and the surface roughness was observed. The BDS was doubled from the

roughest to the smoothest surface. Likewise, increased contact pressure yielded

increased BDS values by a factor of 1.5 irrespective of the surface roughness.

� The breakdown strengths of the dry-mate interfaces were recorded to be the

highest when the contact pressure is relatively high, and the contact surface is

as smooth as possible. Therefore, it is possible to improve the performance of

solid-solid interfaces by introducing a smoother surface and by retaining the

interfacial pressure high enough during service life.
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Effect of Elastic Modulus on the AC Breakdown Strength

� The measured BDS results indicated that the elastic modulus is one of the

most prominent properties of solid materials, affecting the BDS of polymer

interfaces. More specifically, the lower the elastic modulus, the higher the

BDS, where a much higher BDS is achieved using softer materials with low

elastic moduli such as SiR and XLPE. Besides, the interfacial BDS increases

with the increased contact pressure in all cases independently on the elastic

modulus.

� The measured BDS results indicate that the elastic modulus is one of the prom-

inent material properties affecting the BDS of polymer interfaces.

� The BDS of the PEEK–XLPE interface suggested that the presence of the

XLPE made a significant increase in the BDS as compared to the BDS of

PEEK–PEEK interface, while the XLPE–XLPE interface has yielded the

highest BDS at all pressure values.

� A similar trend is observed in the case of XLPE–SiR interface. It is, thus,

concluded that interfaces between a soft and hard material (relative to each

other) achieve a higher BDS than the BDS of interfaces formed between the

identical, relatively hard materials.

Surface Tracks of Interfacial Breakdown

Breakdown tracks damaged the surface of each sample at the interface. Images

of the tracks at surfaces of the SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK samples that were

polished using #500 sandpaper, are shown in . The results reported

in this chapter stand for the BDS values that took place at the interface in each

case except for a few cases which occurred in the oil that are represented by singly

censored data, as mentioned in . After each breakdown test, the

condition of each sample at the interface was inspected. Breakdown tracks at

the surfaces of the selected samples in the cases of dry-, wet-, and oil-mate were

inspected using the digital microscope. Selected images of the breakdown tracks

are shown in . Apart from the main breakdown track, the images

exhibit compelling evidence via the traces caused by the discharge activity at the

interface before the breakdown took place at some other place at the interface.
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Figure 8.8: Surfaces of broken-down interfaces inspected using the digital microscope: (a) SiR
#500. (b) XLPE #500. (c) EPOXY #500. (d) PEEK #500.
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Chapter 9
Results of AC Partial Discharge
Experiments

In this chapter, the results of the AC PD experiments, that were performed to

measure PD inception field values at solid-solid interfaces, are shown.

9.1 Scope of the PD Experiments

The main purposes of performing the PD experiments are to address:

i. The correlation between the measured PD values and measured BDS values

i.e, the correlation between the discharged cavities and the interface break-

down.

ii. The correlation between the measured PD inception field values (PDIEm) and

the estimated PD inception field values (PDIEe) using the estimated, average

length of cavities under fully vented conditions to test the applicability of the

interface breakdown model proposed in in two submodules:

� The applicability of the statistical interface contact submodel (see

).

� The applicability of the tip field-based interfacial tracking resistance

model (see ).

14To eliminate any ambiguity, it is again highlighted here that PDIEe denotes the analytically
estimated cavity discharge field whereas PDIEm stands for the experimentally measured PD
inception field values.
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The reason why the AC breakdown testing was performed more extensively

compared to the PD testing is explained as follows: the proposed contact surface

model shown in transforms/reduces the 3D surface asperities to a 2D

profile, which is traversed only by the tangential/parallel electric field component.

It is unclear if the experimentally obtained (measured) PD inception field values,

PDIEm stand for the PDIE of discharged cavities parallel to the electric field (that

are likely to cause the interface BD) or for significantly larger connected cavities

not parallel to the field (that are unable to bridge the electrodes). Due to this

uncertainty, the AC breakdown testing was used to ensure that the discharged

cavities had caused interfacial breakdown along the tracking path parallel to the

electric field as those shown in .

For the PD testing, dry-mate PEEK–PEEK #500 and XLPE–XLPE #500

interfaces were tested at various contact pressures (0.5–2.25 MPa) using the setup

illustrated in (real setup is shown in ). Wet-mate and oil-mate

cases were not covered. The reason why XLPE and PEEK were investigated is that

one relatively soft interface and one relatively hard interface were intended to be

tested to observe the influence of the modulus more clearly.

The PRPDA is utilized to assess the PD patterns obtained from the PD ex-

periments. First, the PD patterns were used to check if the source of the PD is

the air-filled cavities at the interface by following the methodology explained in

. Concentrated PD clusters near the voltage zero crossing points in

– validate that the PD source is the discharged microcavities at

the interface [ ]. Furthermore, PD patterns are shown using 3D histograms in

in the format of φ − qa − n
PD

plots in . There, φ on

the x-axis is the voltage phase, qa on the y-axis is the apparent charge magnitude

and n
PD

on the z-axis is the number of PDs occurring at a specified phase of the

applied voltage.

(a) (b)

Figure 9.1: Measured PD patterns at 1.16 MPa of the interfaces: (a) XLPE–XLPE #500. (b)
PEEK–PEEK #500.
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9.2 Results of the PD Inception Field Tests

[ ]

The plots in show the measured PDIEm results using the cumulative

probability of Weibull distribution. indicates that 63.2% PDIEm in the

case of XLPE is higher than that of the PEEK at 1.16 MPa by a factor of 2.3. In

the case of PEEK #500 interface, increased pressure from 1.16 MPa to 2.25 MPa

has also increased the 63.2% PDIEm by a factor of 1.8 while the 63.2% PDIEm

augmented by a factor of 1.6 in the case of XLPE #500. These results agree with

the observations from the AC breakdown experiments although the extent of PD

experiments is limited compared to that of AC breakdown experiments. In the AC

breakdown experiments, breakdown strength decreased at higher elastic modulus.

In accordance with this finding, in the PD tests, XLPE–XLPE #500 has yielded

higher PDIEm than that of the PEEK–PEEK #500.
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Figure 9.2: Measured PDIE values of dry-mate XLPE–XLPE #500 and PEEK-PEEK #500
interfaces.

The graphs in Figures – provide statistical quantitative examination

using each PD value. The PD data were exported to MATLAB� and were further

processed, as presented in . In the analysis, XLPE and PEEK are

compared at the same pressure 1.16 MPa as well as PEEK being examined at 2.25

MPa to show the effect of pressure increase. shows that the number

of PDs per cycle is the highest in the case of the PEEK, and it further increases

at a higher contact pressure. The majority of discharges occur at the rising edge
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of the voltage whereas fewer discharges occur at the end of the falling edge of the

applied voltage since the electron generation rate is higher at the rising edge (first

and third quadrants of the applied voltage) [ ]. As seen in , the

earliest phase at which the PD onsets is slightly shifted forward in phase when the

applied voltage is increased due to an enhanced electron generation rate [ ]. In

contrast, the mean charge magnitude in is higher in the second (90◦–
180◦), and fourth quadrants (270◦–360◦) of the applied voltage since fewer PDs per

cycle occur in those regions. Overall, XLPE has higher mean charge amplitude.

In , the total charge amplitudes per cycle have skewed distributions

because a higher number of PDs occur at the rising edge than at the peak.
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Figure 9.3: Post-processed PD data: (a) Number of PDs per cycle vs. phase angle. (b) Mean
charge amplitude vs phase angle. (c) Total charge amplitude per cycle vs. phase angle.

Additional studies using the PSA to extract information of the PD sequence

are provided in . Finally, the approximation of the tip field-based

model introduced in to estimate the local field enhancements in the

contact spot discharge submodel is verified by obtaining the PD pattern from zero

voltage until breakdown. Details are available in (see Section 5.4 ).



Chapter 10
Results of Interfacial Discharge
Monitoring Experiments

Discharge-monitoring tests were performed using PEEK–glass interfaces by follow-

ing the procedure explained in . PEEK–glass interfaces were tested with

the PEEK samples at two different surface roughnesses, where PEEK samples were

sanded using sandpapers with grit #180 and #500.

By following the procedure explained in , initial experiments were

carried out. First, a PEEK–glass interface was placed between the electrodes.

The voltage was increased with a rate of 1 kV/s. PRPD pattern was monitored

simultaneously to check if the PD activity started. When PD clusters, reminiscent

of interface discharge, appeared in the PRPD diagram, the voltage was kept at

its current value. However, no discharge activity could be monitored with the

CCD camera at the PD inception voltage (PDIV) value. Next, to ensure that

the interfacial cavities were the source of the PDs on the PRPD diagram, a large

polymer piece (without an interface) was tested, but no PD was recorded at the

PDIV value that was the value recorded in the presence of an interface in the

previous case. As the next step, the settings of the camera, as well as the darkness

condition of the room, was checked, and many different combinations of camera

settings, rough interfaces, and voltage values were tried out to manage to obtain

a discharge image. Despite numerous trials, the discharge activity could not be

captured by the CCD camera. Then, the same procedure was repeated at increased

voltages with the expectation of monitoring the discharge activity. However, the

increased voltage caused the failure of the interface before any discharge images

could be captured.

To overcome this problem, an artificial cylindrical cavity of 1-mm diameter was

drilled at the surface of one of the samples (see ) to initiate the PD

activity at a lower voltage without causing an interfacial breakdown immediately.
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Thus, a “main” cylindrical cavity perpendicular to the field direction—similar to

the bottom half of the ellipsoid in resulting in the highest field en-

hancement factor—was punched, leading to a high field enhancement at the edges

of the discharged “main” cavity and subjecting the contact spots and microcavities

to high local, non-homogeneous fields, as illustrated in . The presence of

the main cavity caused the PD to start in the cavity at a relatively low voltage that

enabled discharge images to be captured without evolving to a complete flashover.

10.1 Representation of the CCD Camera Images

A large number of experiments were performed to visualize the discharge activ-

ity taking place at the interface. Identical experiments were repeated 10 times in

each case (i.e., PEEK #180 and PEEK #500) to differentiate between the dis-

charge mechanisms due to the stochastic nature of discharges. Before assessing the

discharge images, some information on the interpretation of the images will now

be provided.

depicts the arrangement of the electrodes and the sample in the

experimental setup. The top view of the electrode container is the same view

as the CCD camera, except that the interface can partially be seen through the

window of the steel and wooden plates (not shown in ).

Figure 10.1: Top view of electrode housing. HV: High voltage terminal, Gnd: Earth terminal.

A pseudo-color filter is used to distinguish between different intensities of the

emitted light in the images. The intensity of discharges in the cavity is hardly dis-

cernible in whereas pseudo filter highlights it with red considerably

more clearly in . In the pseudo color filter, the red color is assigned to

the most intense light emission while colder colors such as shades of blue represent

reduced intensity.
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(a) Double cavities with 1-mm diameter before the
voltage is applied.

(b) Single cavity with 2-mm diameter before the
voltage is applied.

(c) Discharged cavities (no filter). (d) Discharged cavity bridging with the HV elec-
trode (pseudocolor filter).

Figure 10.2: Captured images using the CCD camera setup. The distance between the electrodes
is 4 mm in all cases.

10.2 Streamer Discharge Channels Observed at

Polymer–Glass Interfaces

In the experiments, interfaces between PEEK #180–glass and PEEK #500–

glass were tested at a contact pressure ranging between 2.5–3.5 MPa. Based on the

characteristics of the glow discharge, the results of the experiments that yielded

similar characteristics are grouped together in Figures , , and . In a few

experiments, two identical cavities were drilled to observe the interaction between

discharged cavities.

The first group of images in consist of discharged microcavities

connected to each other which are induced by the high local field generated by the

discharged main cavity. The discharged cavities form a semi-conductive filament

bridging the main cavity with one of the electrodes. The reason why it is called

semi-conductive is that there are likely contact spots isolating these discharged

microcavities.

displays the size of a microcavity in terms of pixels as compared

to that of the main cavity with a diameter of 1 mm. Thus, the ratio of 1/15

between the pixels yields a microcavity size of 67 m in the direction of the field.

Similarly, the smallest cavity size is found to be around 36 m considering the ratio

of 5/140 in . These images indicate that sizes of the microcavities are

comparable with the estimated cavity sizes (in the direction of the field) ranging

between 32–137 m as listed in Tables and .
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 10.3: Interfacial discharges induced by the 1-mm artificial cavity that were formed by
isolated, discharged cavities at the PEEK #500–glass interfaces. The electric field direction shown
in (a) is the same for all the images. Exposure time is 60 s. The images do not necessarily follow
a sequence in any rows and columns.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10.4: Size of a discharged microcavity as compared to 1-mm artificial cavity (in pixels).

The next group of captured images displayed in depict continuous

glow discharges bridging the main cavity with either of the electrodes based on

the direction of the electric field. The continuous discharge channels suggest that

streamers chase air-filled openings composed of a number of connected cavities in

3D space. In particular, the images in the first two rows indicate that the pro-

gressing discharge channels could not follow the shortest path to the electrode due

to the contact spots obstructing the discharges from directly proceeding towards

the electrode. Instead, the discharges presumably followed the air-gaps connec-

ted to each other. The simulated structure of the surface asperities—shown in

by using the data from real, measured surface profiles—support the

presence of continuous air-gaps.

displays the results obtained in the case of PEEK #180–glass in-

terfaces. As seen, the discharge channels are significantly wider compared to those

shown in . Based on the difference between the simulated surface tex-

tures of PEEK #180 and PEEK #500 displayed in , there are larger

air-gaps and fewer isolated cavities in the case of PEEK #180, likely to result in

streamers with a higher cross-section as observed in the captured images. Thus,

the impact of the surface roughness on the width of the air-gaps is clearly observed,

which, in turn, results in stronger interfacial discharges with higher energy.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 10.5: Interfacial discharges induced by the 1-mm artificial cavity that were formed by
continuous channels with low cross-section at the PEEK #500–glass interfaces. The electric field
direction shown in (a) is the same for all the images. Exposure time is 60 s. The images do not
necessarily follow a sequence in any rows and columns.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 10.6: Interfacial discharges induced by the 1-mm artificial cavity that were formed by
continuous channels with high cross-section at the PEEK #180–glass interfaces. The electric field
direction shown in (a) is the same for all the images. Exposure time is 60 s. The images do not
necessarily follow a sequence in any rows and columns.
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10.3 Discussion on the Interfacial Discharge

Mechanisms based on the Discharge Images

In the experiments, whose results are shown in , the cavities might

have been broken into smaller ones, resulting in no large air-filled openings as op-

posed to those observed in the case of Figures and although identical

samples were used and the same experimental procedure was followed. It is, thus,

fair to claim that the stochasticity involved in the discharge mechanisms, the stat-

istical distribution of the surface asperities (normal distribution according to the

results in ), and even tiny, involuntary methodological differences

occurred in the experiments are likely to cause deviations in the results.

Another possibility could be that the contact spots enclosing the discharged

cavities broke down due to very high local fields at their terminals, as modeled in

. To check the likelihood of this mechanism, we scanned the surfaces

of the samples using the profilometer and the digital microscope if there were

permanent damages at the surface (i.e., contact spots subjected to electrical BD)

after the experiments.

Nonetheless, a number of the experiments ended up with a complete flashover at

the interface, as illustrated in due to propagating streamers over time

at the same voltage. The scanned surfaces of the samples subjected to an electrical

breakdown are displayed in . On the other hand, in the majority of the

experiments, the discharge activity was confined only to the artificial main cavity

and did not spread to the interfacial microcavities. In a few cases, discharges ceased

soon after the inception of the PDs.

In the majority of the experiments, the discharges did not cease; neither did they

evolve to a complete flashover. After these experiments, the surfaces of the samples

were scanned using the profilometer and the digital microscope. demon-

strates the images of the PEEK samples acquired by using the digital microscope.

These samples were exposed to the discharged main cavity and other discharges in-

duced by the main cavity and/or other intrinsic cavities at the interface for a short

period of five minutes. As can be seen in Figures and , discharges

left visible marks at the surfaces. In addition to this, high local fields at the brim

of the cavity caused morphological changes, probably due to temperature caused

by the persistent discharges in the main cavity. In some sections at the interface

close to the main cavity, permanent damages caused by the destructive effects of

the strong local discharges were also observed, as shown in , which

did not exist before the experiments. Moreover, the surface of the glass sample

exposed to interfacial discharges was scanned using the profilometer and is shown

in while depicts the scanned surface of a virgin

glass sample.
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(a) Interfacial discharge activity in a sequence (1–4) that evolved to a complete flashover.

(b) PEEK sample exposed to interface BD. (c) Glass sample exposed to interface BD.

Figure 10.7: Experiments resulted in a complete flashover due to cavity-induced discharges.
The artificial cavities are of 1 mm diameter and the interface width is 4 mm.

(a) Glass sample exposed to BD.
(b) PEEK sample exposed to BD.

Figure 10.8: 3D surface inspection of PEEK samples with cylindrical cavities (1.25 mm × 0.94
mm). Samples are scanned before being polished again.
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(a) PEEK surface before a test. (b) PEEK surface after the test.

(c) Another PEEK surface after a new test.

Figure 10.9: Surface inspection of interfaces before and after discharge-monitoring tests. The
artificial cavities are of 1-mm diameter.

(a) (b)

Figure 10.10: 3D surface inspection of glass samples (1.25 mm × 0.94 mm). (a) Virgin glass
sample. (b) Glass sample exposed to discharges caused by the PD activity in a PEEK sample
with a 1 mm artificial cavity.

Possible mechanisms responsible for the local destruction of contact area/spots

are further elucidated here by referring to the following study that focused on the

mechanisms of the breakdown of contact spots.

Gao et al. [ ] used our interface model, that was formerly proposed in [ ,

, , ], to study the interface discharge behavior between polypropylene and

silicone rubber under AC voltage. The author used a part of their discussion on

possible mechanisms responsible for the local deterioration of contact area at the

initiation stage, and, since they used our interface model, the discussion is highly
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relevant to the main hypothesis of this thesis. The duration between the instants I

and II in is divided into two substages: initiation stage and propagation

stage. Initiation stage is assumed to be considerably longer than the propagation

stage since the propagation of the interfacial tracking is assumed to take place

momentarily, i.e., in 10−7 s as modeled in .

The initiation stage is illustrated in [ ]. In the case that

the average-size cavities are discharged (at the instant I ), the discharge activity

in the cavities leads to energetic particle bombardment and light emission from

recombination of particles with opposite polarities [ ]. The thermal effect of the

discharge is not taken into consideration at this point since the discharge has low

energy; the heat generated at this stage could thus be neglected [ ].

The energetic particle bombardment is likely to disrupt the covalent bonds that

hold the polymer together. The light emission also gives rise to the acceleration

of the chain scission [ ]. As illustrated in , the bombardment of

particles is likely to cause the loss of part of their energies, and trapped carriers

(electron or hole) arise at the contact areas at the interface [ ]. Such carriers

are subjected to a de-trapping process and recombine with each other, leading

to further light emission as well as local field distortion [ ]. Consequently, at

the interface, low-density regions are formed that are relatively easy to permit

electrical breakdown under AC voltage [ ]. Once the contact surface between

two cavities is broken-down, the discharged cavities are connected, resulting in a

larger discharge channel. Hence, the degradation and the breakdown of the local

contact area are essential for the discharge channel to propagate at the interface.

At the propagation stage, as illustrated , the discharge activity is

considerably stronger than the discharge in the initiation stage [ ]. In this case,

the thermal effect of the discharge channel cannot be neglected, since gas expansion

is likely to take place within the discharged cavities due to the heat generated from

the strong discharge channel [ ]. Moreover, the gaseous byproducts are generated

from the degradation of the polymer sample by the discharge activity, leading to a

gas expansion in the deformation of the cavity, as depicted in ). Due

to the strong discharge activity, degradation and subsequent breakdown triggered

by the particle bombardment and the light emission from the discharge channel

seem to play an essential role in the propagation of the discharge channel. On

the other hand, the charge injection, trapping, and de-trapping mechanisms have

a subordinate role in the degradation of contact area [ ].

To sum up, different microtracking resistances of the polymers studied in this

thesis tend to affect the primary discharge propagation mechanisms of particle

bombardment and the light emission from discharge channel, whereas the charge

injection, trapping, and de-trapping mechanisms have indirect effects as they result

in further light emission as well as local field distortion in the initiation stage. The

initiation and propagation stages discussed above seem to agree with the observed

discharge propagation mechanisms. For instance, the discharged cavities displayed

in Figures and can stand for the initiation and propagation stages of the
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contact spot breakdown, respectively, such that only microcavities are discharged

in the initiation stage whereas the contact areas isolating the discharged cavities

are bridged in the propagation stage as illustrated in .

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.11: Mechanisms for the degradation and breakdown of perfect/ideal contact area at
various discharge stages [ ]: (a) Initiation stage. (b) Propagation stage.

10.4 Additional Results from Discharge

Experiments

The results of a discharge experiment run for 48 hours are shown in

rather than in this chapter because the main focus of this thesis is

centered around the instantaneous mechanisms leading to an interface breakdown.

The long-term impact of cavity discharges at the interface is not directly related

to the main research questions, but it still provides supplementary information on

the interfacial breakdown mechanisms.

The PD inception field values and the corresponding patterns from PRPDA

were also measured in the experiments. A summary of the main PD results is

given in to correlate the discharge images with the PD patterns

along with the histogram of emitted light during the discharge event. Similarly,

since these results only serve as supplementary/supporting information, they are

placed in the appendix for coherence and clarity.



Chapter 11
Results of Theoretical Models

In this chapter, the results of the theoretical models introduced in and

are briefly shown.

11.1 Results of the Interface Breakdown Model

The results calculated using the theoretical model proposed in are

shown in this section. The results are categorized into two main sections, where

the influence of the elastic modulus and surface roughness are considered separately

along with the effect of contact pressure.

11.1.1 Results of the Cavity Discharge Submodel

Using the statistical contact model described in , Are, n, and the

average cavity size davg are computed for the SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK

samples sanded with #500 (see ). As mentioned in , though

the number of cavity and contact spot pairs, n is a dimensionless quantity according

to Equation ( ), the tabulated values are normalized with the nominal sample

area Aa = 220 mm2.

For a complete assessment, sizes of average cavities are calculated with two-

sigma significance (i.e., equivalent to 90% CI [ ]) using the standard deviation of

the asperity radius σp. Thus, an estimated cavity size is represented with its 90% CI

by a shaded region while the markers in signify the experimentally

applied pressure values for reference. A similar procedure is followed to calculate

the lavg values with their 90% CIs. However, in the interface breakdown model,

the total length of the contact spots i.e., effective interface length, leff is to be

substituted for l in Equation ( ). Therefore, leff values are calculated at this

stage by substituting the lavg values from Equation ( ) into Equation ( ) to

117
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omit the intermediate steps. The estimated leff are displayed in

with the shaded regions standing for the 90% CIs.

Table 11.1: Estimated cavity size, number, and real contact area of the SiR, XLPE, EPOXY,
and PEEK.

P
ressure

P
aram

.

SiR− SiR#500 XLPE− XLPE#500

pa Are/Aa n davg pa Are/Aa n davg

[MPa] [%] [mm−2] [μm] [MPa] [%] [mm−2] [μm]

pa1 0.16 2.05 432 47.6 0.50 0.99 319 55.7

pa2 0.19 2.43 503 44.0 0.86 1.72 515 43.7

pa3 0.24 3.07 618 39.6 1.16 2.32 670 38.2

pa4 0.27 3.45 685 37.5 1.67 3.33 923 32.4

P
ressure

P
aram

.

EPOXY − EPOXY#500 PEEK− PEEK#500

pa Are/Aa n davg pa Are/Aa n davg

[MPa] [%] [mm−2] [μm] [MPa] [%] [mm−2] [μm]

pa1 1.16 0.10 57 132.0 1.16 0.03 52 137.6

pa2 1.67 0.14 79 112.4 1.67 0.04 72 117.2

pa3 2.25 0.19 102 98.6 2.25 0.06 94 102.8

pa4 3.34 0.29 145 82.8 3.34 0.08 133 86.4
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Figure 11.1: SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK sanded with #500: (a) Estimated average cavity
size via Equation ( ) plotted against the applied contact pressure. (b) Estimated effective
contact length via Equation ( ).

Are/Aa decreases in harder materials, as seen in because the in-

creased modulus cause larger cavities to arise at the interface, and in turn, a smaller

contact area is predicted. In this regard, the average cavity size davg increases by a

factor of 2.3− 2.9 from the softest interface SiR to the hardest interface PEEK as

the contact pressure pa is increased. To sum up, reduced real contact area results in

a substantial reduction in the number of contact spots n and hence larger average

cavities arise.
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Similarly, Are, n, and the average cavity size davg are computed for the XLPE

samples with different surface roughnesses (see ). The average cavity

sizes davg are calculated with their standard deviation (equivalent to 90% CI) and

are shown with the shaded regions in while the markers signify the

pressure values used in the experiments for reference. Likewise, the estimated leff
values are displayed in with their 90% CIs.

Table 11.2: Estimated cavity size, number and real contact area of the XLPE samples with
different roughnesses.

Interface

Param. pa 0.5MPa 0.86MPa

Are/Aa n davg Are/Aa n davg

[%] [mm−2] [μm] [%] [mm−2] [μm]

#180 0.41 221 75.6 0.70 357 59.7

#500 1.06 335 61.3 1.82 540 48.1

#1000 3.91 1433 29.2 6.73 2309 22.7

#2400 17.55 3082 18.5 30.18 4967 13.4

Interface

Param. pa 1.16MPa

Are/Aa n davg

[%] [mm−2] [μm]

#180 0.94 464 52.1

#500 2.45 703 42.0

#1000 9.08 3005 19.6

#2400 40.71 6464 10.8

The Are/Aa values in indicate that the real area of contact con-

siderably increases in smoother surfaces. The most significant change in Are/Aa

is observed from #1000 to #2400 by a factor of 4.5 under each contact pressure.

Likewise, the average cavity size davg decreases by a factor of 4.08− 4.82 from the

roughest interface #180 to the smoothest interface #2400 as the contact pressure

pa is increased from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa. In essence, expanded real contact area res-

ults in a substantial increase in the number of contact spots n and hence a reduced

average cavity size.

The davg values of the polymers sanded using #500 with their CIs (from

) are substituted in Equations ( ) and ( ), respectively to estimate

the minimum and maximum values of the estimated PDIE (i.e., PDIEe). The

PDIE results for the studied polymers are shown in . The proposed

interface breakdown model ( ) simplifies the 3D surface topography of the

surface asperities into cavities and contact spots in 2D, which are traversed by the

tangential electric field component. However, cavities are shown to be connected

with each other in 3D that form larger air gaps, as the simulated interface surfaces

indicate via the deterministic model in the next section. As a result, the pressure

inside the cavities is assumed to be equal to the ambient pressure (� 1 atm) when

calculating the estimated PDIE values.
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Analogous to the procedure above, the davg values of the XLPE samples with

different roughnesses from are substituted in Equations ( ) and

( ), respectively. The resulting estimated PDIE values of the XLPE samples are

shown in .
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Figure 11.2: XLPE samples with different roughnesses: (a) Estimated average cavity sizes via
Equation ( ) vs. the applied contact pressure. (b) Estimated effective contact length via
Equation ( ) vs. the applied contact pressure.
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Figure 11.3: Estimated PDIE values of: (a) SiR #500, XLPE #500, EPOXY #500, and PEEK
#500. (b) XLPE samples with the roughnesses of #180, #500, #1000, and #2400.

11.1.2 Results of the Contact Spot Breakdown Submodel

The average leff values from Figures and are substituted in

Equation ( ) to estimate the locally enhanced field strength values, Eenh. The

estimated values of Eenh are shown in Figures and at the instants I

and II with reference to the model shown in . instant I stands for the

inception of discharge in the averaged-sized cavities whereas instant II represents

the moment when electric breakdown takes place at the contact spots due to the
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intense local fields generated by the discharged cavities. For the instant I, the mean

estimated PDIE values are multiplied by the nominal dielectric thickness (dint) of

4 mm and are then substituted for Vapp in Equation ( ) along with the mean

value of the calculated leff . Likewise, for the instant II, the measured BDS values

are multiplied by the distance between the electrodes (i.e., dint = 4 mm) and are

substituted for Vapp. The estimated local field enhancements at the edges of the

discharged cavities, Eenh, along with the estimated interfacial tracking resistances

Etr of XLPE, EPOXY and PEEK are plotted in .

indicates that when discharge activity starts in the cavities at

the XLPE–XLPE interface at the instant I, the enhanced fields at the edges of the

contact spots are higher than the interfacial tracking resistance, which is likely to

cause local electronic breakdown and bond scission [ ]. Thus, the growth rate

of the breakdown channel tends to accelerate further, which eventually leads to

an interfacial failure [ ]. At the instant II in , the estimated local

fields are already higher than the estimated interfacial tracking resistance of the

XLPE. Until the cavity discharge inception, presumably, no stress arises at the

contact spots in the case of XLPE. According to the average-sized cavity model,

once the cavities are discharged, the low estimated interfacial tracking resistance

of the XLPE cannot endure the enhanced local fields, and this leads to interfacial

failure. Conversely, at the instant I, the enhanced local fields are not sufficiently

high to exceed the interfacial tracking resistances in the cases of the EPOXY and

PEEK. Although the average-sized cavities are assumed to be discharged, the high

estimated interfacial tracking resistances of the EPOXY and PEEK can withstand

the high local fields longer than the XLPE could last. At the instant II, however, the

estimated enhanced field values exceed the estimated interfacial tracking resistances

of the EPOXY and PEEK.

In a similar manner, shows the comparison between the estimated

local field enhancements at the edges of the discharged cavities Eenh and the estim-

ated interfacial tracking resistances Etr of the XLPE samples with four different

surface roughnesses. When discharge activity starts in the average-sized cavities

at the instant I, amplitudes of the estimated enhanced fields at the edges of the

contact spots are close to the estimated interfacial tracking resistance of the XLPE,

as displayed in . At smoother surfaces, the estimated enhanced field

values seem sufficiently strong to lead to the breakdown of the contact spots. Based

on Equation ( ), this is due to the higher estimated PDIEe owing to smaller davg
at smoother surfaces. At the instant II ( ), amplitudes of the estim-

ated local fields do not increase to any great extent because the estimated PDIEe

values are close to the measured BDS values.

15The pressure ranges in which SiR–SiR interfaces were tested in are considerably lower than
those determined for harder polymers. There are not any common pressure values for a fair
comparison. Therefore, SiR is omitted in this analysis.

16As the mean values of PDIEe and the measured BDS are substituted for Vapp in Equation
( )—where PDIEe and BDS are multiplied by dint = 4 mm to be converted to voltage values—
higher PDIEe values caused higher enhanced fields at the instant I in .
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Figure 11.4: Estimated enhanced field Eenh vs. tracking resistance Etr within the covered pa
for each interface. (a) Instant I: Estimated PDIE of average-sized air-filled cavities (PDIEe). (b)
Instant II: Breakdown of contact spots. Vertical axes are adjusted according to the min-max data
values so that the data points can be seen clearly. (εr = 2.3, G = 20000 J/m2 and r = 0.3 μm
for the XLPE; εr = 4.6, G = 20000 J/m2 and r = 0.12 μm for the EPOXY; and εr = 2.8,
G = 20000 J/m2 and r = 0.12 μm for the PEEK [ , ]).
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Figure 11.5: Enhanced field Eenh vs. tracking resistance Etr of the XLPE samples with different
surface roughnesses. (a) Instant I: Estimated PDIE of average-sized air-filled cavities (PDIEe).
(b) Instant II: Breakdown of contact spots. Vertical axes are adjusted according to the min-max
data values so that the data points can be seen clearly. (εr = 2.3, G = 20000 J/m2 and r = 0.3μm
for the XLPE [ , ]).
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11.2 Results of the Deterministic Roughness

Model

Results of the deterministic model introduced in are briefly

provided in this section. Some background information, the numerical solution

method, and the methodology in discretizing the surface data are presented in

. It is important to recall that the interface between two rough surfaces

is transformed into an interface between one perfectly smooth plane and one

equivalent rough surface both in the statistical model and in the deterministic

model (see ). An illustration of an equivalent rough surface is plotted

in the 3D Cartesian coordinates in . Moreover, the projection of the

asperity amplitudes on a 2D plane is mapped using contour plots. With the help

of color bars next to the contour plots, the amplitudes of the peaks are displayed

quantitatively, where red represents the highest peak, and light yellow/white

stands for the contact points. Details on how to obtain a contour plot are briefly

provided in . Materials with two different elastic moduli and surface

roughnesses are examined in this chapter: XLPE and PEEK, where XLPE stands

for the soft material and PEEK represents the hard material.

Smooth rigid
plane 

Vertical contact
pressure

Equivalent 
rough surface

Surface
plot (3D)

Contour
plot (2D)

Contact 
spots

Cavities

Figure 11.6: Contact asperities between a perfectly smooth surface and a rough surface. Red
color represents the highest peak and light yellow/white represents the contact points.

17Sum surface of the roughnesses of both surfaces.
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11.2.1 Effect of Surface Roughness and Contact Pressure

Figures and show contour plots of the surface asperities of the XLPE

samples with four different surface roughnesses, while those of the PEEK samples

with two different surface roughnesses are presented in . In order to

ensure consistency, the variations of the asperities are simulated at the lowest and

highest contact pressure values determined for the XLPE and PEEK samples in

the AC breakdown experiments.

Figure 11.7: Filled-contour plots of the surface asperities of the XLPE samples polished with
#180 and #500 at 0.5 MPa (lowest pa) and 2.25 MPa (highest pa), respectively. Color bars are
in m, where light yellow color represents the contact areas and darker colors imply cavities.
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Figure 11.8: Filled-contour plots of the surface asperities of the XLPE samples polished with
#1000 and #2400 at 0.5 MPa (lowest pa) and 2.25 MPa (highest pa), respectively. Color bars
are in m, where light yellow color represents the contact areas and darker colors imply cavities.

The contour plots indicate that increased pressure pushes the asperity tips

further, leading to the formation of new contact spots. As a result, more cavities are

formed due to channels being broken into smaller channels and cavities. Towards

smoother surfaces, the density of the peaks reduces considerably, and the impact of

the increased pressure becomes even more discernible. Particularly in the case of

XLPE #2400, there are a limited number of protruding peaks at the surface while

the rest of the surface is simulated to be a perfect contact.
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Figure 11.9: Filled-contour plots of the surface asperities of the PEEK samples polished with
#180 and #500 at 1.16 MPa (lowest pa) and 3.34 MPa (highest pa), respectively. Color bars are
in m, where light yellow color represents the contact areas and darker colors imply cavities.

11.2.2 Effect of Elastic Modulus and Contact Pressure

The displacement of the asperities in 2D is simulated in at the in-

creased pressure, while the deformation of asperities in XLPE samples in 3D with

respect to the applied contact pressure is presented . The deformation

of the protrusions at the surfaces of PEEK samples in 2D and 3D are presented in

Figures and , respectively. In accordance with what the motif parameters

in Tables and suggest, the amplitude of peaks in the PEEK samples are

larger than those of XLPE samples despite having been sanded by #500 grit sand-

paper. This difference in amplitudes, in turn, yields larger cavities in the direction

parallel to the tangential electrical field, as highlighted by the maximum size of the

cavities in Figures and . They are also in line with the davg and Are/Aa

values in .
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Figure 11.10: The displacement of peaks at the XLPE #500 surface at: (a) 0.5 MPa. (b) 2.25
MPa. E shows the direction of the tangential field component.
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Figure 11.11: The displacement of peaks at the PEEK #500 surface at: (a) 1.16MPa. (b)
3.34MPa. E shows the direction of the tangential field component.
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Consequently, the increased pressure pushes the asperity tips further, leading

to the formation of new contact spots. As a result, cavities and channels are broken

into smaller cavities. The deformation of the peaks can be envisaged in such a way

that the perfectly smooth rigid plane (no asperities hypothetically—see )

is pressed against the equivalent rough surface as more of the afloat asperities come

into contact with the smooth surface, resulting in more contact spots and hence

smaller cavities. Figures – display the discretized surface data from the

obtained profiles, as shown in .

Note that these profiles constitute a small portion of the complete surface data,

as illustrated in . The complete surface data set are too large to be

demonstrated in a single graph. The unrevealed parts of the surfaces have similar,

uniform patterns. With reference to , the complete 3D surface data as

shown in is stored in a 480 x 640 matrix, whereas a row vector in the size

of 1 x 640 represents a 2D roughness profile similar to those shown in .

Pressure distributions at the contact surfaces of the XLPE and PEEK samples

at two different pressures are shown in 3D plots to gain a clear understanding of

elastic and plastic deformations in Figures – in for simplicity

while two illustrative plots are shown in . Each spherical marker in

represents the contact pressure at the shown position. If the contact

is elastic, then the contact pressure will lie between zero and the hardness of the

material. On the other hand, when the hardness of the material is reached, elastic

contact spots transition to plastic contacts, and the contact area does not increase

any further, irrespective of the applied force. In this regard, the pressure distribu-

tion plots indicate that the deformation of contact asperities are significantly lower

in the case of PEEK even at higher contact pressures. At plastic contacts, the pres-

sure is limited by the hardness of the material, as illustrated in .

(a) Elastic contacts (b) Elasto-plastic contacts

Figure 11.12: Pressure distribution at contact spots. When the plastic contact occurs, contact
pressure saturates at the hardness of the material and becomes independent of the applied force.
Each spherical marker represents the contact pressure at the shown position.
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11.3 Correlation between the Deterministic and

the Statistical Model

In this section, the similarities and differences between the deterministic and

statistical models are briefly addressed. The ratio of the real contact area to the

nominal contact area Are/Aa is calculated for each case using the statistical model

and the deterministic model (see ).
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Figure 11.13: Correlation between the results of the statistical model and the deterministic
model. Ratio of real area of contact to nominal area of contact: (a) Statistical model for rough
XLPE samples. (b) Deterministic model for rough XLPE samples. (c) Statistical model for rough
XLPE and PEEK samples. (d) Deterministic model for rough XLPE and PEEK samples.

Figures – indicate that smoother XLPE surfaces yield a higher con-

tact area, especially at higher pressure, in both models. On the other hand, in the

case of PEEK in Figures – , the statistical model estimates significantly

lower contact area compared to the values computed by the deterministic model

although the same trends and sequence in amplitudes are observed. Moreover, in

the deterministic model, the difference in Are/Aa between the XLPE and PEEK

samples in is not as significant as that in .
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The initial portion of the waveform of #2400 in shows an almost

linear relationship between the total area of contact and the contact pressure in

the range from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa. These correlations indicate that the increased

interfacial pressure reduces the number of large air-filled gaps and thus creates

more isolated cavities at the interface, as verified by the contact surface simulation

results shown in Figures and .

The largest cavities measured between two adjacent contact areas are estimated

using the deterministic model. Figures – display the largest cavities for

XLPE and PEEK samples with the shown roughness degrees. Figures –

reveal that the largest cavities could be 3–4 times as large as the average-sized

cavities in the case of XLPE. On the other hand, sizes of the largest cavities are

close to each other in the cases of PEEK and XLPE despite the significant difference

observed in the average-sizes in .
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Figure 11.14: Correlation between the estimated cavity sizes using the statistical model and the
deterministic model: (a) Average cavity sizes from the statistical model for rough XLPE samples.
(b) Maximum cavity sizes from the deterministic model for rough XLPE samples. (c) Maximum
cavity sizes from the statistical model for rough XLPE and PEEK samples. (d) Maximum cavity
sizes from the deterministic model for rough XLPE and PEEK samples.
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Chapter 12
Discussion

In this chapter, answers to the research questions presented in the introduction are

sought and discussed based on the results of the performed experiments, simulation

studies, and theoretical models. Scopes of the research questions are summarized

below in a compact format:

� [Q-I]: How do the elasticity, contact pressure, and surface roughness influence

the sizes of the microcavities and contact spots? (Discussed in ).

� [Q-II]: What are main the mechanisms controlling the interfacial breakdown?

(Discussed in ). This question is dissected in four subsections that

are:

– effect of discharged cavities and contact spots on the interfacial breakdown

strength (discussed in Sections and );

– initiation, development, and propagation of streamers at the interface in

dry-mate conditions (discussed in );

– expected gas pressure inside the cavities at solid-solid interfaces in dry-mate

conditions (discussed in ); and

– impacts of ingress of water or oil into the cavities on the longitudinal AC

breakdown of solid-solid interfaces (discussed in ).

133
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12.1 Sizes of the Microcavities and Contact Spots

In Chapters and , two different theoretical approaches are proposed for the

modeling of interfacial cavities and contact spots, namely, statistical and determ-

inistic interface contact models. The statistical interface contact model provides

a simplified, 2D interface contact model that can predict average sizes of the cav-

ities and contact spots as a function of surface roughness, contact pressure, and

elasticity. With the interface breakdown model presented in , impacts

of varied sizes of cavities and contact spots on the AC breakdown strength are

estimated ( ). These estimated results will be used in the next section

alongside the results of the AC breakdown experiments and PD experiments to test

the correlation between the cavity discharge and interface breakdown and comment

on the validity of the interface breakdown model. Additionally, with the determin-

istic model, deformations of the contact spots are simulated in 3D ( ).

Simulation results on the interfacial deformation will cast light on how cavities are

connected in 3D and elucidate the resulting gas pressure inside the cavities, which

could not be estimated by solely using the 2D statistical contact model.

The deterministic interface contact model provides insight into how the real

area of contact at solid-solid interfaces varies as a function of the contact pressure,

surface roughness, elasticity, and hardness of the solid material in 3D. The model

indicates that an increase in the interfacial pressure reduces the number of long

air-filled channels and thus creates more enclosed cavities at the interface (see

Figures – ). Likewise, the smoother the surface, the more enclosed, smaller

cavities are present. Conversely, the harder the material, the larger the resulting

cavities, and in turn, long channels are formed by the interconnected, larger cavities.

Consequently, cavities are interconnected in 3D space, forming longer air-filled

channels in the cases of rougher surfaces, harder materials, and/or lower contact

pressures.

The proposed interface breakdown model ( ) simplifies the 3D surface

topography of the surface asperities into cavities and contact spots in a 2D plane

parallel to the electric field. The simplified 2D model requires the cavities and

contact spots between the electrodes to be broken-down in order to lead to an in-

terface failure. In the 2D model, the breakdown of cavities and contacts spots is

assumed to be connected on a 2D line. This simplification does not diverge from

the real situation because a discharge streamer at an interface follows a line-like

path in the field direction (see the interface tracking shown in and

). Interface tracking path is not necessarily straight; in most cases, it

is tortuous (non-straight) due to contact spots being in the way of a propagating

streamer. As in the simplified 2D model, a string of cavities and contact spots,

depending on the location of the weaker cavities and contact spots, is tracked by

18Note that the interface breakdown model presented in is built on the statistical
interface contact model, which is also referred to as statistical model, simplified 2D model, or
statistical roughness model in this work. They all are used interchangeably.
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a propagating breakdown streamer. The results of the discharge-monitoring ex-

periments also support these observations and thus the simplified 2D model. In

addition, images of discharge activity shown in indicate that sizes of

microcavities parallel to the electric field are similar in sizes to those of the estim-

ated cavities calculated using the statistical interface contact model. Furthermore,

as shown in , the statistical model yields consistent results with those

of the deterministic model in terms of the average cavity size and the ratio of the

real contact area to the nominal contact area, Are/Aa. Increased contact pres-

sure, lower elastic modulus, and/or decreased surface roughness generated smaller

cavities and higher ratios of Are/Aa.

When developing the 2D interface breakdown model in , all cavities

are assumed to be isolated/enclosed between two contact spots. However, the the-

oretical and experimental results indicate that the simplified assumption of only

enclosed cavities is not entirely valid in the cases of rough surfaces under low contact

pressures and/or hard materials subjected to low contact pressures. For instance,

the simulation results from the deterministic model suggest significantly fewer en-

closed cavities while there are manifold, vented air-gaps/channels. Consequently,

vented channels and enclosed cavities at the interface are likely to coexist, espe-

cially in the cases of moderate roughnesses, contact pressures, and elasticities. The

state of coexistence of vented and enclosed cavities can be deemed/envisaged as a

transition from soft, smooth interfaces under high contact pressure to hard, rough

interfaces at low pressure. Figures and illustrate the case when only

enclosed cavities are present at the interface such as in the cases of soft materials,

high contact pressure and/or smooth surfaces. Conversely, Figures and

demonstrate that, nearly, only vented channels exist at the interfaces, similar to

the cases of hard materials, rough surfaces, and/or low contact pressure. Possible

surface paths that are likely to be tracked in the event of an interface breakdown

are drawn in Figures – for each case. In the case of “only enclosed cav-

ities”, contact spots must be subjected to electrical breakdown in addition to the

discharge of cavities. On the other hand, in the case when air-filled interconnected

cavities are prevalent at the interface, an interface tracking path can be formed by

incorporating only the interconnected cavities (vented channels) as illustrated in

.

Lastly, the continuous discharge streamers, shown in Figures and ,

also suggest that streamers chase air-filled channels composed of several connected

cavities in the real 3D-interfacial surface. Therefore, streamers do not necessarily

follow the shortest path to the electrode due to the presence of the contact spots

that obstruct the propagation of streamers. Instead, they presumably follow a

tortuous channel consisting of air-filled cavities connected to each other. In the case

of PEEK #180–glass interface, wider, continuous discharge channels were observed

as compared to the discharge images in the case of PEEK #500–glass interface.

Based on the difference between the simulated interface surfaces of PEEK #180

and PEEK #500 shown in , longer air-gaps, and fewer isolated cavities
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will exist in the case of rougher surfaces. Similarly, as previously mentioned, the

statistical roughness model estimates larger cavities in the case of PEEK #180.

(a) Enclosed cavities in 3D (SiR–SiR #500). (b) Vented air-gaps in 3D (PEEK–PEEK #180).

E

(c) Enclosed cavities in 2D.

E

(d) Vented air-gaps in 2D.

Figure 12.1: Simulated interfacial surfaces incorporating only enclosed cavities and vented air-
gaps formed by interconnected cavities.

12.2 Mechanisms Controlling the Interfacial

Breakdown

In this section, to elucidate main mechanisms controlling the interfacial break-

down (Q-II), the results of the entire experimental and theoretical studies are used.

The results will also clarify the impacts of different sizes of cavities and contact

spots on the longitudinal AC breakdown strength, that are part of the research

question Q-I. The effect of the discharge of cavities and the breakdown of con-

tact spots on the interfacial breakdown strength are examined separately based on

the corresponding submodels introduced in by following the sequence of

mechanisms hypothesized in . It should be emphasized that the mech-

anisms controlling the interface breakdown are investigated for samples assembled

in an optimal, dry laboratory (dry-mate) conditions. The effect of either water-

or oil-ingress (wet-mate or oil-mate) is also discussed at the end of this chapter
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using the results of AC breakdown experiments and FEM simulations for wet- and

oil-mate interfaces.

12.2.1 Effect of Discharge of Cavities on the Interfacial
Breakdown

In this section, the effect of discharged cavities on the interfacial breakdown

is thoroughly investigated using the measured AC BDS values, measured PDIE

values, and estimated PDIE values. It should be noted that an AC voltage ramp

with the rate of 1 kV/s was utilized for both the AC breakdown experiments and

the PD inception field tests for a fair comparison. This is because the rate of the

voltage rise is likely to affect the mechanisms controlling the interfacial breakdown

by varying the build-up of space charges as well as concentration and distribution

thereof [ – ]. Besides, the interfacial BDS or AC BDS implies a short-term

interfacial breakdown phenomenon due to the selected rate of rise of the AC ramp

voltage in the experiments. In other words, the breakdown strength investigated

in this work is short-term interfacial breakdowns and mechanisms related to the

short-term failure.

Correlation between the Measured PD Inception Field Strength and

Measured AC Breakdown Strength at Solid-Solid Interfaces

The main purposes of this section are to examine how the measured PDIE is

correlated with the measured AC breakdown field and to reveal the interconnection

between the measured PDIE and the estimated PDIE. To begin with, the results

of the AC breakdown experiments are compared to the measured PDIE values

(PDIEm). shows the comparison between the measured PDIE and

the measured AC BDS of XLPE–XLPE #500 interface. The difference between

the 63.2% BDS and PDIEm is found to be only around 10%. This small difference

strongly supports the interface breakdown model that suggests that discharged

cavities in the XLPE samples evolve to a complete flashover in a short time because

the contact spots are less likely to withstand the enhanced fields for a long time due

to the relatively low estimated interfacial tracking resistance of XLPE. In contrast,

in the case of PEEK–PEEK #500 interface in , the mean PDIEm

values are lower than the measured mean BDS values by a factor of 1.55. Thereby,

it can be claimed that the contact spots in PEEK could withstand the discharged

cavities for a longer time (applied voltage is higher by 1 kV at every next second)

since the estimated interfacial tracking resistance of the PEEK is higher than that

of XLPE. Overall, the correlation between the measured PDIE and BDS values,

despite the limited number of data points, agree with the hypothesis that the

interfacial tracking resistance is an essential electrical insulation property in the

solid-solid breakdown of interfaces.

Secondly, the estimated and measured PDIE values are plotted in

to examine the correlations between them. The results suggest that the estimated
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Figure 12.2: Comparison of measured PDIE and AC BDS of dry-mate: (a) XLPE–XLPE #500
interface. (b) PEEK–PEEK #500 interface.

and measured PDIE values show a clear correlation, but the number of data points

is possibly too low to make a comprehensive interpretation. Nevertheless, using the

available data, it can be inferred that the trends of the PDIE values as a function

of the contact pressure are consistent. Apparently, at low contact pressures, the es-

timated PDIE values are generally higher than the measured PDIE values. Vented

channels in real life, as illustrated in , could be the primary culprit

for this deviation since the simplified 2D model takes only the enclosed cavities into

consideration. Another reason for the deviation could be that due to normally dis-

tributed asperity peaks and heights—observed in the normality analyses appended

in —there are at least some cavities larger than the average-sized

cavities, in which the PD activity presumably commences first while there is still no
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Figure 12.3: Comparison of the measured PDIE and the estimated PDIE of dry-mate XLPE–
XLPE #500 and PEEK–PEEK #500 interface.

PD activity in the average-sized cavities. The deterministic interface contact model

reveals that the largest cavities could be 3–4 times as large as the average-sized

cavities (see ). Consequently, depending upon the number and size of

larger cavities, the accuracy of the estimated PDIE might decrease. Accordingly,

an improved contact model containing the influence of the size and number of the

largest cavities may potentially be more effective.

Finally, it should be noted that the measured PDIE values do not necessarily

characterize the inception field of the discharged cavities that initiate/trigger the

interfacial breakdown, as mentioned in . As explained in ,

interfacial tracking is likely to be tortuous due to the presence of contact spots ob-

structing the propagation of streamers. The endurance of the contact spots against

propagating streamers is designated using the interfacial tracking resistance of the

contact spots which is an insulation property of the bulk material. Moreover,

cavity sizes are essential for the theoretical analysis of the interface breakdown

phenomenon. However, sizes of the interfacial cavities cannot be extracted from

the measured PDIE (i.e., PDIEm) data without using an analytical model. For

these reasons, the statistical interface model is developed to determine the sizes

of cavities as a function of the surface roughness, elasticity and applied contact

pressure. The estimated sizes of cavities are then used to estimate the cavity dis-

charge inception field (i.e., PDIEe) to directly relate the cavity size to the interface

breakdown. Consequently, in the following section, the estimated PDIE values are

used to further investigate the correlation between discharged cavities and interface

breakdown by considering the sizes of the cavities and the ratio of the real area of

contact to the nominal interfacial area.
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Correlation between the Estimated PD Inception Field Strength and

Measured AC Breakdown Strength at Solid-Solid Interfaces

First, the results of the AC breakdown experiments performed using XLPE

samples with different roughnesses (see ) and the corresponding estimated

PDIE values i.e., PDIEe (see ) are plotted in . As a

reminder, the PDIEe values are estimated with the assumption that all cavities are

vented, and the pressure inside remains at 1 atm (see ). The effect

of increased gas pressure inside enclosed cavities on the interfacial BDS will be

discussed in .

indicates that, at higher contact pressures, smoother interfaces tend

to yield a stronger correlation between the estimated PDIE and the measured BDS.

For instance, PDIEe values slightly deviate from the measured BDS data at higher

pressures in the cases of XLPE #180 and XLPE #500. In contrast, an opposite

tendency is observed in the cases of XLPE #1000 and XLPE #2400.

Second, the results from the AC breakdown experiments performed using SiR,

XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK with the same surface roughness of #500 (see

) and the interface breakdown model (see ) are used. The estim-

ated PDIE values are plotted alongside the measured BDS in .

The results shown in indicate that there is a strong correlation

between the BDS values and the PDIEe values within the covered pressure range in

the case of relatively soft interfaces, such as SiR–SiR #500 or XLPE–XLPE #500.

The ratio of the mean BDS to the mean PDIEe ranges from 0.8 to 1.2. The ±20%
deviation suggests that the interfacial breakdown is likely to be dominated by the

cavity discharge in the case of SiR and XLPE interfaces. Nevertheless, EPOXY–

EPOXY #500 and PEEK–PEEK #500 interfaces exhibited a weaker correlation

between the cavity discharge and the interface breakdown, especially at relatively

high contact pressures. It can be inferred that, at higher elastic modulus, the

interfacial breakdown is not solely predominated by the discharge of vented air-filled

cavities (channels), particularly at high contact pressures. Electrical insulation

properties, such as the interfacial tracking resistance, are likely to play an essential

role in determining the endurance of the contact spots against breakdown. The

influence of the interfacial tracking resistance of the contact spots on the interfacial

breakdown is discussed in the next section. For this purpose, SiR, XLPE, EPOXY

and PEEK interfaces (all are #500) that have different elastic moduli are utilized.

The relationship between the elastic modulus and the interfacial tracking resistance

will be explained as well.

19The estimated PDIE and measured PDIE show consistent trends and values. More inform-
ation on why PDIEe and measured BDS are compared is given in the previous section.

20It should once again be underscored that the discussion is based only on the interfaces formed
between identical materials. Therefore, in some places in the text, to reduce wordiness only the
name of the polymer is used when representing the interface.
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Figure 12.4: Experimental (measured) BDS data set (error bars) from vs. estimated
PDIEe (shaded areas) vs. contact pressure: (a) XLPE–XLPE #180. (b) XLPE–XLPE #500. (c)
XLPE–XLPE #1000. (d) XLPE–XLPE #2400. Each PDIEe data set is computed by substituting
the davg values in into Equations ( ) and ( ), respectively.
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Figure 12.5: Experimental (measured) BDS data set (error bars) from vs. estimated
PDIEe (shaded areas) vs. contact pressure: (a) SiR–SiR #500. (b) XLPE–XLPE #500. (c)
EPOXY–EPOXY #500. (d) PEEK–PEEK #500. The range of the horizontal axis of SiR–SiR is
different from the rest due to the very low pressure range. To estimate the PDIE (i.e., PDIEe),
the minimum and maximum davg values (from ) were substituted in Equations
( ) and ( ), respectively to estimate the minimum and maximum values of the PDIEe.
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12.2.2 Effect of Contact Spots on the Interfacial Breakdown

The results from experimental and theoretical studies suggest that different

mechanisms are involved during the interface breakdown. An interfacial surface

such as the one illustrated in indicates that when an interfacial

failure occurs, both cavities and contact spots are broken down along the discharge

path. However, the existence of vented channels (air-gaps) will enable streamers to

propagate by chasing after only interconnected cavities without being obstructed

by any contact spots.

Constituents of Contact Spots in Fractal Dimensions

In this section, firstly, constituents of contact spots are elaborated by consider-

ing imperfections that cause deviations from an “ideal contact surface.”

The multiscale nature of surface roughness is likely to have a role on the interface

breakdown such that when a surface is repeatedly magnified, increasing details of

roughness can be observed right down to nanoscale owing to the unique property

of rough surfaces [ , – ]. Consequently, surface texture at all magnifications

seems somewhat similar in structure, causing the interfacial surface texture to

repeat itself in smaller scales, as illustrated in . This phenomenon is

studied under fractal analysis in the literature [ – ]. Without delving too

much into the details of the fractal analysis, the parameter of interfacial tracking

resistance is elaborated in the following by discussing what it actually represents.

Contact
spot

E

Air-filled
cavity

Interface

...

Figure 12.6: Multiscale nature of surface roughness characterized by fractal geometry.

Considering the fractal geometry of a rough surface, contact spots at the mi-

croscale incorporate contact spots and cavities at the nanoscale, as illustrated in

. Thus, the breakdown of contact spots is assumed to be equivalent to

the discharge of nanoscale cavities and breakdown of nanoscale contact spots. In

that case, the air-filled, enclosed nanocavities will have as high a dielectric strength

as nanoscale contact spots of the bulk material according to the left of Paschen min-

imum for air (see in ). As a consequence, significantly lower

enhanced local fields are required to break down a nanoscale contact spot than a
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microscale contact spot. In the proposed interface breakdown model in ,

air-filled cavities are discharged first while contact spots are subjected to break-

down last. However, discharged cavities will not immediately lead to an interface

breakdown because the insulation properties of the solid insulation are likely to af-

fect the endurance of the contact areas against interface breakdown caused by the

enhanced fields generated by the discharged cavities. The endurance of contact

spots against discharges at an interface is roughly modeled and is estimated using

the interfacial tracking resistance of the solid material.

For clarity, a hypothetical case is exemplified as follows. Assume that cavities

at two different homogeneous interfaces are identical (identical size, number, and

shape) and are discharged at the same voltage, the interface formed between the

materials with a higher interfacial tracking resistance is likely to yield a higher

breakdown strength, as observed in the AC breakdown experiments.

Effect of Elastic Modulus on the Tracking Resistance of Contact Spots

Different materials with different moduli were used in this work to vary the

elastic modulus at the expense of changing other electrical insulation properties

in addition to the interfacial tracking resistance. However, electrical insulation

features other than the interfacial tracking resistance are not taken into account

in the interface breakdown model. Previous studies reported improved electrical

insulation properties when the modulus is increased [ – ]. These results are

clearly correlated with the proposed model of the interfacial tracking resistance.

According to Equation ( ), the interfacial tracking resistance is proportional to

the fourth root of the elastic modulus, i.e., Etr ∝ E′ 1/4. Thus, the higher the

elastic modulus, the higher the interfacial tracking resistance.

As repeatedly emphasized, both the statistical and deterministic interface mod-

els yield larger cavities when the elastic modulus is increased, that strongly affect

the width of the tracking path, r in Equation ( ). Conversely, the interfacial

tracking resistance is inversely proportional to the fourth root of the width of the

tracking path (Etr ∝ r −1/4), which is likely to negate the opposite influence of

the elastic modulus on the interfacial tracking resistance. manifests

that lower estimated interfacial tracking resistances of SiR and XLPE might have

led to deeper and wider breakdown tracking paths, which supports the correlation

between the width of the tracking path and interfacial tracking resistance.

On the other hand, the results from the AC breakdown experiments indicate

that materials with lower moduli yield higher interfacial BDS values. At first glance,

these results seem to conflict with the observed trends shown in [ – ]. However,

there are several reasons why this is not the case. First of all, performances of bulk

21The relative permittivities (εr) of the materials range from 2.3 to 4.6; therefore, magnitudes
of the field enhancements at the edges of air-filled cavities are assumed to not differ significantly
from each other.

22Interfaces formed between identical pairs of solid dielectrics.
23The tracking resistance is represented by Etr rather than Rtr because its unit is in kV/mm.
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materials, not those of interfaces, were tested in these studies. Likewise, we did not

test the BDS of the bulk materials with reference to their elastic moduli because

it is not within the scope of this work. Moreover, in the light of the theoretical

models we proposed, as the elastic modulus is increased, larger cavities arise at

the interface, and in turn, a considerably smaller contact area than the nominal

area of the bulk material is predicted. Therefore, the assessment for the impact

of the elastic modulus on the interfacial BDS is different from that for the BDS of

the bulk material. In agreement with this, Roy et al. [ ] concluded in their work

that the increase in an interfacial region in dielectric materials creates a zone of

altered polymer properties, which drastically reduces the dielectric permittivity of

the interface.

Secondly, the opposite effects of r and E′ on the interfacial tracking resistance in

Equation ( ) hinders making generalized statements on the correlation between

the elastic modulus and the interfacial BDS. With the increased elastic modulus,

the effect of the increased size of cavities and number of vented channels might

prevail over the influence of the increased interfacial tracking resistance on the in-

terfacial breakdown strength. This is because, in real surfaces, contact spots take

up considerably less space than the cavities according to the results from the stat-

istical and deterministic interface models. Thus, the increased interfacial tracking

resistance of the contact spots is potentially negated by the lower inception field

strength of larger cavities. Overall, the elastic modulus influences the breakdown of

bulk insulation at the nanoscale (contact spots) along the interface tracking path.

Correlation between the Interfacial Tracking Resistance of Contact

Spots and AC Breakdown Strength at Solid-Solid Interfaces

The estimated results of the interface breakdown model displayed in

is replotted in a single graph in . indicates that once

the cavities are discharged, the low estimated tracking resistance of the XLPE

is not likely to endure the enhanced local fields, and this will probably lead to

an interfacial breakdown. Conversely, the estimated enhanced local fields are not

sufficiently high to exceed the estimated interfacial tracking resistances in the cases

of the EPOXY and PEEK. Although the average-sized cavities are assumed to be

discharged, the high estimated interfacial tracking resistances of the EPOXY and

PEEK seem to be able to withstand the high local fields longer than the XLPE

could last. It can be inferred that the clear correlation between the estimated cavity

discharge and the measured interface BDS values in the case of XLPE (observed

in ) is supported by the relation between the estimated interfacial

tracking resistance and enhanced fields by the submodel of contact spot breakdown.

These findings from the submodel of contact spot breakdown also support the weak

correlation between the estimated PDIE and the measured interface BDS observed

in Figures – . Overall, the interfacial tracking resistance seems to have an

essential role in the interfacial breakdown phenomenon.
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Similarly, the estimated results of the XLPE samples at different surface rough-

nesses presented in are replotted in . In the cases of

the XLPE samples with four different surface roughnesses, when discharge activity

starts in the average-sized cavities, the estimated enhanced fields are close to the

estimated interfacial tracking resistance of the XLPE as shown in .

At smoother surfaces, the estimated enhanced field values are predicted to be suffi-

ciently intense to result in the breakdown of the contact spots. The magnitudes of

the estimated local fields do not significantly increase from the PD inception until

interface breakdown (between instants I and II in ) because the es-

timated PDIEe values are close to the measured BDS values. In some cases, PDIEe

values are estimated to be higher than the measured BDS values. Thus, the clear

correlation between the cavity discharge and the interface breakdown observed in

the case of XLPE #500 in is also detected in the case of XLPE

samples with different surface roughnesses. Consequently, highlights

again that once the average-sized cavities are discharged, the low (estimated) inter-

facial tracking resistance of the XLPE is not likely to withstand the enhanced local

fields for a long time and is predisposed to lead to interfacial tracking/breakdown.

These findings once again indicate that the interfacial tracking resistances of the

polymers strongly affect the interfacial breakdown as well as the discharged cav-

ities. In particular, the results suggest that the influence of the contact spots on

the interfacial BDS becomes more prominent at higher contact pressures, harder

materials and/or smoother surfaces.
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Figure 12.7: Estimated enhanced fields Eenh vs. tracking resistance Etr within the covered
pa for each interface at the instants of cavity discharge and breakdown of contact spots: (a)
XLPE #500, EPOXY #500, and PEEK #500 interfaces. (b) XLPE #500 interfaces at four
different surface roughnesses. Instants I and II represent the moments when PD and BD take
place, respectively in the interface BD model presented in .
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Turning now to the deterministic interface model, the results reveal that the

ratios of real contact area to the nominal area, Are/Aa, of the XLPE–XLPE and

PEEK–PEEK interfaces (see ) are very close, in fact, the maximum

deviation is only 5%. Based on the similarity in Are/Aa values, it can be claimed

that if the interfacial tracking resistances of materials were ineffective on the in-

terfacial breakdown, the interfacial BDS values obtained from the AC breakdown

experiments would be very close to each other. The experimental results, however,

indicated otherwise: significant differences between the BDS vales of XLPE–XLPE

and PEEK–PEEK interfaces were observed. These findings thus support the above-

mentioned deduction that the interfacial tracking resistance is very likely to affect

the interfacial BDS considerably.

Besides, the mechanisms for initiation and propagation stages of interfacial

breakdown proposed by Gao et al. [ ] are in line with our observations in the

discharge-monitoring experiments. For instance, the discharged cavities shown in

Figures and can be associated with the proposed initiation and propaga-

tion stages of the breakdown of contact spots by Gao et al. [ ], respectively, such

that only microcavities are discharged in the initiation stage whereas contact areas

isolating the discharged cavities are bridged in the propagation stage as illustrated

in .

Finally, interface surfaces inspected using a digital microscope after experi-

ments provide supporting evidence for the effect of contact spots on the interfacial

breakdown. displays the interfacial surface of an XLPE sample that

underwent an interface breakdown. The encircled area at the surface indicates

interfacial microtracking activity near the top electrode, but the propagation of

the streamers was most likely hindered due to contact spots on their way. The

interface tracking path shown by the arrows might be one such streamer that could

propagate owing to interconnected cavities or by breaking down the contact spots

obstructing it. The interfacial surface of a PEEK sample, subjected to an interfacial

breakdown, provides more explicit evidence in .

(a) XLPE–XLPE #500 1.16 MPa. (b) PEEK–PEEK #500 1.16 MPa.

Figure 12.8: Microtracking observed at interfaces between broken-down samples. The widths
of the microtracks range from 4–8 m.
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The enclosed area unveils an interfacial microtrack of a length about 0.24 mm.

The tracking path is located near the main breakdown track, but neither of its

ends is connected with other tracking paths. Thus, it is an isolated microtrack,

which possibly bridged two contact areas but was stopped by the high estimated

tracking resistance of PEEK. Furthermore, in , microscope images of

the interfacial surfaces of virgin and used PEEK #500 samples are presented at

different surface magnifications. The images suggest that there were discharge

activities in several cavities/channels that could not evolve to a complete flashover.

12.2.3 Effect of Gas Pressure inside the Cavities on the
Interfacial Breakdown Strength

In this section, the results of the AC breakdown experiments, discharge-

monitoring experiments, and the deterministic roughness model are used to

scrutinize the gas pressure inside the air-filled cavities. The results of the determ-

inistic model revealed that, in the cases of lower contact pressure, rougher surface

and/or harder material, vented channels composed of connected cavities emerge

at the real interface (see Figures , , and ). The continuous discharge

channels observed in Figures and further support the assumption that

there are vented channels composed of a number of connected cavities in the real

3D interface. On the other hand, the effect of isolated cavities should also be taken

into account, particularly at higher contact pressures, smoother surfaces and/or

softer materials.

The results of the simulated interfaces using the deterministic model shown

in Figures and indicate that, when smoother surfaces are assembled at

higher contact pressures, the increased contact pressure reduces the number of

long air-filled channels, and thus, creates more enclosed cavities at the interface. In

particular, in , the increased contact pressure in the case of XLPE #2400

produces an almost perfect/ideal contact between the XLPE samples, leading to a

notably increased estimated contact area (see ). In conjunction with

the increased contact area in the simulations, very high BDS values are measured in

the AC breakdown experiments in the case of XLPE #2400, particularly at higher

contact pressures, as shown in .

In addition, the increased contact pressure from 0.5 to 1.16 MPa in the case of

XLPE #180 (see ) yields an increased BDS by a factor of 1.4, while

the factor becomes 1.7 in the case of #2400 (see ). These results

indicate that the smoother the surface, the higher the influence of the increased

pressure on the measured BDS. To sum up, the gas pressure inside the isolated

cavities is likely to increase as a function of the change in the size of the cavity,

that is dependent on the contact pressure and elastic modulus. Consequently, the

increased PDIE values of the isolated/enclosed cavities are likely to have contrib-

uted to the very high BDS values achieved at smoother interfaces at high contact

pressures in the AC breakdown experiments.
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A similar discussion is also valid for softer materials such as SiR. The very

high AC BDS values of SiR–SiR #500 displayed in suggest that

there are probably numerous enclosed cavities even at a relatively low contact

pressure in which the gas pressure is greater than 1 atm. As shown in ,

the simulation results of the SiR–SiR #500 interface also indicate that there are

many isolated cavities even at the lowest applied pressure, which are broken into

even smaller cavities under the increased contact pressure. Likewise, despite the

significant difference in elasticity, at high contact pressures, the presence of enclosed

cavities is also suspected due to high BDS achieved in the cases of XLPE #500,

EPOXY #500, and PEEK #500 in the AC breakdown experiments. These findings

are in line with the reported results by Stewart et al. [ , ] that vented channels

were likely to be subjected to less severe PDs due to the dispersal of by-products

and gas refresh through the vent. This is because the variation in gas content and

by-products generated by the PD activity in voids affect the space charge build-up

on the void walls, the generation rate of initiating electrons, and alter the collision

energy; thus changing the PD characteristics [ ].

Figure 12.9: Filled-contour plots of the surface asperities of the SiR samples polished with #500
at 0.16 MPa (lowest pa) and 0.27 MPa (highest pa), respectively. Color bars are in m.

When developing the interface breakdown model in , the pressure in-

side the cavities is assumed to remain at ambient pressure because a large number

of connected cavities at the interface are likely to allow the air to be squeezed out

and be vented to the surroundings. However, the results of the AC breakdown

experiments and the deterministic simulations mentioned above indicate that the

assumption of vented cavities is not entirely valid in the cases of smooth surfaces

under high contact pressures and/or very soft materials subjected to high contact

pressures. In these cases, the number of isolated cavities is very high while there

are few, if not none, vented channels according to the interface simulations. Con-

sequently, vented cavities and enclosed cavities at the interface are likely to coexist
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in real life. Thus, the gas pressure inside the enclosed cavities is likely to increase

as a function of the change in the size of the cavity that is dependent on the contact

pressure and elastic modulus, which in turn, increase the discharge field strength

of the cavities according to the right of the Paschen minimum.

According to the ideal gas law, the air pressure in the enclosed cavities tends

to be higher than 1 atm after the contact pressure is increased from its initial

value. To calculate the air pressure inside enclosed cavities, the initial gas pressure

p0—prior to the application of contact pressure—is set to 1 bar (≈ 1 atm). With

the increase of the applied pressure, cavities are further compressed, and hence the

pressure inside an average cavity, pc will rise according to the ideal gas law [ ]:

pc =

(
davgref

davg

)3

p0 , (12.1)

where davgref
is the initial cavity size in the longitudinal direction when pa is

equal to the reference initial applied pressure pref . Based on the right of Paschen

minimum, the discharge field strength of air-filled cavities increases as a function

of the gas pressure inside the cavities as shown in .
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Figure 12.10: Estimated gas pressure inside enclosed cavities as a function of contact pressure
based on the ideal gas law, as represented in Equation ( ).

In a hypothetical case that an interface incorporates only air-filled, enclosed

cavities (unvented), the pressure inside the average-sized cavities can be estimated

using Equation ( ). demonstrates the calculated gas pressure inside

the enclosed, average-sized cavities for SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK (all are

#500) based on the interface contact model shown in . As can be seen

from the figure, each pref is selected as the lowest contact pressure opted for each
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polymer in the experiments, and the gas pressures at these contact pressures are 1

bar (≡ 0.1 MPa). Since the estimated average sizes of the cavities are similar for

PEEK and EPOXY, the gas pressures inside thereof arise to be almost identical.

Using the increased gas pressure values inside enclosed cavities, the estimated PDIE

values are plotted in .

As the impact of the interfacial tracking resistance is shown to be significant

in the previous section, these estimated PDIE values in the defined hypothetical

case could only be used to demonstrate that enclosed cavities are also one of the

critical elements affecting the interfacial BDS since the trapped gas pressure inside

will have an essential role in determining the dielectric strength of the cavities

according to the Paschen’s law.

Contact pressure [MPa]
(a) SiR–SiR #500, pref = 0.16 MPa.

Contact pressure [MPa]
(b) XLPE–XLPE #500, pref = 0.5 MPa.

Contact pressure [MPa]
(c) EPOXY–EPOXY #500, pref = 1.16 MPa.

Contact pressure [MPa]
(d) PEEK–PEEK #500, pref = 1.16 MPa.

Figure 12.11: Measured BDS data (error bars) from vs. estimated PDIEe (shaded
areas) according to ideal gas law with the relation of pc ∝ davg

1/3: (a) SiR–SiR #500. (b)
XLPE–XLPE #500. (c) EPOXY–EPOXY #500. (d) PEEK–PEEK #500. When calculating the
estimated PDIE, the minimum and maximum davg and pc values were substituted in Equations
( ) and ( ), respectively to estimate the minimum and maximum values of the PDIEe.
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12.2.4 Effect of Dielectric Media in Cavities on the Interface
Breakdown Strength

In this section, results from the AC breakdown experiments, deterministic model

and FEM simulations on the effect of the insulating medium inside interfacial mi-

crocavities are used, which incorporate wet-mate and oil-mate XLPE–XLPE and

SiR–SiR interfaces, sanded using only #500 grit sandpapers. The results of wet-

and oil-mate experiments are discussed below as compared to the dry-mate inter-

faces explored so far in the discussion.

The results, as shown in , indicate that the presence of water droplets

at the interface reduced the interface breakdown strength drastically. Particularly

at low contact pressures, the BDS of the interface is comparable with that of

air, leading to the deduction that the water ingress is a critical concern for the

design of any HV equipment incorporating solid-solid interfaces, especially in subsea

connectors where the hydrostatic pressure can be up to 300 bar at depths around

3000 m [ ].

The simulated interface surfaces using the deterministic model indicate that

cavities in 3D plane form long vented channels by merging with one another ran-

domly. In the case of wet-mate assembly, water is free to penetrate these channels

and is likely to inflict very high local field enhancements around the edges of the

contact spots.

Similarly, FEA was used to simulate field distribution at dry-, wet-, and oil-mate

XLPE–XLPE interfaces studied in real experiments by defining air, water and oil

as the dielectric media filling the cavities, respectively. εr = 80.1 is used for water

while εr = 3.8 is assigned for Midel oil [ ]. The FEM simulation results shown

in and in estimate that very high local field enhancements are

likely to emerge at the edges of water-filled voids. demonstrates the

FEA of all three cases (shown again for convenience). The field enhancement factor

is found to be greater than 30 as the field inside the water-filled cavities is virtually

zero due to the high relative permittivity of water, and the entire voltage drop is

concentrated at the contact spots enclosing the water-filled cavities.

In the case of oil-mate samples, voids are filled with oil. The addition of insu-

lating liquids such as insulating oil prior to assembly showed a promising value to

ensure a high breakdown strength and long service life for practical applications.

The lubricated interfaces (oil-mate) yielded significantly higher BDS values than

those in the cases of dry-mate or wet-mate interfaces, as shown in . Es-

pecially the oil-mate SiR–SiR #500 interface showed an exceptional performance

where breakdowns did not occur at the SiR–SiR interface. The field calculations

in indicate that local field enhancements by a factor of about 1.6 oc-

cur at the edges of the oil-filled cavities. Since the relative permittivity of the oil

(εr,MIDEL � 3.8 [ ]) is comparable with that of XLPE (εr,XLPE � 2.3), a lower

field enhancement occurs compared to water-filled cavities.
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Figure 12.12: Simulation of field distribution at a rough XLPE–XLPE #500 interface in the
case of: (a) Air-filled cavities. (b) Water-filled cavities. (c) Oil-filled cavities. The rough surface
profile of the equivalent rough surface in 2D, obtained using the profilometer, is exported to
COMSOL Multiphysics .
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Moreover, the PDIV of oil-filled cavities is significantly higher compared to that

of air- or water-filled cavities. When PD activity starts at a higher voltage, the

high dielectric strength of oil (∼ 21-22 kV/mm based on and [ ]) could

thus withstand these local fields longer than the interfaces in the cases of air-filled

or water-filled cavities can endure. Finally, the oil-filled cavities at the nanoscale

probably increase the interfacial BDS by preventing/hindering microtracking unlike

in the cases of air-filled and water-filled cavities.



Chapter 13
Conclusions and Future Work

The main conclusions on this work and recommendations for future work are presen-

ted in this chapter.

13.1 Conclusions

The main conclusions with reference to the research questions presented in

and are listed below:

� The results of experimental and theoretical studies performed in this work have

indicated that different mechanisms are involved in the breakdown of air-filled

cavities and contact spots. The main hypothesis—that size, shape and insu-

lating medium inside the cavities strongly affect the discharge inception field

of the cavities, whereas, the interfacial tracking resistance of the contact spots

enclosing the cavities also has a significant impact on the interfacial breakdown

strength—has been verified using the results of the experimental and theoretical

studies.

The interfacial breakdown in the cases of softer materials such as SiR and

XLPE has been found to be strongly dominated by the discharged cavities

due to the low estimated interfacial tracking resistances of SiR and XLPE. In

other words, discharged cavities have led to an interfacial failure more easily

because the contact spots could not withstand the enhanced fields for a long

time. In addition, different surface roughnesses in the case of XLPE–XLPE

interfaces have also shown a clear correlation between the cavity discharge and

the interface breakdown in both rough and smooth surfaces. On the other hand,

in the case of stiffer materials with higher elastic modulus such as EPOXY

and PEEK, contact spots endured the local enhanced fields longer due to the

increased estimated interfacial tracking resistance. To conclude, the results

155
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have suggested that the influence of the interfacial tracking resistance of contact

spots on the interface breakdown becomes more prominent at higher contact

pressures, harder materials and/or smoother surfaces.

� Two different theoretical approaches have been proposed for the modeling of the

interfacial cavities and contact spots, namely the statistical and deterministic

interface contact models.

The deterministic interface contact model provides insight on how the real area

of contact at solid-solid interfaces varies as a function of the contact pressure,

surface roughness, elasticity, and hardness of the solid material. The model has

indicated that the increased interfacial pressure reduces the number of long ven-

ted channels and thus creates more enclosed cavities at the interface. Likewise,

the smoother the surface, the more enclosed, smaller cavities are present. Con-

versely, the harder the material, the larger the resulting cavities, and in turn,

long channels can be formed by the interconnected cavities. The statistical in-

terface contact model has yielded agreeing results in terms of the average cavity

size as well as the ratio of the real contact area to the nominal contact area,

Are/Aa. Increased contact pressure, increased elastic modulus (harder ma-

terials), and/or decreased surface roughness generated smaller average-sized

cavities and higher ratios of Are/Aa.

� The proposed interface breakdown model assumes that the pressure inside the

cavities remains at ambient pressure because a large number of interconnected

cavities at the interface are likely to allow the air to be squeezed out and be

vented to the surroundings. However, the results have indicated that the as-

sumption of vented cavities is not entirely valid in the case of smooth interfaces

under high contact pressures and/or soft materials subjected to high contact

pressures as the number of enclosed cavities are very high while there are few,

if any, vented channels according to the surface simulations. Consequently,

vented cavities and enclosed cavities at the interface are likely to coexist in real

life in 3D geometry. Thus, the gas pressure inside the enclosed cavities is likely

to increase as a function of the change in the size of the cavity, the extent of

which is dependent on the contact pressure and elastic modulus. Increased gas

pressure, in turn, increases the discharge field strength of the cavities according

to the Paschen law.

� The results of the discharge-monitoring experiments have elucidated the mech-

anisms determining how the discharges in the cavities are initiated, how dis-

charge cavities develop to streamers and propagate at the interface, and how

they finally evolve to an interface breakdown by bridging the electrodes. In

particular, the discharge images have indicated that microcavities in the field

direction are in similar sizes to those of the estimated cavities calculated using

the statistical roughness model.

� The ingress of water into the cavities has considerably reduced the measured
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BDS values due to the strong local field enhancements at the edges of contact

spots. On the other hand, the ingress of oil has yielded significantly higher

interfacial BDS values. It has been observed that air-filled cavities and water

penetration at the interface are the main limiting factors for the BDS of solid-

solid interfaces, whereas addition of insulating liquids such as ester oil prior

to assembly has indicated a promising potential to ensure a high breakdown

strength and long service life for practical applications.

13.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The following list contains suggestions that could be extended for the continu-

ation of the PhD work to improve the proposed models and the discussion on the

findings:

� PD experiments were carried out using XLPE #500 and PEEK #500 samples

assembled in dry conditions. In order to ensure a more thorough examination

of the effect of water and oil ingress and surface roughness, PD inception field

of wet-mate and oil-mate samples with different surface roughnesses can be

tested.

� As concluded above, the assumption of vented cavities does not completely

remain valid in the case of smooth surfaces under high contact pressures or

very soft materials subjected to high contact pressures. Therefore, the interface

breakdown model can be extended to incorporate the case of unvented cavities.

� Due to normally distributed asperity peaks and heights, there are at least some

cavities larger than the average-sized cavities, in which the PD activity pre-

sumably commences first while there is still no PD activity in the average-sized

cavities. Thereby, depending on the number and size of larger cavities, accur-

acy of the estimated PDIE might dwindle. Consequently, an improved contact

model containing the influence of the size and number of the largest cavities

might perform more accurately. The results of the statistical and deterministic

interface contact models revealed that the largest cavities could be 3–4 times

as large as the average-sized cavities, as shown in .

� Discharge-monitoring experiments can also be carried out for wet-mate and

oil-mate samples to monitor the PD behavior under those circumstances.

� In the discharge-monitoring experiments, the discharge activity could only be

captured in the indispensable presence of a large artificial cavity to initiate PDs

at a lower voltage to prevent the discharge channel from bridging the electrodes

immediately. The next step can be trying to achieve capturing the discharge

activity at the interface without the presence of an artificial cavity. For this

purpose, a faster and more sophisticated camera and peripherals might be
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needed. Also, as an intermediate step, rather than creating an artificial cavity

at the polymer surface, the electrodes can be extended at the interface by using

a very thin, conductive layer of paint or other conductive materials that can

generate a substantially high, non-homogeneous electric field to initiate PD

activity at a considerably lower voltage, in other words, that can cause local

field enhancements at lower applied fields.

� To test the validity of the proposed interface tracking model introduced in

, extending the electrodes with sharp needle-like metals or re-

placing them with needle-plane or needle-needle electrodes to expose a small

part of the interface to a high non-homogeneous electric field can be carried

out. The same method can also be tried for discharge-monitoring experiments

as an alternative to the use of a conductive paint layer.

� The discharge model, for a spherical cavity within a homogeneous dielectric

material, proposed by Illias in [ ] could be adapted for solid-solid interfaces.

The developed surface simulations using real surface texture data of the rough

polymer surfaces in the FEA software in this work could be coupled with the

MATLAB� and COMSOL Multiphysics� scripts provided in [ ] to improve

the submodel for the discharges of air-filled cavities.

� Simulation model of partial discharges in solid dielectric materials proposed by

Illias [ ] could be retrofitted to the deterministic interface contact model pro-

posed in this work so that the PD inception voltage values could be estimated

using the entire 3D interfacial surface.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Experimental
Results

In this appendix chapter, raw experimental data for the dry-mate AC breakdown

tests are presented for each parameter studied separately. In addition, images of

the broken down interfaces are shown that are intended to serve as supporting

information on the interfacial BD mechanisms. Similarly, additional data from the

PD experiments are also given to provide additional evidence for the AC breakdown

experiments and discharge-monitoring experiments, respectively. It is noted that,

unless otherwise stated, interfaces at stake are dry-mate, are assembled between

identical polymers and are sanded using #500.
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A.1 Raw Data of AC Breakdown Experiments

A.1.1 Influence of Surface Roughness

Additional experimental data on the effect of the surface roughness on the

interfacial BDS at 0.5, 0.86, and 1.16 MPa contact pressures are displayed in this

section using the Weibull plots of the cumulative percent failure, i.e., cumulative

probability of failure, in terms of AC BDS. summarizes the impact of

surface roughness and contact pressure on the AC BDS of interfaces using the 63.2%

values with their 90% confidence intervals (CIs). There are several BDS values of

similar magnitude at the same pressure especially in the case of the roughest surface

(#180), as can be seen in . The overlapping portions of the bars, on the

other hand, tend to dwindle as the surface roughness decreases. In the case of the

smoothest surface, there are not any coincident BDS values, as seen in .

Figure A.1: The experimental AC BDS data set vs. contact pressure. The error bars stand for
the 90% CI of the 63.2% AC BDS values, while the markers depict the 63.2% BDS.

Furthermore, the 90% CIs, for the complete cumulative percent failure range

are depicted in Figures , , and by using the cases of the roughest (#180)

and the smoothest (#2400) interfaces. The non-overlapping CIs further highlight

the strong influence of the surface roughness on the interfacial BDS as well as

validate/consolidate the claim that the smoother the interface, the higher the AC

BDS.
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Figure A.2: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE–XLPE interface at
0.5 MPa with the 90% CIs.
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Figure A.3: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE–XLPE interface at
0.86 MPa with the 90% CIs.
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Figure A.4: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE–XLPE interface at
1.16 MPa with the 90% CIs.

A.1.2 Influence of Elastic Modulus

Similarly, Figures , , , and depict the two-parameter Weibull

plot of SiR–SiR, XLPE–XLPE, EPOXY–EPOXY, and PEEK–PEEK interfaces at

four different contact pressures, respectively. Each Weibull plot in these figures

consists of 7−8 repeated tests at the same conditions using virgin samples. In

addition, Figures , , , and show the BDS values with the 90% CIs

at the lowest and highest pressure values. The 90% CIs indicate that augmented

contact pressure has a clear impact on the AC BDS of the solid-solid interfaces.

Moreover, Weibull plots of the XLPE–XLPE, EPOXY–EPOXY, and PEEK–PEEK

(all with #500) interfaces are plotted in the same graphs in Figures and

at 1.16 and 1.67 MPa to take a closer look at the impact of the elastic modulus on

the AC BDS values.

Figures and exhibit similar figures for the cases of interfaces between

soft-hard materials (relative to each other).
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Figure A.5: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of dry SiR–SiR interface.
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Figure A.6: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of dry SiR–SiR interface with
the 90% CIs.
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Figure A.7: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE–XLPE interface.
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Figure A.8: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE–XLPE interface with
the 90% CIs.
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Figure A.9: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of EPOXY–EPOXY interface.
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Figure A.10: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of EPOXY–EPOXY interface
with the 90% CIs.
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Figure A.11: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of PEEK–PEEK interface.
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Figure A.12: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of PEEK-PEEK interface with
the 90% CIs.
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Figure A.13: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK
interfaces at 1.16 MPa.
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Figure A.14: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK
interfaces at 1.67 MPa.
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Figure A.15: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of PEEK–XLPE interface.
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Figure A.16: Weibull plot of cumulative percent failure vs. BDS of PEEK–XLPE interface with
the 90% CIs.
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A.2 Destructive Effects of Surface Tracking at

Interfaces

The energy released during the electrical breakdown resulted in permanent, de-

structive damages/tracks at the interfacial surface of the specimens. Dry samples

exhibited a clear and clean breakdown track as well as incomplete/premature, vis-

ible and permanent discharge tracks in both sides starting from the edges adjacent

to the electrodes (see Figures , , , and ). Carboniz-

ation at the interfaces was observed, which were likely to be caused by the heat

emanated from breakdown. In the majority of the cases, carbonization caused

the specimens to be attached to one another at the points of the BD track. The

specimens did not undergo amalgamation; the attachments were weak and easily

detachable. Moreover, as in the case of dry-mate EPOXY–EPOXY #500 interface,

permanent discharge tracks were explored in the direction of the field at the center

of the interface, not at the edges of the sample (see Figures and ).

The dry SiR–SiR #500 interface has shown no branches or signs of microtrack-

ing after breakdown except for the main BD track, implying that the contact spots

withstand the voltage without clear permanent damage until some weaker spots

break down (see ). It was also observed that less noticeable damage or

thinner BD channels were formed at higher contact pressures or reduced surface

roughnesses.

Interfacial tracks (microtracks) hint that electrical treeing at the interface was

likely to have taken place in the wet-mate case (see Figures , , and

). Interfacial tracking is very likely to form due to the extremely high

local fields at the terminals of short-circuited water-filled cavities, as simulated in

.

In the case of the lubricated XLPE–XLPE #500 and SiR–SiR #500 interfaces,

clean and smooth paths were detected, as depicted in , which were

presumably created by local Joule heating, as mentioned in . The ab-

sence of premature tree-like developing tracks and limited carbonization marks in

Figures , , and suggest that the presence of oil augments the

PDIV substantially. Hence, although a higher field strength is reached, the surfaces

of the specimens were not profoundly impaired due to high PDIV except for the

closest vicinities of the main breakdown path, which was likely to contain air-filled

cavities coexisting with the oil-filled cavities. This is because the contact force is

likely to squeeze some oil out through vented channels formed by the connected

microcavities. As a result, it can be argued that oil-mate interfaces improve not

only the breakdown strength but also the overall performance of the interface since

no permanent damage occurred due to the pre-breakdown activity.
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(a) Dry XLPE–XLPE 0.5 MPa. (b) Dry XLPE–XLPE #500 at 1.16 MPa.

(c) Wet XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.5 MPa. (d) Wet XLPE–XLPE #500 at 1.16 MPa.

(e) Dry SiR–SiR #500 at 0.16 MPa. (f) Dry SiR–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa.

(g) Wet SiR–SiR #500 at 0.16 MPa. (h) Wet SiR–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa.

Figure A.17: Breakdown tracks at solid-solid interfaces of 4 mm (part I).
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(a) Dry XLPE–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa. (b) Dry XLPE–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa.

(c) Wet XLPE–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa. (d) Wet XLPE–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa.

(e) Lubricated XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.5 MPa. (f) Lubricated XLPE–XLPE #500 at 1.16 MPa.

(g) Lubricated SiR–SiR #500 at 0.16 MPa.

Figure A.18: Breakdown tracks at solid-solid interfaces of 4 mm (part II). In the cases of
XLPE–SiR #500 interfaces, image of the corresponding sample is emphasized in bold type.
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(a) Dry SiR–SiR #500 at 0.27 MPa. (b) Dry XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.27 MPa.

(c) Wet XLPE–XLPE #500 at 1.16 MPa. (d) Dry EPOXY–EPOXY #500 at 3.34 MPa.

(e) Dry EPOXY–EPOXY #500 at 3.34 MPa (cleaned).

Figure A.19: Breakdown tracks at solid-solid interfaces of 4 mm (part III).

Finally, surface tracking at dry PEEK-PEEK #500 interfaces after AC break-

down tests was also inspected. In , microscope images of the interfacial

surfaces of virgin and used PEEK #500 samples are presented at different surface

magnifications. We suppose that pre-breakdown activity caused permanent dam-

ages at microcavities and the high estimated interfacial tracking resistance of the

PEEK presumably prevented the streamers from propagating from the discharged

microcavities.
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(a) Virgin PEEK #500 at (200X). (b) Used PEEK #500 (200X).

(c) Virgin PEEK #500 at (500X). (d) Used PEEK #500 (500X).

(e) Virgin PEEK #500 at (1000X). (f) Used PEEK #500 (1000X).

(g) Virgin PEEK #500 at (1000X). (h) Used PEEK #500 (1000X).

Figure A.20: Surface inspection of virgin and used PEEK #500 samples. Damages shown are
not close the main breakdown track.
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A.3 Raw Data of PD Experiments

The main differences between the data representation techniques of PRPDA

and PSA are such that PRPDA is based on the charge magnitude with reference

to voltage phase whereas PSA is based on time and voltage data of PDs. PSA

enables users to find out the sequence of PDs whereas PRPDA allows the stat-

istical data to be extracted from the phase-charge magnitude information. The

PD sequence information is lost in the PRPDA while statistical data cannot be

extracted in the PSA [ ].

A.3.1 Polymer–Polymer Interfaces

A.3.1.1 Results using Phase-Resolved Partial Discharge Analysis

The GUI of the Omicron software enables users to export PD data to

MATLAB�. The data are exported while the recorded sequence of PD events

is replayed in the GUI. However, MATLAB� does not directly recognize the

exported data because these data are recorded in binary format [ ]. The

MATLAB� script developed by Illias [ ] is used to extract useful data from

the exported binary file. Except for the PD clusters shown in the Omicron

GUI, favored PD characteristics in the literature when representing the PRPD

patterns are the number of PDs per cycle, total apparent charge per cycle, mean

charge and maximum charge magnitude. Details of how to determine these phase

distributions are explained in [ ] (on pp. 64− 65).

The graphs in provide statistical, quantitative examination using

each PRPD data. The PD data were exported to MATLAB� and were further

processed as explained above. In addition to the results shown in ,

XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.5 MPa is also displayed to reveal the effect of pressure

increase in the case of XLPE. PRPD patterns are shown using 3D histograms in

– in the format of φ−qa−nPD
plots. The build-up of φ−qa−nPD

distribution is illustrated in . As seen in the histograms, n
PD

is higher

at the PEEK–PEEK interface where as maximum PD charge magnitude is lower

compared to those in the XLPE–XLPE intefaces.

24Phase-resolved partial discharge analysis.
25Pulse-sequence analysis.
26φ on the x-axis is the voltage phase, qa on the y-axis is the apparent charge magnitude and

nPD on the z-axis is the number of PDs occurring at a specified phase of the applied voltage.
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Figure A.21: Results of PD experiments of XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.5 and 1.16 MPa. (a)
Number of PDs per cycle vs. phase angle. (b) Mean charge amplitude vs phase angle. (c) Total
charge amplitude per cycle vs. phase angle.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure A.22: φ− qa − nPD of: (a) XLPE–XLPE #500 at 0.5 MPa. (b) XLPE–XLPE #500 at
1.16 MPa. (c) PEEK–PEEK #500 at 1.16 MPa.
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Figure A.23: Build-up of φ− q − n distribution [ ].
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displays the typical PD patterns addressed in the literature with

their corresponding sources. For instance, the PD sources are characterized by the

pulse patterns where the phase angle φ is used in the first place to differentiate

between the sources such as internal voids, surface or corona discharges. For in-

stance, PD patterns of corona noise are usually featured as a cluster across the

peaks of the positive and negative voltage curve. An unnoticed phase shift of 30◦

in the PRPD diagram could mislead the interpretation of the PD source in such

a way that critical surface PDs indicating a serious defect could be mistaken for

corona noise, which is usually classified as a not dangerous phenomenon [ ].

When the PD histograms shown in are compared with the reference

PD patterns in , it can be inferred that the likely cause of the resulting

PRPD patterns is internal discharges. In other words, discharged cavities either

with direct contact to one of the electrodes or without any contact, i.e., floating at

the interface are the potential sources. In particular, the PRPD pattern near the

voltage zero crossing points (180◦) in is relatively similar to the pat-

tern in the third row in . is replotted in

in 2D to facilitate the comparison with the reference pattern. Thus, an expanding

cavity is likely to yield a pattern such as that in , meaning that at a

lower contact pressure, cavities are likely to merge and form larger air-filled gaps.

Figure A.24: Typical PD patterns detected in insulating systems [ ].
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(b) PEEK–PEEK #500 at 1.16 MPa

Figure A.25: PRPD patterns at the interfaces with respect to applied 50 Hz AC voltage. Color
bars represent nPD .
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On the other hand, higher PDIE value in the case of XLPE–XLPE #500 at 1.16

MPa leads to more scattered PD patterns along the entire voltage phase, especially

close to the phases of 0◦ and 180◦. Based on the correlation between PD pattern and

source illustrated in the second row in , the expansion of the discharge

activity seems to be limited by the increased number of isolated cavities or shorter

air-gaps/channels. In the case of PEEK–PEEK #500 at 1.16 MPa, the shape of

the PRPD shown in is similar to that of the XLPE–XLPE #500

at 1.16 MPa except for the magnitude of the n
PD

in accordance with the phase

distributions displayed in .

A.3.1.2 Results using Partial Sequential Analysis Method

In this section, the PSA technique is used to find out the sequence of the PDs

at the interface.

shows PSA patterns by utilizing the voltage U and time t difference

between successive discharges occurring at the interface for XLPE and PEEK. For

instance, Δ(n−1), Δ(n), and Δ(n+1) are the applied voltage magnitude of previous

U(n − 1), current U(n), and the next U(n + 1) PD occurrences, respectively. A

large magnitude of Δ(n) and Δ(n− 1) indicates that successive PDs take place at

the opposite polarity. On the other hand, small magnitudes of Δ(n) and Δ(n− 1)

hints that consecutive PDs occur at the same polarity. The same interpretation is

also valid for PSA time plots.

As seen in at 1.16 MPa, PSA voltage clusters tend to occupy a

larger area in the case of PEEK compared to XLPE. Additionally, the increase in

pressure leads to an additional increase in the area of PD voltage clusters. The PSA

results indicate that in the case of XLPE, the time difference between successive

PDs is longer. This means that the expected number of PDs per cycle is lower,

which can be seen in the statistical analysis of the PRPD patterns in .

Similarly, increased area of PSA patterns in compared to that in

, can also be explained using the same argument, that is further

supported by the PRPD .
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(a) Voltage: XLPE #500 1.16 MPa. (b) Time: XLPE #500 1.16 MPa.
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(e) Voltage: PEEK #500 2.25 MPa.
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(f) Time: PEEK #500 2.25 MPa.

Figure A.26: PSA voltage and time difference patterns of interface discharge.
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A.3.2 Polymer–Glass Interfaces

Using the experimental setup shown in , discharge data were also

acquired to correlate the discharge images with the quantitative discharge mag-

nitudes, number of PDs, and their phase distributions. However, it is of vital

importance to isolate each PD source to ensure a fair correlation between the dis-

charge images and the PRPD data. There is an exclusive feature called 3FREQ

mode in the Omicron GUI that requires an additional license. In the 3FREQ mode,

three-cascaded band-pass filters with three different center frequencies with specific

bandwidths are used, as depicted in . The resulting PD patterns are

displayed in a 3D frequency domain, as illustrated in . If a spe-

cific area is not selected in the 3D frequency domain, all detected discharges are

plotted (see ). On the other hand, when there are distinct patterns

discernible in the 3D frequency domain, any area can be singled out by drawing

an enclosed geometrical shape using the mouse pointer. When a specific area is

selected, the recorded PD data must be replayed in the GUI, which then plots

only the discharges taking place in the frequency bandwidth within the specified

geometrical shape. Thus, each PD source can be isolated, and discharges solely

generated by interfacial cavities can be extracted.

The PD pattern in indicates that the source of PD can be either

corona/external disturbance or surface discharges since the discharge dots clustered

symmetrically around the peak voltage values [ ]. Due to the presence of the

metallic parts in the test setup, which were not submerged in the oil despite being

electrically grounded (see ), the possibility of corona noise cannot be

ruled out. The imperfect contact between the electrodes and the glass sample, due

to the glass being very hard, could also be the PD source. Nevertheless, with the

proper selection of the bandwidth, these PD sources could be separated, and the

useful information of the cavity discharge was extracted. When there was no PD

occurring at the interfacial cavities, only surface discharges or corona were present

in the PRPD diagram, as delineated in .

In addition to results from the discharge-monitoring tests shown in ,

glass–PEEK #500 interfaces where PEEK samples with the main cavity (1-mm

artificial cavity) and without the main cavity are compared at 1.67 MPa to show

the effect of the main cavity on the PD results in Figures and . As seen in

the phase distributions and the histograms, n
PD

is significantly higher in the case

at which the PEEK has the artificial cavity. The PDIV values and the recorded

charge magnitudes are also provided in Figures and .
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(a) Selected three-cascaded band-pass filters. (b) PRPD pattern including all the PD sources.

(c) Cavity PD in 3D in the frequency domain. (d) Cavity PD in 2D.

(e) PD related to surface discharges in 3D. (f) PD related to surface discharges in 2D.

Figure A.27: PD patterns generated by different PD sources in the discharge-monitoring exper-
iments. Three center frequencies for the PD filters are fI = 307 kHz, fII = 162.5 kHz, fIII = 457
kHz. PD filter bandwidth = 160 kHz.
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Figure A.28: Results of PD experiments of glass–PEEK #500 at 1.67 MPa with the cylindrical
cavity as shown in as opposed to the same interface without the cylindrical cavity. (a)
Number of PDs per cycle vs. phase angle. (b) Mean charge amplitude vs phase angle. (c) Total
charge amplitude per cycle vs. phase angle. Applied ramp AC voltage vs. charge magnitude. (d)
PEEK without the main cavity. (e) PEEK with the cavity.
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(a) (b)

Figure A.29: φ − qa − nPD of PEEK #500–glass at 1.67 MPa. (a) Without the cylindrical
cavity. (b) With the cylindrical cavity.

A.4 Raw data of Discharge-Monitoring

Experiments

In this section, the additional results from the discharge-monitoring experiments

are shown.

A.4.1 Long-term Discharge Experiments

The results of a discharge experiment run for 48 hours are shown in this section.

The main reason why the results are provided here is that they were obtained after

a long-term experiment, and they are not directly answer the research questions

because the research questions are primarily seeking answers for the momentary

mechanisms of interfacial breakdown, not degradation of the interface over time.

However, still, the following results are interesting and give some clues on the

amount of heat energy released during interfacial discharges.

demonstrates the images of a PEEK #500 sample exposed to the

discharged artificial cavity for 48 hours. Viscous sediments were observed to be

developed at the surface of the glass in a tree-like structure over time, as shown

in . This viscous material is presumably melted PEEK under the high

temperature of glow discharge, which adhered to the glass surface. To check if the

temperature around the discharged main cavity is sufficiently high to cause the

melting of the PEEK sample, the following study is referred to.

Nagao et al. [ ] worked on estimating the local Joule heating in polyethyl-

ene films. They detected high-temperature points before the electrical breakdown

at room temperature and reported that the breakdown occurred at the point of
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the highest temperature. The concurrence of the breakdown point and the Joule

heating point suggests that a thermal process is involved in the electrical break-

down of polymers at room temperature. Consequently, the local electro-thermal

deformation is supposed to contribute to the electrical breakdown of polymers [ ].

Therefore, if the high-temperature points around the main cavity reached to very

high values over time due to the persistent discharges in the main cavity, it would

be likely that the contacting area in PEEK, subjected to glow discharge for a long

time, melted and grew in a tree-like structure. The melting temperature of PEEK

is around 340 ◦C [ ]. The imperfections on the glass surface in

might be the molten, viscous PEEK, which then solidified after the experiment was

stopped and temperature decreased.

Figure A.30: Formation of tree-like sediments at the interface during a 48-hour discharge testing
acquired by using the CCD camera. Each image represent the condition of the interface every
eight hours.
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A.4.2 Histogram of Emitted Light in Discharge-Monitoring
Experiments

shows the histogram of the emitted light represented by number of

pixels at three different events:

i. no discharge observed either in the main cavity (1-mm-cylindrical cavity) or

anywhere at the interface;

ii. discharge activity limited solely to the main cavity; and

iii. increased non-homogeneous field caused by the discharged main cavity, res-

ulting in glow discharge streamers spreading to the interface.

H
is
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am
 

Figure A.31: Histogram of emitted discharge light in terms of number of pixels: (a) No discharge.
(b) Discharge in the main cavity only. (c) Simultaneous discharges in the main cavity and in glow
discharge filaments from the main cavity towards the electrodes.
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Appendix B
Field Simulation Results by
Finite Element Analysis

In this chapter, electric field simulations performed for rough solid-solid interfaces

are shown. First, field enhancements in voids with defined geometries are provided.

Second, simulations for rough XLPE–XLPE #500 interfaces are performed in the

cases of air-, water-, and oil-filled voids.

B.1 Field Strength in Air-filled Cavities of

Defined Geometries

The test setup used for the AC breakdown and PD experiments was modeled

in COMSOL Multiphysics� [ ] using the real dimensions of the components.

Electric field distributions at interfaces were then simulated using Finite Element

Analysis (FEA). depicts the electrodes and the samples placed on top of

each other as well as the simulated normal and tangential field distributions. The

simulated field lines verify the homogeneous electric field generated by the selected

Rogowski-electrodes in the absence of any imperfections at the interface.

Figures and show the electric fields at an XLPE–XLPE interface con-

taining air-filled voids with different geometric shapes such as ellipsoidal (horizontal

or vertical according to the tangential field), cylindrical/disk (horizontal or vertical

according to the tangential field), triangular and spherical voids. Note that only

the voids are fitted in the surface plots (top figures) whereas field distributions

are adjusted so that the entire interface (4-mm) is visible in all cases. Therefore,

the edges of the distorted fields correspond to the edges of the cavities in each

case. In the simulations, to facilitate the calculation of the field intensifications,

the electric stress in the bulk insulation is adjusted to be 1 kV/mm by applying 4

kV AC voltage between the electrodes. The most severe field intensification, which

is greater than 2, takes place in the cases of vertical ellipsoids or disks.

191
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(a) Arc tangential to electric field. (b) Arc normal to electric field.

(c) Electric field in the tangential direction. (d) Electric field in the normal direction.

Figure B.1: 2D COMSOL Multiphysics simulation of a solid-solid interface placed between
two Rogowski electrodes. All the dimensions are set in real size. 4 kV AC voltage is applied
between the electrodes, resulting in an electric stress of 1 kV/mm at the 4-mm interface.

Spheroidal cavities are categorized as oblate or prolate based on the ratio of

tangential length (a) to the perpendicular length (b) with respect to a reference

plane. displays the shape factor γ introduced in Equation ( ) versus

the ratio of a/b where applied field is parallel to a-axis. In the next section, the

real surface texture of the XLPE–XLPE #500 is studied to estimate the field

intensifications occurring in the air-filled voids.
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Figure B.2: The field enhancement factor f based on the shape of the air-filled cavities.
provides γ values as a function of the axis ratio d/D. (pa: Contact pressure). Oblate and

prolate are defined with respect to the electric field direction.
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Figure B.3: Variation of the shape factor γ in Equation ( ) versus the ratio of axes (a/b) for
spheroids (ellipsoids). The applied field is parallel to a-axis [ ].

(a) (b)

Figure B.4: Simulated field distribution at an XLPE–XLPE interface with air-filled cavities of
various shapes: (a) Triangular cavity with 1-mm side lengths. (b) Spherical cavity with a radius
of 0.1 mm. (Surface plots on top and line graphs at the bottom are not to-the-scale).
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(b)
(c)

(d) (e)

Figure B.5: Simulated field distribution at an XLPE–XLPE interface with air-filled cavities
of various shapes: (a) Horizontal ellipsoidal cavity a = 0.5 mm, b = 0.05 mm. (b) Vertical
ellipsoidal cavity a = 0.05 mm, b = 0.5 mm. (c) Horizontal disk/cylindrical cavity length = 1
mm, width = 0.1 mm. (d) Vertical disk/cylindrical cavity length = 0.1 mm, width = 1 mm.
(Surface plots on top and line graphs at the bottom are not to-the-scale).
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B.2 Field Strength in Air-filled Cavities at Rough

XLPE–XLPE Interfaces

Similarly, FEA is used to simulate electric field distribution at dry-, wet-, and

oil-mate XLPE–XLPE interfaces covered in real experiments. The rough surface

profile of the sum surface in 2D is exported to COMSOL Multiphysics and is

defined as an enclosed geometry. As the scanned surface was about 1.25 mm, the

rough surface constitutes a fraction of the 4-mm interface, the rest of which is per-

fectly/ideally smooth. shows a part of the exported, equivalently rough

surface in 2D whereas displays the electric stress at the 4-mm inter-

face. The top sample contains the imported, equivalently rough, real sum surface

data. In , the electric field at the part free of cavities is undisrupted

and homogeneous at 5 kV/mm while field spikes stand for the intensified field in

the air-filled microcavities. It should be noted that the cavities in are

elongated in the x−axis in 1:1 aspect ratio, yielding a mean enhancement factor,

f , around 1.3.

Figure B.6: FEM simulation result of the test setup used in AC breakdown and PD experiments.

The theoretical calculations using Equation ( ) lead to an field enhancement

factor of f � 1.23 in an air-filled spherical cavity (γ = 3 for spherical cavities in

) at the XLPE–XLPE interface, where the relative permittivity of XLPE

is εr = 2.3. For a cavity much larger in the tangential direction, on the other hand,

γ ≥ 50 yields f ≈ 1 (see ).
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The simulation results are thus consistent with these theoretical calculations

such that the field enhancement takes place at the edges of the air-filled cavities

with a factor around 1.3 in the micro-cavities whereas the enhancement is negligibly

small inside a cylindrical cavity, as depicted in Figures and . These findings

validate the assumption of spherical asperity tips, introduced in .

Likewise, simulations are run for water- and oil-filled cavities in COMSOL

Multiphysics by defining water and oil as the dielectric media filling the cav-

ities, respectively. εr = 80.1 is used for water whereas εr = 3.8 is assigned for

Midel ester oil [ ]. depicts line graphs for field distributions only at

the part containing the imported rough surface data for all three cases with the

illustration of the surface plots at the interface. As seen in , the stress

at the contact spots near the edges of the short-circuited cavities are enhanced by

a factor of more than 30. On the other hand, the field enhancements in the case

of oil-filled cavities are comparable with those in the case of air-filled cavities. It

should be noted that the field enhancements take place at the edges of the air-filled

cavities whereas they occur at the edges of the oil-filled cavities, i.e., at the contact

area surrounding the cavities. Since the relative permittivity of the oil is higher

than that of the XLPE, the enhancements occurred in the spots in the case of

oil-filled cavities while the opposite occurs in the case of air-filled cavities.

Figure B.7: Simulation of field distribution at a rough interface in air-filled cavities.
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Figure B.8: Simulation of field distribution at a rough XLPE–XLPE interface in the case of:
(a) Air-filled cavities. (b) Water-filled cavities. (c) Oil-filled cavities. Color bars stand for the
electric field strength in the surface plots shown to the right-hand side.
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Appendix C
Additional Results from
Deterministic Model

This appendix chapter presents several filled-contour plots and scatter plots ob-

tained using the deterministic model to provide supplementary information on the

type of the deformation (i.e., elastic, elasto-plastic, and plastic deformation) tak-

ing place at the interface as a function of elasticity, surface roughness, and contact

pressure.

C.1 Contour Plots

Contour plots in this chapter represent the amplitudes of the asperities and

area of cavities and contact spots at the interface. To increase readability, different

levels are colored using color maps where red indicates the highest peak and white

indicates the zero level. Contour lines are extracted from the intersection of the

surfaces with horizontal planes at different heights, as illustrated in .

Figures – display the discretized 3D surface data from the obtained pro-

files as shown in . Projections of the asperity amplitudes on a 2D plane

are also mapped using contour plots. With the help of color bars next to the

contour plots, the amplitudes of the peaks are quantitatively displayed where red

represents the highest peak, and light yellow/white represents the contact points.

199
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.1: Surface plot of XLPE #180 with filled-contour plot of the projection of the 3D
surface on a 2D surface at: (a) 0.5 MPa. (b) 2.25 MPa.
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.2: Surface plot of XLPE with filled-contour plot of the projection of the 3D surface
on a 2D surface at: (a) 0.5 MPa. (b) 2.25 MPa.
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.3: Surface plot of PEEK #180 with filled-contour plot of the projection of the 3D
surface on a 2D surface at: (a) 1.16 MPa. (b) 3.34 MPa.
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.4: Surface plot of PEEK #500 with filled-contour plot of the projection of the 3D
surface on a 2D surface at: (a) 1.16 MPa. (b) 3.34 MPa.
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C.2 Scatter Plots

The pressure distribution at the contact surface is illustrated in in

2D. In this section, pressure distributions at the contact surfaces of the XLPE and

PEEK samples at two different pressures are shown in 3D plots in order to gain

a clear understanding of elastic and plastic deformations. Each spherical marker

represents the contact pressure at the shown position. If the contact is elastic, then

the contact pressure will lie between zero and the hardness of the material. On

the other hand, in the case of a plastic contact, the pressure value will settle at

the hardness of the material, and the contact area does not increase any further,

irrespective of the applied force.

Figures – display the pressure distribution at the contacting areas of the

XLPE samples with different surface roughnesses. As seen in the plots, at some

contact spots, plastic deformation takes place which is equal to the hardness of

XLPE. The hardness of the XLPE according to the manufacturer data sheet is

H = 11.2 MPa.

Similarly, Figures – shows the deformation of the asperities at the PEEK

surface. The hardness of the PEEK according to the manufacturer data sheet is

H = 17.9 MPa.

(a) (b)

Figure C.5: Surface plot of XLPE #180 at 0.5–2.25 MPa.
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(a) (b)

Figure C.6: Surface plot of XLPE #500 at 0.5–2.25 MPa.

(a) (b)

Figure C.7: Surface plot of XLPE #500 at 0.5–2.25 MPa.

(a) (b)

Figure C.8: Surface plot of XLPE #2400 at 0.5–2.25 MPa.
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(a) (b)

Figure C.9: Surface plot of PEEK #180 at 1.16–3.34 MPa.

(a) (b)

Figure C.10: Surface plot of PEEK #500 at 1.16–3.34 MPa.



Appendix D
Additional Details on
Experimental Methodology

In this appendix section, details on the polymer casting, measurement techniques

for elastic modulus, surface roughness characterization, which were referred to in

the main body of the thesis, are provided.

D.1 Polymer Casting

In this section, casting SiR and epoxy resin are described. The methodology for

the SiR casting is presented in detail whereas only the basic information is given

for the casting of epoxy resin. Detailed casting and post-curing information for the

epoxy is provided in [ ].

D.1.1 Silicone Rubber

The silicone rubber (SiR) samples are cast in the laboratory using a mixture

composed of two viscous components. The two components (A and B) are trans-

parent and look identical. The mixture is prepared using equal quantities from A

and B, by utilizing an electronic scale for precision. It is crucial to have dust- and

dirt-free tools when casting. Therefore, all the tools are cleaned with isopropanol

and polyester/cellulose blend cleanroom wipers prior to casting.

In order to effectively mix the two components, a rotating stirrer made from

PTFE is used. A hole is drilled to avoid the mechanical strain of the rotating

equipment (see ). The mixing takes place under vacuum to minimize

the formation of air bubbles in the mixture (see ). The process of

mixing process takes about 3 hours in room temperature. Although stirring at a

27Polytetrafluoroethylene.
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higher temperature eases the mixing by reducing the viscosity of the silicone, it

might initiate a premature curing process.

Figure D.1: Viscous silicone components A and B mixed in equal quantities using a sensitive
electronic scale [ ].

(a) (b)

Figure D.2: (a) PTFE stirrer. (b) The silicone rubber components, A and B, are mixed in a
vacuum chamber [ ].
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A steel mold as shown in is used to produce SiR samples in the

desired shape and thickness. The mold is a square steel frame with a thickness of 4

mm with inner dimensions of 12 cm × 12 cm. The mixture is carefully poured from

the container to the mold to minimize the number of air bubbles in the mixture.

The SiR in the mold is contained with the help of virgin, clean, heat-resistant,

plastic foils. The mold is then placed between temperature-regulated plates of the

press machine (see . Initially, the plates are at ambient temperature

to avoid the initiation of the curing process before the full pressure is applied. First,

a recipe for low pressure is applied for two minutes to ensure the mixture spreads

evenly in the mold. Subsequently, a recipe for high pressure is applied to squeeze

the excessive SiR out of the mold to ensure the thickness of 4 mm while the plates

are heated gradually to 165 ◦C. The mold is exposed to the high pressure with

heated plates for 20 minutes, and by the end of the process, the SiR is cured. The

plates are then cooled down by water circulation for 12 minutes so that the SiR

cools to room temperature.

Finally, the post-curing of the SiR is required. Based on the data sheet [ ],

the post-curing requires four hours in a ventilated oven of 200 ◦C. After the post-

curing, the 120 mm × 120 mm × 4 mm SiR is cut into rectangular prisms in

the desired dimensions. The samples are ready for the next step (i.e., surface

preparation).

(a) (b)

Figure D.3: (a) Steel mold for SiR molding. (b) Mechanical press machine with temperature-
regulated plates [ ].
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D.1.2 Epoxy

The epoxy used to produce samples is prepared in the casting laboratory us-

ing a mixture of two components: casting resin XB 5950 and hardener XB 5951

APG. Liquid, toughened, alumina pre-filled, hot-curing epoxy resin system for

producing castings with excellent mechanical end-properties and good long-term

strength [ ]. Some basic properties concerning the casting and molding procedure

are shown below:

Density of casting: 2.0 g/cm3

Filler content: 60%

Mixing ratio: 100/100

Minimum curing time: 6/80 + 10/140

Glass transition temperature (DSC): 140–150 ◦C
Mold temperatures/demolding times

APG process: 130–150/12–40 (◦C/min)

Vacuum casting: 70–100/5–8 (◦C/h)

Although a similar procedure is followed, casting epoxy is considerably more

laborious and challenging than casting SiR. shows the tube configur-

ation to inject liquid epoxy resin into the mold, whereas depicts the

specifically designed mold for casting the epoxy samples in the desired dimensions.

(a) (b)

Figure D.4: (a) Tube configuration to inject viscous epoxy resin into the mold. (b) Specifically
designed mold for casting the epoxy samples in the desired dimensions.
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D.2 Measurement Techniques of Elastic Modulus

In this study, a Lloyd LR5K gauge was used for tensile and compressive tests.

Both methods were tested to check if there is a significant deviation between the

outcomes. For tensile and compressive tests, two different test setups were used.

The elastic modulus was determined using the average value of five identical meas-

urements.

D.2.1 Tensile Method

The majority of tensile testing of materials shows a linear relationship between

the applied force (stress) and the elongation of the specimen (strain), in the initial

portion of the test, as illustrated in . The behavior of the material can

be likened to the response of a spring under tension and, when the force is removed,

the material returns to its original length. In the linear region i.e., elastic stage in

, the line obeys the Hooke’s Law such that the ratio of stress (σ) to strain

(ε) curve is constant, i.e. σ/ε = E, where E stands for the elastic modulus [ ].

Figure D.5: Illustration of a stress-strain graph [ ].

When measuring the elastic modulus of the samples in the tensile method,

dog-bone-shaped samples were used where they were free to expand only in one

direction (vertical direction). depicts a specimen prepared for testing

along with the nomenclature of what a dog-bone-shaped sample represents. Be-

sides, shows the methods followed when measuring the modulus of the

dog-bone-shaped samples. It is examined by subjecting a sample to a controlled

tension until it yields. Tensile specimens are punched out of the polymers used

for the electrical breakdown testing. The dimensions of the test specimens are

graphically shown below.
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Figure D.6: Nomenclature for dog-bone shaped test specimens [ ].

Light-reflecting tapes are attached to the ends of the straight part of a sample

for the laser to detect any changes between them (see ). The laser beam

cast on the sample measures the elongation in the upwards direction between the

tapes. The moduli of the materials were then calculated using the slope of the

initial portion of the stress-strain curve.

(a) (b)

Figure D.7: Lloyd LR5K gauge used for tensile and compressive tests.
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D.2.2 Compressive Method

Compressive testing was executed using two rectangular specimens in the same

dimensions as the materials used in the AC breakdown experiments. The two

specimens were placed in a composite housing holding them on top of each other.

The top specimen was pressed at a given speed until the pre-defined force value

was reached. The optimal values for these pre-defined values of the speed and force

were determined by running some initial tests. The range of the force was selected

considering the chosen contact pressure values in the AC breakdown experiments.

This method was developed to emulate the conditions that the specimens undergo

in the breakdown testing.

The obtained modulus values from both methods concurred, and the deviation

between them was less than 10% while the sequence from highest to the lowest

modulus did not change.

D.3 Surface Roughness Characterization

D.3.1 Determination of Scan Parameters

Impact of the sampling interval, magnification and scan size on the resolution

and scaling of rough surfaces were discussed in detail in [ ] by testing four dif-

ferent surface characterization methods with performed by different instruments.

Critical remarks from the study by Poon and Bhushan [ ] are provided below:

“Although surface roughness is intrinsic, measured roughness is ex-

trinsic. Instruments using different sampling intervals measure features

with different length scales. It can be concluded that a surface is com-

posed of a large number of length scales of roughness that are super-

imposed on each other. Therefore, it is not that different asperities

come in different sizes, but it is that one asperity comes in different

sizes. Distribution of size and shape of asperities is dependent on the

measurement technique. When the sampling interval at which the sur-

face is examined is reduced, the number of asperities detected and their

curvature appears to rise without a limit down to the atomic scale.

This means that an asperity is not a definite object. Attempts have

been made to identify a correct sampling interval, which yields the rel-

evant number of summits and the relevant curvature for a particular

application (functional filtering).”

Two parameters can characterize a surface with Gaussian distribution of heights

and exponential auto-correlation function: the standard deviation of surface heights

(σp or Sa or Sq) and correlation length (βm). Additional parameters that are
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commonly measured are peak-to-mean distance (Sp) and peak-to-valley (Sz) dis-

tance. A definition of S-parameters are provided in . Due to the

multiscale nature of surfaces, it is found that the surface roughness parameters

depend strongly on the resolution of the measuring instrument or any other form

of filter, and hence are not unique for a surface. Therefore, predictions of the con-

tact models based on conventional roughness parameters may not be unique to a

pair of rough surfaces. Poon and Bhushan [ ] also added:

“Surface measurement is also limited by the resolution of surface

measuring instruments where the real surface topography may be mis-

represented owing to finite dimension of the stylus tip of stylus instru-

ments, stylus kinematics, stylus load, electrical filtering, size of the pho-

todiode detector and objective lens magnification used by a non-contact

optical profiler (NOP) and errors in sampling due to discretization pro-

cess.”

D.3.2 Effect of spatial resolution

The spatial resolution is equivalent to the stylus size of stylus profiler (SP) and

atomic force microscopy (AFM) and magnification of the objective lens used in

non-contact optical profiler (NOP) in roughness measurements [ ]. Based on

the selected scan size and sampling interval, the roughness parameters Sq, Sp, Sz

and βm are likely to differ between the measurement methods. In the following

section, the appropriate scan size and sampling interval for the NOP-type surface

profilometer used in the PhD study are computed.

D.3.2.1 Selection of scan size

Regarding the selection of the optimal scan size, Poon and Bhushan [ ]

claimed that:

“It is commonly observed that the roughness parameters of engin-

eering surfaces change with the scan size. In particular, Sq and βm

generally increase with scan size [ ]. It is due to longer wavelength

features are included as the scan size is increased. In general, Sq, Sp

and Sz increase initially with the scan size and each appears to ap-

proach a constant value, as the scan size is greater than 16 �m. βm

for different scan sizes was calculated using different cut-off lengths in

the cubic spline filtering method. The advantage of using this filtering

method is that only one single profile is required in which roughness for

different scan sizes can be studied by rejecting the waviness longer than

the cut-off length. Therefore, the cut-off length is essentially the same

as the scan size. βm approached a constant value for the cut-off length

28The optical profilometer used in this study is of NOP type.
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= 16 �m and therefore the long wavelength limit is 16” (as shown Fig.

13 in [ ]).

In this work, long wavelength cut-off was selected to be 8 �m following the ISO

4287 standard [ ] as depicted in . Therefore, the scan size should

be greater than 8 �m for a proper scan.

D.3.2.2 Selection of sampling interval

On the determination of the optimal sampling interval, Poon and Bhushan [ ]

suggested that:

“In elastic contact, sampling interval should be small to include the

finer details. The question now arising is what the sampling interval

is considered as sufficient to include the finer structure. From SEM

images, the surface contains finer and finer details as magnification

increases. It suggests that there is no natural limit to the spatial size of

features on most engineering surfaces. Intuitively, a natural limit must

exist when approaching atomic dimensions, but in view of the scale of

the size involved its significance to most engineering applications will

be negligible. βm represents the main wavelength structure for a given

size of interest; it is reasonable to use a fraction of βm, i.e., τ = c · βm,

as an appropriate sampling resolution to collect details which are of

significance to their contact.”

Overall, it was concluded in [ ] that the use of τ = 0.4βm for the sampling

interval takes the instrument resolution into account and therefore is convenient

and practical.

Features of NOP used in this work for surface characterization is shown as

follows [ ]:

Two objectives: 5X and 50X.

Two extra lenses: 0.55X and 2X.

VSI/VXI mode: 3 nm (white light with vertical resolution).

Lateral resolution: 0.38 �m (Sparrow criterion);

0.26 �m (with AcuityXR�).

Using the βm from , the minimum sampling interval should be as low

as 0.8 �m as shown below:

Min #180: τmin = 0.4βm = 0.4 · 1.94μm = 0.8μm.

Max #2400: τmax = 0.4βm = 0.4 · 118.19μm = 47μm.

An average of five measurements on different sections of the surface of PEEK

#180 has been performed. As can be seen in , the rougher the surface,

the more asperity peaks exist, which results in a much smaller asperity radius βm
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as revealed in . Therefore, the scan size and the sampling length should

be selected accordingly. As discussed above, scan size should be greater than 8

�m when using the NOP in this work, which is satisfied under all combinations of

the available objectives and lenses as shown . Regarding the selection of

sampling interval, 10X, 25X and 50X magnifications are found to be satisfactory

when scanning the roughest surface. For smoother surfaces, all the magnification

combinations are shown to have performed satisfactorily.

Table D.1: List of performance under different NOB magnifications.

NOB
magnification

2.75X 5X 10X 25X 50X

Sq [μm] 30.64 29.72 30.28 29.87 28.33

Sp [μm] 37.01 36.30 37.57 38.02 35.40

Sampling
interval [μm]

3.523 1.961 0.973 0.353 0.197

Scan size
x [μm] x y [μm]

2254 x 1691 1255 x 942 623 x 467 226 x 176 126 x 95
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D.3.3 Roughness and Waviness Profiles

and show the roughness and waviness profiles

acquired by using the optical profilometer as described in . Low-

pass and high-pass filters were employed with the following cut-off lengths:

λs = 8μm, λc = 0.08mm, λf = 0.25mm with reference to .
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Figure D.8: Obtained roughness and waviness profiles of: (a) SiR #500. (b) EPOXY #500.
(c) PEEK #500.
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Figure D.9: Obtained roughness and waviness profiles of XLPE samples polished with: (a)#180.
(b) #500. (c) #1000. (d) #2400.
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D.3.3.1 Surface Histograms

In addition to the results presented in , the histograms of the amp-

litudes of raw roughness data are depicted in Figures – alongside the the-

oretically fitted Gaussian bell-shaped curves. Although the histogram data seem to

be reasonably well-fitted to the normal distribution, to quantitatively assess if the

peak-height distributions of the polished sample surfaces are normal, a number of

normality tests widely used in the literature [ , ] are performed in the following

section.
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Figure D.10: Histogram of the peak-height distribution of XLPE samples: (a) #180. (b) #500.
(c) #1000. (d) #2400.
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Figure D.11: Histogram of the peak-height distribution of: (a) SiR #500. (b) XLPE #500. (c)
EPOXY #500. (d) PEEK #500.

D.3.3.2 Normality Tests

To quantitatively test if the distribution is normal or not, modern statistics

has developed many tests of normality [ ]. The main tests for the assessment of

normality are the Anderson-Darling (AD) test, the Lilliefors (LF) test, the Jarque-

Bera (JB) test, the Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test, the D’Agostino-Pearson (DP) test,

and the Shapiro-Francia (SF) test [ ]. Each test is based on a particular test

statistic which is a quantitative estimator of proximity between the theoretical

normal distribution and an observed sample of measurements. Based on the test

statistic, the test determines the p−value. The p−value can be interpreted as the

significance at the scale between 0–1 that the hypothesis of the normality is true for

the observed measurements. If the p−value is less than the acceptable significance

level, usually selected between 3−5%, then the hypothesis of normality is rejected.

That is to say, the height distribution is not normal. Note that the acceptable
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significance level is a probability to reject the hypothesis of normality even if it is

true.

To execute the above-mentioned normality tests, the matrices storing the rough-

ness data, which are used to plot the roughness profiles shown in Figures and

, are processed using MATLAB�’s built-in functions namely: adtest, lillietest,

jbtest along with the open source adds-on swtest, sftest, and DagosPtest (avail-

able in MATLAB� central file exchange platform [ ]). Each test then returns

a p−value which is assessed to conclude if the sampled population is normally

distributed within the given significance, which is set to 0.03, i.e., 3% in this study.

The resulting p−values of the executed normality tests are tabulated in

and . As can be seen in , all the XLPE samples with

various roughnesses have p−values higher than 0.03 in all the tests that conclude

that the hypothesis of normality is rejected, i.e. the population is normally

distributed. Likewise, p−values of SiR, EPOXY, and PEEK samples polished by

#500 grit sandpaper have all failed to reject the hypothesis of normality. Only the

height distribution of XLPE shows slightly skewed distribution from the normal

distribution due to the p−values being close to 0.03 in AD and SW tests, which

is within acceptable margins and should not cast any doubt on the validity of the

hypothesis.

Table D.2: p−values of the selected normality tests for the XLPE samples with different rough-
nesses.

Interface AD LF JB SW DP SF

#180 0.0592 0.1563 0.0365 0.0318 0.0570 0.0318

#500 0.0579 0.1077 0.2115 0.0343 0.1569 0.1129

#1000 0.0510 0.2878 0.0559 0.0781 0.0506 0.0781

#2400 0.0417 0.0610 0.5501 0.1565 0.1651 0.0581

Table D.3: p−values of the selected normality tests for the samples with different modulus
(#500).

Interface AD LF JB SW DP SF

SiR 0.9255 0.9686 0.8551 0.7436 0.9061 0.5112

XLPE 0.0579 0.1077 0.2115 0.0343 0.1569 0.1129

EPOXY 0.3254 0.7509 0.1163 0.0781 0.1224 0.0579

PEEK 0.9941 0.9593 0.9018 0.0123 0.9415 0.9720
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D.4 Probability Density Function of the Radius of

the Asperities

The radius of asperities, βm estimated using Equation ( ) corresponds to a

numerical estimation of the mean radius of the asperities on the surface, which is

utilized as the radius value in the Greenwood-Williamson theory [ ].

The distribution function of the radius of asperities, βm is represented with

a lognormal distribution [ ]. The statistical distribution is not viable to be

constructed using a Gaussian distribution, because negative values may occur with

the relatively high value of the ratio of the root mean square to the mean [ ].

The distribution function of the radius of asperities is calculated using [ ]:

f(β∗) =
1

c1 β∗
√
2π

e
−

(
ln β∗ − c2

)2
2 c21 . (D.1)

This lognormal distribution is available only for the positive values, and there-

fore requires a dimensionless parameter β∗:

β∗ =
β

βrms
, (D.2)

where β is the set/space of asperity radii for which the lognormal distribution is

plotted, and βrms is the root mean square of βm. With the parameter β∗, the mean

value of the distribution becomes βm/βrms, and the root mean square becomes 1,

which then allows the determination of c1 and c2 such as:

c1 =

√√√√ln

((
βrms

βm

)2

+ 1

)
, (D.3a)

and

c2 = ln

(
βm

βrms

)
− ln

((
βrms

βm

)2

+ 1

)
. (D.3b)

The root mean square value βrms of the equivalent rough surface (sum surface)

is calculated using:

βrms =
AY 2

eq

16Yeq

√
SY 2

eq

Y 2
eq

+ 4
SAY 2

eq

AY 2
eq

, (D.4)

where Yeq is the arithmetic, mean asperity height, AYeq is the average width of

the motifs, SYeq is the root mean square of the mean height values, and SAYeq is
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the root mean square of the motifs in a sum surface [ ]. As a reminder, βm is

calculated using Equation ( ).

Using the lognormal distribution in Equation ( ), distributions of the radii

of surface asperities of SiR, XLPE, EPOXY, and PEEK samples polished using

#500 grit sandpaper and of XLPE samples with four different surface roughnesses.

The set of β ranges from 0 to 103 �m. The lognormal distributions of the samples

within the defined β range with 1 nm resolution are plotted in . It

should be noted that horizontal axes are plotted in logarithmic scale to visualize

the distributions in bell-shaped curves.
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Figure D.12: Distributions of the asperity radius on the surface obtained by grinding process:
(a) Four different materials sanded by sandpaper grit #500. (b) XLPE samples with four different
roughnesses.



Appendix E
Estimating Cavity Discharge
Field and Voltage

In this appendix chapter, details for the Paschen law modeled using a polynomial

fit function introduced in are provided.

The PD inception voltage of a cavity, Vcav at a given pressure is derived by

multiplying Equation ( ) by the cavity size d:

Vcav (pc, d) = A
p0/pc
d

+B
pc
p0

d+ C +D

√
pc
p0

d , (E.1)

where pc is the pressure inside the cavity, atmospheric pressure p0 = 1bar, A =

0.00101 kV ·mm, B = 2.4 kV/mm, C = −0.0097 kV, D = 2.244 kV ·mm−0.5 [ ].

The waveform in is plotted using Equation ( ) for the case of vented

cavities, i.e., pc = p0 = 1 bar.

The Paschen’s law predicts the occurrence of a minimum breakdown voltage

for pd = 7.5 · 10−6 m·atm, corresponding to 327 V (peak) in the air at standard

atmospheric pressure at a distance of 7.5 �m [ ]. As seen in , the

Paschen minimum is estimated to be around 238 kV (rms) and 336 kV (peak)

using the polynomial fit function, which can be deemed to be a sufficiently robust

estimation. At 1 atm, the left side of the Paschen minimum represents a gap

distance (or a uniform cavity size) less than or equal to around 7.5 �m. The

theoretical and experimental studies in this thesis indicated that the cavities at the

interfaces are in the orders of several tens of microns. Therefore, the portion to the

right of Paschen minimum (RHS of the Paschen’s curve) is considered.

A cavity size (or gap distance) from 10 �m to 1 mm is covered in

for both the inception voltage and inception field in the same graph (log-log scale).

The inception voltage curve is basically the right side of the Paschen minimum

while the inception field is identical to the one plotted in . As seen in

the figure, the slopes of the field and voltage waveforms are opposite.
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Figure E.1: Paschen’s curve for air at atmospheric air pressure (1 bar). Estimated inception
voltage is calculated using Equation ( ).
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Figure E.2: Paschen’s curve for air at atmospheric air pressure (1 bar). Left y-axis: Estimated
PD inception voltage (Vcav). Right y-axis: Estimated PD inception field (Ecav).
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The polarity of the slope of the inception voltage Vcav waveform is calculated

by differentiating Vcav with respect to d:

∂Vcav

∂d
= A

p0
pc

(
− 1

d 2

)
+B

pc
p0

+D

√
pc
p0

1

2
√
d

. (E.2)

Since B and D are significantly higher than A, the effective sign of the slope is

expected to be positive in the spanned range of d. The inception voltage waveform

plotted in concurs with the expected positive polarity of the slope.

Similarly, the polarity of the slope of the inception field Ecav curve is calculated

by differentiating Ecav with respect to d:

∂Ecav

∂d
= −A p0

pc

2

d 3
− C

d 2
−D

√
pc
p0

1

2 d 3/2
. (E.3)

As can be seen in Equation ( ), the slope is negative in the spanned range of

d. Thus, an inverse correlation between Ecav and d is expected. agrees

with the expected negative polarity of the slope. It might thus be bewildering in

the results and discussion section when the right side of the Paschen minimum is

referred to while the field curve is employed because the breakdown field strengths

are of interest. Consequently, when the right side of Paschen minimum is referred

to in this work, the inception voltage waveform is taken as the reference, as adopted

in the literature. This short study is aimed to remedy any ambiguities that might

arise related to the use of Paschen’s law in this work.

Finally, the air-filled, enclosed nanocavities will have as high a dielectric

strength as nanoscale contact spots of the bulk material according to the left of

Paschen minimum for air, as shown in .

Alternative Approach for Modeling the Inception Field

The inception field in the cavity, Einc is the minimum field in the cavity re-

quired for a PD to occur. The inception field for a streamer type PD in a cavity

depends on the cavity geometry, pressure in the cavity, the dielectric permittiv-

ity, characteristics of ionization process in the gas, and the distance between the

electrodes [ , ]. For streamer-type discharge, the cavity inception field, Einc is

defined as [ , ]:

Einc (p, d) =

(
E

p

)
cr

p

[
1 +

F
(p d)T

]
(E.4)

where (E/p)cr, F and T are parameters associated with ionization processes in

the gas, p is the pressure in the cavity and d is the cavity diameter. For air,

(E/p)cr = 24.2 VPa−1m−1, T = 0.5 and F = 8.6Pa1/2.
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Figure E.3: Left side of the Paschen minimum for air at atmospheric air pressure (1 bar).
Estimated inception voltage is calculated using Equation ( ).

shows the estimated field strength by the streamer-type discharge

(Einc) calculated using Equation ( ) alongside the estimated field by the right

side of the Paschen’s curve (Ecav in ).
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Figure E.4: Right side of the Paschen’s curve for air under various air pressure.



Appendix F
Details of Experimental Setups

F.1 AC Breakdown Experiments

The photo of the setup used in the AC breakdown experiments is also shown

in . shows the laboratory test cell used throughout the BDS

experiments.

Figure F.1: Photo of the mechanical setup with the Rogowski electrodes and load submerged
in an oil-filled container.

29 illustrates the connections of the complete circuit.
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(a) The laboratory test cell.

(b) Primary-side variac, PC and oscilloscope. (c) Data acquisition unit.

Figure F.2: The complete setup used for the AC breakdown testing.
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F.2 PD Experiments

shows the laboratory test cell used throughout the BDS experi-

ments.

Figure F.3: The complete setup used for the PD testing.

F.2.1 System calibration for PD Testing

Figure F.4: Impulse injector used for
calibration.

Before each experiment, the system needs

to be calibrated. The MPD 600 system allows

charge calibration to be performed digitally us-

ing its user-friendly GUI. A charge calibrator is

connected across the terminals of the test ob-

ject during calibration, which injects a calib-

ration charge at the predefined amplitude and

polarity (see ).

Voltage drops in the measuring imped-

ance (i.e., coupling device) due to the injected

charge, which ceases when the voltage across

the coupling capacitor is the same as across test

object. In a circuit, injected charge emulates

discharge activity in the test object. The range

of calibration charge is from 1 to 100 pC.

As highlighted in , the target

value of the charge is set to a value equal to

30 shows the connections of the complete circuit.
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the injected charge amplitude, and the charge calibration is completed by press-

ing ‘Compute’ button that calculates a divider factor as the calibration constant.

Lastly, two of the most common mistakes committed during calibration should be

mentioned. First and foremost, disconnecting the grounding stick attached to the

HV in the system is usually forgotten since the HV supply is not energized dur-

ing calibration. Second, the calibrator should be removed from the system before

energizing the circuit; otherwise, it gets severely damaged.

Figure F.5: The graphical user interface of the Omicron software.

F.3 Experiments on Interface Discharge-

Monitoring

The mechanical test setup used in the AC breakdown experiments could not

be used where the force is applied in the vertical direction. Therefore, a new

setup was designed to improve the previous design as well as to enable a CCD

camera to be placed over the setup. The first issue to be resolved was the way the

force is applied. In the new design, force is applied with the help of screws and

bolts, while the applied force is measured using two identical S-shaped load cells

connected to two separate PCE Digital Force Gauges (PCE-FB 2K) to ensure the

same amount of pressure is exerted at both edges of the top sample. To facilitate

repetitive experiments, the volume of the oil chamber is reduced considerably. Only

the samples and the electrodes are immersed in oil. The CCD camera is intended

to be placed over the setup with some distance concerning the minimum distance
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for an achievable focus and electrical safety. For that purpose, a thick steel plate

(no.1 in ) with a window of sufficient size to monitor the interface was

designed. To provide an extra insulation distance from the electrodes immersed

in the oil, an identical wooden plate (no.2) is also used. With the current design,

forces up to 2 kN can be applied without any difficulty, which is the maximum

force that the load cells can withstand safely. This improvement is a significant

step forward when compared to the old design in which cumbersome weights are

used, which made performing a large number of experiments a very laborious task.

The steel and wooden plates sit only on the top sample; there is thus sufficient

clearance between the sides of the plexiglass container and the plates including the

compression taking place in the second sample.

A custom-made base for the camera is designed, which enables the camera to

move in the horizontal and vertical directions with coarse and fine-tuning options

(see ).

(a) (b)

Figure F.6: Photos of mechanical setup for CCD camera: (a) Camera attached to its custom-
made base. (b) External camera lens.

shows the full setup with the load cells connected to the force

gauges that instantly show the applied force in their displays. shows

the setup in the test cell during initial tests, which were performed to determine the

PDIV of the setup, limitations regarding maximum admissible voltage and contact

pressure and to validate safe operation. Furthermore, provides a closer

look into the electrode pair attached to the oil container made of plexiglass.
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(a)

(b)

Figure F.7: The complete test setup with the force gauges. (a) Illustration of the setup. (b)
Photo of the setup in the HV hall. The window in the plates were covered with electric tape and
polymer pieces during preliminary tests to determine limitations of the system.
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(a) (b)

Figure F.8: Plexiglass container in detail: (a) Top view. (b) Trimetric view. (Top sample:
glass, bottom sample: polymer. The slender rectangular rods attached to the bottom surface are
intended to keep the bottom sample in place).

F.3.1 Challenges Encountered in the Discharge-Monitoring
Experiments

First, the challenges encountered during the tests are briefly stated to elucidate

how the test methodology presented in the next section was devised.

Challenges are listed as follows:

� Finding the correct focus was somewhat challenging due to the presence of

the additional lens. Since the camera is sensitive to light, images need to be

captured in a dark environment; otherwise, the image becomes saturated and

only shows overexposed lines. Since there is no light source in the system

while adjusting the focus, an additional light source was added, and a sharp

object such as a needle was placed at the interface to assess if the focus is

good enough when the tip of it become visible clearly.

� Since there are metal parts in the mechanical setup, they cause light reflec-

tions even in the absence of a strong light source. As the discharge taking

place at the interface is not as bright and luminous as the one emitted during

the breakdown, any reflection or light leaking from the outside environment

reduce the quality of the image and might override the useful part of the

image. After many trials, painting all the metal parts with pale black paint

reduced the reflections notably.
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� Finding the optimal exposure time was also a challenge initially. After many

trials, the optimal exposure time inherent to the setup and the type of the

samples used were determined to be between 60-180 s. Over 180 s, the images

became overexposed and nothing was discernible, while they were blurred

below 60 s.

F.3.2 Detailed Test Procedure

1. Samples are assembled at dry conditions between the electrodes following a

similar procedure that is adopted for BD and PD experiments.

2. The metal and wooden plates are placed on top of the sample in such a way

that the interface is visible through the window.

3. The force gauges are connected to the load cells and are switched on.

4. The wingnuts under the base (see ) are tightened equally until both

the force gauges reach the desired force value.

5. The computer controlling the CCD camera is switched on, and the CCD

camera is powered. After the CCD camera cools down to its operating tem-

perature, preliminary images are taken via MetaMorph software. Fine-tuning

of focus and image quality is exercised until the optimal quality is reached.

6. The values that the force gauges display are checked if a considerable de-

viation occurred due to improper assembly or sample imperfections. Fine

tuning on the force values is performed if necessary.

7. The plexiglass container is filled with Midel ester oil to the brim.

8. The images of the interface are obtained again to check if the interface is still

in good condition after filling the container with oil. If not, the procedure

starts over. An image of the interface is saved for reference.

9. The force gauges are removed from the system, but the load cells remain

connected. The cables sticking out the load cells are secured properly to

protect them against external flashover.

10. The grounding connections of the metal parts such as metal plate, bolts, nuts,

and load cells are checked.

11. The dark-room environment is set by fixing the black fabric and by switching

off the lights.

12. A series of images are shot without the voltage on to check if the light is

penetrating the fabric.

13. A background image is shot by setting the exposure time to 180 s to be used

in background subtraction mode if necessary.

14. The PD acquisition system is activated and is calibrated.

15. The exposure time is set to 20 s.

16. The setup is powered by a ramp voltage of 1 kV/s and the PD pattern is

31A feature that MetaMorph camera software allows to maximize image quality.
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observed in the meantime.

17. When the PRPD suggest that PD activity starts, an image is taken to check

if any discharge is visible.

18. If discharge activity is discernible on the image, the voltage is kept at that

value, and the exposure time is set to 60–180 s depending on the preferred im-

age quality. The quality changes depending on the opaqueness of the sample

and the darkness of the room. Therefore, several trials are needed to de-

termine the optimal exposure time. For top-quality images, the 180-second

duration is suggested, while the 60-second duration provides the lowest sat-

isfactory quality. It should be noted that as the diaphragm is kept open

during the exposure time, the obtained image contains all the changes taking

place during that period. Thus, in case more intervals between the images

are needed, a 60-second duration can be selected.

19. The tests are usually run for at least 8 hours, sometimes for a couple of days.

Stream acquisition or time-lapse acquisition modes are selected in MetaMorph

software to capture the images automatically and continuously. For instance,

when the exposure time is set to 180 s, and the stream acquisition is set

to continue for 10 hours, the camera takes images for 10 hours continuously

whereas an image represents the entire activity taking place during the 180-

second period. The images can then be viewed in a sequence. Omicron

software is run to save the PRPD patterns simultaneously.
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Abstract—Breakdown strength (BDS) of the interface between 
the two solid dielectrics is much lower than the BDS of the bulk 
materials due to formation of microscopic cavities at the 
interface. The main motivation of this paper is to explore the 
impact of the applied contact pressure and composite elastic 
modulus on the AC tangential BDS of dry-mate, wet-mate and 
oil-mate solid-solid interfaces experimentally. In the experiments, 
two different contact pressures were applied using different 
mechanical loads with two different materials having different 
elastic moduli, i.e. cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) and silicon 
rubber (SiR). Two rectangular prism shaped samples were 
placed between two vertical Rogowski shaped electrodes in air, 
water or oil. Field simulations were also performed on the test 
objects to assess the electric field distribution and they show a 
good agreement with the experiments. The experiments show 
that the elastic modulus, contact pressure and void-filling 
medium (air/water/oil) have a significant impact on the tangential 
BDS. 

Keywords—breakdown strength; dielectric breakdown; silicon 
rubber; surface breakdown; solid interface; XLPE. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Cable connectors and terminations allow swift, reliable and 
in situ connection of units to main modules, providing 
adaptability and modularity of expensive equipment and 
cables. They are indispensable components because in some 
cases total system design is dictated by availability of 
connector technology [1, 2]. However, driving force to provide 
more power mandates significant and cost-effective 
developments in cable connector technologies, which should be 
able to withstand and operate under higher voltage 
levels/power ratings, higher temperatures and longer step-out 
lengths [1, 2].  

A problem peculiar to any cable connector and termination 
is the existence of solid-solid interfaces between materials. The 
combination of two solid dielectrics increases the risk of 
interfacial tracking failure defined as formation of a conductive 
path due to the existence of microscopic cavities and 
imperfections (contaminant and water droplets) on the 
interface. These cavities/imperfections reduce the breakdown 
strength (BDS) of the interface considerably, particularly when 
the electric field has a tangential (longitudinal) component [1-
3]. Although the magnitude of electric field is much lower than 

the dielectric strength of the bulk insulation, the existence of 
local microscopic cavities and imperfections at the interface 
cause electric field enhancements. The field enhancements are 
likely to result in initiation of partial discharge (PD) and when 
the PDs persist for a significant time, the discharge energy 
induces channels that bridge the electrodes and breakdown 
(BD) follows immediately [1-3]. 

Study of insulating materials and BDS of applications for 
power apparatus such as cables and accessories have been 
covered to a large extent in the literature. However, little is 
known about the features of solid-solid interfaces as they 
appear in connectors, as the majority of research articles focus 
on the complete designs of connectors as a whole without 
exercising due attention on the interfaces [4, 5]. Therefore, the 
specific parameters that influence the breakdown of solid-solid 
interfaces when the electric field has a component tangential to 
the interface must be examined separately. In [3, 4] the effect 
of contact pressure and surface roughness on the tangential 
BDS was studied and it was reported that a higher interfacial 
pressure and smoother surfaces lead to increase in the BDS. 
However, the interfaces formed by materials with different 
elastic moduli have not been investigated, although 
combination of different materials exists in subsea connectors. 

The focus of this paper is to investigate the impact of the 
contact pressure together with the influence of composite 
elastic modulus and the void-filling medium on the tangential 
BDS of solid-solid interfaces experimentally. Two different 
contact pressures are applied using two different solid materials 
with different elastic moduli, namely cross-linked polyethylene 
(XLPE) and silicon rubber (SiR). In order to investigate the 
impact of the void-filling medium on the dielectric strength, 
air-filled (i.e. dry-mate), water-filled (i.e. wet-mate) and oil-
filled (i.e. oil-mate) void cases are compared by repeating the 
same set of experiments.  

II. THEORETIC BACKGROUND AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Test Setup, Specimen Preparation and Data Handling
A simple illustration of the test arrangement along with the

dimensions of the basic components is depicted in Fig. 1. In the 
setup, two rectangular shaped samples (4 mm x 55 mm x 25 
mm) were placed on top of each other between two Rogowski
shaped electrodes forming a 4.0 mm wide interface traversed
by the tangentially applied field strength. XLPE samples were

The authors acknowledge the financial support of the Norwegian Research 
Council and the SUBCONN Project Consortium.  



cut from the insulation of commercially available 145 kV 
power cables while the SiR samples (ELASTOSIL® LR 
3003/60 A/B) were cast in the laboratory [2]. The desired 
contact pressure was exerted by pressing the samples against 
each other vertically using weights ranging from 3.5 kg to 26 
kg. All breakdown tests were performed with the setup 
immersed in transformer oil to prevent any external flashover 
prior to breakdown (see Fig. 2). In order to prevent ingress of 
oil into the cavities, surface pressure was applied prior to filling 
the test chamber with the oil for dry-mate and wet-mate cases. 
Besides, the interface was subjected to the injection of tap 
water and insulating oil droplets with a definite volume 
(approx. 10 μl) using a laboratory pipette prior to the interface 
was formed for wet-mate and oil-mate cases, respectively. The 
50 Hz AC voltage was generated using a 100 kV transformer 
and increased at a constant rate of 1 kV/s. For each test sample, 
7-8 breakdown measurements were taken using a new pair of 
samples and the results were statistically evaluated using the 
two-parameter Weibull distribution. The adequacy of the two-
parameter Weibull distribution was tested for each curve using 
the check curve provided in [6] and obtained goodness-of-fit 
(adequacy) parameter ρ are provided in the figures. 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the test specimens with the Rogowski-shaped electrodes 
with their dimensions. 
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental setup for AC breakdown voltage tests. 

B. Contact Surface Preparation and Interface Modeling 
The impact of surface roughness on the BDS was not 

examined in this work. Hence, surface roughness was kept 
constant and the surfaces of each of the XLPE and SiR samples 
were made plane and smooth by means of a rotating 
grinding/sanding disc using a SiC sandpaper with grit no. 500. 
The samples were sanded for approximately one minute with 
continuous flow of water to remove any by-products. 
Subsequently, the samples were rinsed in tap water and were 
left to dry. Then, the dry samples were cleaned using filtered 
compressed air before the clean samples were washed briefly in 
isopropanol. Finally, the samples were dried at room 
temperature. Fig. 3 shows the measured original surface 
profiles of a specimen after grinding using a 3D non-contact 
profilometer (Bruker 3D Optical). The assessment length of the 
profile is 0.13 mm, which is about 3% of the total width of 
interface (4 mm). A similar profile for the rest of the surface 
was observed. Five different surface measurements were 

obtained from different sections of the specimen and their 
mean value was computed. Regarding the obtained surface 
roughness analysis and the contact theory in [3], a simplified 
profile of contact asperities using an ideally flat and a rough 
surface (equivalent to two rough surfaces) can be modeled as 
shown in Fig. 4. In the subsequent sections, experimental 
results are interpreted using this model and the simulation 
model revealing the varying field strength in the cavities and 
on the contact spots is developed considering this model. 
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Fig. 3. The measured surface roughness profile of a specimen grinded with a 
500 grit no. SiC sandpaper by Bruker 3D Optical Surface Profilometer. 
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Fig. 4. The electrical model a dry-mate interface where EE  is the electric 
field strength on solid, hE

mod
E  is the field strength inside the voids. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, test results for the dry-mate and the wet-

mate XLPE-XLPE, SiR-SiR and XLPE-SiR interfaces are 
presented. Separate results for the oil-mate interface follow in 
a similar manner. The results are compared in terms of the 
63.2 percentile values derived from Weibull plots. A brief 
overview of the experiments is tabulated in Table I. 

TABLE I.  OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  

Interface Contact Pressure [MPa] 
type Dry-mate Wet-mate 

XLPE-XLPE  0.27, 0.5 & 1.16 0.27, 0.5 & 1.16 
SiR-SiR  0.16 & 0.27 0.16 & 0.27 

XLPE-SiR 0.27 0.27 
 

A. Dry-mate Surface Examination after Breakdown 
Initiated PDs give rise to formation of a breakdown channel 

at the interface and the channel does not necessarily follow a 
straight line at the interface by tracing all the contact spots and 
the voids one by one. There are strong evidences on the broken 
down specimens revealing that breakdown channel propagates 
in such a way that it can evade the contact spots on the same 
direction (e.g. x-axis) acting as barriers and find the nearest 
voids or easier barriers (i.e. smaller contact spots) in the nearest 
vicinities and form the channel. In this case, all the voids on the 
string/channel become vented and the pressure inside them 



remains at 100 kPa (1 bar) regardless of the applied contact 
pressure [3]. The images of broken down samples are shown in 
Fig. 5. These images support validity of the assumed model 
consisting of micro-voids and contact spots. Thus, enhanced 
field strength in the cavities and their resulting impact on the 
BDS can be associated with the assumed model in Fig. 4. 

..   

Fig. 5. Breakdown channels of a dry (a) XLPE interface (b) SiR interface. 
 
B. Dry-mate vs. Wet-mate XLPE-XLPE Interface 

Increasing the contact pressure from 5 to 11.6 bar (i.e. 
132% increase) results in an 18% increase of the 63.2 
percentile breakdown strength (E63) (see Fig. 6(a)). The small 
increase confirms the dependency of the BDS on the interfacial 
pressure of dry-mate XLPE samples since the impact of the 
increased pressure affects the cavity size on the interface. 
Furthermore, the presence of water at the interface has a 
detrimental effect on its BDS such that the resulting BDS of the 
wet-mate XLPE-XLPE interface is very low at 5 bar. In fact, 
they are comparable with the dielectric strength of air (about 
2.12 kVrms/mm [6]), showing that the water ingress is a critical 
concern of the connector design due to the high local field 
enhancement around the water-filled cavities (εr,water ≈ 80 
whereas εr,XLPE ≈ 2.3 and εr,SiR  ≈ 2.8).  

When the pressure is increased from 5 to 11.6 bar (132% 
increase), an increase by 68% of the E63 results. Consequently, 
the positive impact of pressure increase on the BDS of wet-
mate XLPE-XLPE interface becomes evident. It can be argued 
that the increase in contact pressure removes more water from 
the interface, bringing the trend of the interface closer to that of 
dry-mate case —consisting of air-filled and water-filled cavities 
simultaneously— thus increasing the BDS significantly. In 
addition, Fig. 6 shows that the Weibull shape factor β (slope) 
relates to the width of 90% confidence interval, such that the 
higher β, the narrower the confidence bounds. 

C. Dry-mate vs. Wet-mate SiR-SiR Interface 
The BDS values of the dry-mate and wet-mate interface 

formed by the softer SiR are shown in Fig. 6(b). The pressure 
levels are considerably lower than that of in the XLPE-XLPE 
case since pressure higher than about 2.7 bar was unfeasible 
during experiments because of the considerable deformation of 
the silicon rubber. As the graphs show, increasing the pressure 
from 1.6 to 2.7 bar (i.e. 70% increase) causes a 44% increase of 
the E63, clearly showing that the BDS augments significantly 
with the increased pressure for the SiR-SiR interface. The wet-
mate SiR-SiR interface was also tested at 1.6 bar and 2.7 bar. 
The negative impact of the presence of water-filled voids is 
also quite evident due to the resulting local field enhancements. 
Most of the recorded BDS values are comparable with that of 
air, with the lowest being about 2 kVrms/mm. Moreover, 
increasing the pressure from 1.6 bar to 2.7 bar has a limited 
effect on the BDS of the wet-mate SiR-SiR interface such that 
the E63 increases only about 20% against the pressure increase 
of 69%. As a result, it can be inferred that the wet SiR-SiR 
interface yields a poor BDS increase against the pressure 

increase unlike the XLPE-XLPE wet-mate case. It can be 
argued that a softer material (i.e. lower elastic modulus) tends 
to be less hydrophobic and hence, less of the water droplets are 
pushed away the interface with the pressure increase. 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Fig. 6. Breakdown strength of dry-mate and wet-mate (a) XLPE-XLPE 
interface at 0.5 MPa (5 bar) and 1.16 MPa (11.6 bar) (b) SiR-SiR interface at 
0.16 MPa (1.6 bar) and 0.27 MPa (2.7 bar) (c) Comparison of wet-mate 
XLPE-XLPE and SiR-SiR interfaces. 
 

The physical reason for the increase in BDS with the 
applied pressure increase under all cases can be attributed to 
the mean diameter size of the voids as follows: Increased 
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contact pressure pushes the tall summits of the contact spots 
(see Fig. 4) further, yielding smaller voids and hence higher 
BDS according to the Paschen’s curve. Similarly, a softer 
material enables the tall summits to be compressed even further 
compared to a harder material resulting in much smaller 
cavities providing a higher BDS. 

Comparing the Weibull plots of the XLPE-XLPE and the 
SiR-SiR under wet-mate conditions (see Fig. 6(c)), it is noted 
that the BDS of the XLPE-XLPE interface is more sensitive to 
the pressure change in terms of the E63 than the SiR-SiR is. 
However, in both cases the BDS is relatively low, revealing the 
detrimental effect of local field enhancements on the BDS of 
the interface. Nevertheless, the wet-mate XLPE-XLPE at 11.6 
bar case revealed that the increase in pressure (from 5 bar to 
11.6 bar) appears to push more of the water droplets off the 
interface, and hence, the BDS reaches higher values. This 
assumption was also examined using the breakdown channel 
images under a microscope (see Fig. 5). Further details can be 
found in [1, 2] while the simulation studies of the field 
enhancements for the dry and wet-mate cases are shown in 
Section IV. 

 
D. Dry-mate vs. Wet-mate XLPE-SiR Interface 

In Fig. 7, the Weibull plots representing the BDS of all the 
dry-mate and wet-mate interfaces at 2.7 bar are compared. As 
can be seen, the presence of SiR makes a significant difference 
with a greater measurement dispersion in such a way that the 
E63 value of the dry-mate XLPE-SiR interface increases by 
43% compared to that of dry-mate XLPE-XLPE whereas it is 
39% lower than that of dry-mate SiR-SiR.  

 

Fig. 7.  Breakdown strengths of dry and wet-mate interfaces at 0.27 MPa (2.7 
bar) with 90% confidence intervals for E63. 

In the wet-mate case, it is obvious that the combination of 
the two different materials has the highest E63. Yet, the 90% 
confidence bounds of the E63 for the wet-mate SiR-SiR and 
XLPE-SiR are overlapping partly, thus it is difficult to claim 
that one is better than the other is, although the XLPE-SiR have 
a slightly higher value. However, the XLPE-XLPE interface 
having the lowest values under dry-mate and wet-mate might 
be associated with the different elastic modulus features 
(tensile elasticity) of the XLPE and SiR. In addition, the 
Weibull shape factor β of the XLPE and SiR lines deviate 
much less from each other than what the case is for the dry-
mate interface, yielding that the water droplets override the 
mechanism taking place in dry-mate case. Hence, the 

dominating mechanism in the wet-mate case shows a stable 
trend regardless of the type of the material. 

 
E. Dry-mate vs. Wet-mate vs. Oil-mate Interfaces 

In this section, the BDS of the oil-mate XLPE-XLPE and 
SiR-SiR are presented. Fig. 8 depicts the results for XLPE-
XLPE at 5 bar and SiR-SiR at 1.6 bar. As can be seen, the 
presence of oil at the interface results in much higher BDS 
values, particularly in the SiR-SiR case. For the XLPE-XLPE 
case, when comparing the dry-mate with the wet-mate 
interface, there is a decrease of 42% of the E63 value, while 
comparing the dry-mate with the oil-mate interface, the E63 
increases about 178%.  

 
 

 
Fig. 8. BDS of the dry-mate, wet-mate and oil-mate interfaces (a) XLPE-
XLPE interface at 0.5 MPa (5 bar) (b) SiR-SiR interface at 0.16 MPa (1.6 bar) 
along with the BDS of air and transformer oil at 100 kPa (1 bar) where E63 = 
2.9 kVrms/mm (air) and 21.3 kVrms/mm (oil). 

 
For the SiR-SiR case, when comparing the dry-mate 

interface with the wet-mate, water droplets appear to cause a 
substantial decrease of 70% of the E63 value. On the other 
hand, from dry-mate to oil-mate interface, there is a significant 
increase of 56% of the E63. In some of the experiments, the 
BDS of the oil-mate SiR-SiR interface was so high that a 
flashover occurred around the electrodes in the oil, thus not at 
the interface. This data were then recorded as singly censored 
data and treated accordingly [6]. An experiment of SiR-SiR at 
0.27 MPa (2.7 bar) was also attempted, but breakdown never 
occurred at the interface (at about 90 kVrms when the BDS of 
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the transformer oil around the electrodes was reached). The 
Weibull plots of air and transformer oil at 100 kPa (1 bar) are 
also included in Fig. 8 for comparison. It unveils that air-
enclosed cavities limit the BDS of the interface remarkably and 
the BDS deteriorates when water ingresses at the interface. 
Besides, varying results amidst dry, wet and oil-mate cases 
validate the competency of the constructed setup, which 
succeeded in preventing oil ingress for dry and wet-mate cases. 

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES 
The laboratory test setup was also modeled in Comsol 

Multiphysics® and simulation studies covering dry-mate and 
wet-mate interfaces were conducted to analyze the electric field 
distribution at the interface. Two-dimensional approximation 
was used to simulate the test cases. In the simulations, given 
dimensions of the specimens and electrodes were adopted (Fig. 
1), applied AC voltage UAC was fixed to 30 kVrms and the 
applied contact pressure was assumed 2.7 bar.  

Using the contact theory in [3] (at 2.7 bar) and the 
simplified profile of contact asperities using an ideally flat and 
a rough surface (Fig. 4); the obtained surface roughness data 
(see Fig. 3) was processed. Then, the resulting flat-rough 
model of the interface was imported (3% of the entire 
interface) into the simulation model and the remaining portion 
was modeled as the ideal flat surface. Fig. 9(a) displays the 
electric field strength at the dry-mate interface where it is 
uniform except at the part where the obtained roughness pattern 
had been implemented. Fig. 9(b) views the enhanced field 
strength in detail where the dielectric strength of the XLPE and 
the SiR are 2.3ε0 and 2.8ε0, respectively. Considering the sizes 
of micro-voids (Fig. 3) along with the Paschen’s curve for air-
filled cavities in [1], it can be inferred that the enhanced field 
of 8 kVrms/mm (Fig. 9(b)) can initiate PDs at a lower voltage 
and an eventual BD might follow at a much lower field 
strength.  

 

 
Fig. 9. (a) Enhanced field strength (Eh) in air-filled voids. (b) Zoomed view. 

Fig. 10(a) depicts the field strength in the cavities for the 
wet-mate case where all the voids are filled-with tap water with 
εr = 80. Since the dielectric permittivity of water is much higher 
than that of the insulation, the field strength inside the voids 
reduces to about 0.2 kVrms/mm, resulting in negligible voltage 
drops over the voids. Thus, it can be inferred that water-filled 
cavities reduce the nominal interface width and the effective 
interface width becomes much shorter in practice. As a result, 
the applied voltage cumulates at the contact spots and the field 
strength enhances to 2-3 times of the BDS in the insulation (7.5 
kVrms/mm) as seen in Fig. 10(b). Considering the enhanced 
BDS at the contact spots, it is likely to expect the BDS of the 
wet-mate interface to become extremely low accounting for the 
very low BDS values obtained in the experiments. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Field gradient. (b) Enhanced field strength of water-filled micro-
voids at 0.27 MPa (2.7 bar) with UAC = 30 kVrms. 

The aggregate impact of having a rough surface can be 
further analyzed such that the experimentally obtained E63 
value (~ 5.5 kVrms/mm) of XLPE-XLPE dry-mate interface at 
1.16 MPa (11.6 bar) is used when calculating the field strength 
inside the voids by means of  

3
1 2 ,r

h
r

E E3E E3 r  (1) 
 

where εr stands for the dielectric strength of the insulation [1].  

 

               

 

Fig. 11. (a) Field gradient. (b) Enhanced field strength of air-filled and water-
filled voids at 0.27 MPa (2.7 bar) with UAC = 30 kVrms. 
 

Equation (1) yields Eh /E = 1.23 and 1.27 for XLPE and 
SiR, respectively. Then, a mean diameter of d = 0.17 mm is 
attained from the Paschen’s curve at 100 kPa (assuming vented 
spherical voids and the pressure inside the voids remains at 100 
kPa). Thus, the test results were emulated in the simulation (see 
Fig. 11) by adding a single sphere-shaped void with the 
diameter of 0.17 mm, which can be regarded as the sum of all 
the voids on the interface according to Paschen’s law. Two 
identical voids were placed in the XLPE and the SiR (one air-
filled, one water-filled) to examine the field gradient inside the 
voids for the dry-mate and wet-mate cases. As depicted in Fig. 
11, high dielectric permittivity of water gives rise to negligible 
voltage drops inside the voids, thus the BDS becomes almost 
zero. Yet, the field strength upsurges on the contact spots 
where the left and right sides of the spherical voids are in 
contact with the insulation. Accordingly, the sharp edges of the 
field waveform in Fig. 11(b) account for the field enhancement 
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on the contact spots. In contrast, the field strength is enhanced 
inside the spherical air-filled voids as a function of (1). As a 
result, the voltage drop inside the cavity is higher (Fig. 11(b)). 
In conclusion, conducted simulation study aids significantly on 
revealing the potential ongoing mechanisms at the dry and wet-
mate interfaces. They are all in line with the test results. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The tangential BDS of the solid-solid interfaces was shown 

to be governed by the BDS of the micro voids as a function of 
void-filling medium and contact pressure. A lower elastic 
modulus made a significant improvement in the BDS since it 
results in smaller voids, in turn yields a higher BDS in line with 
Paschen's curve. However, the BDS values of SiR-SiR 
interface disclosed wider scatter with much wider 90% 
confidence intervals that increases the uncertainty when 
designing equipment. In oil-mate case, the insulating oil filled 
the cavities on the interface and hence the BDS was improved 
significantly. Thus, air-filled cavities are the limiting factor in 
the overall dielectric strength of the interface where the water 
ingress degrades the BDS even further due to the strong local 
field enhancements at the contact spots unveiled by the field 
calculations. In brief, the examination of solid-solid interfaces 

in this work can be considered useful for any insulating 
equipment containing solid interfaces. 
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A B S T R A C T

Morphology of the contact area between solid insulation materials ultimately determines the short- and long-

term electrical properties of the complete insulation system. The main purpose of this paper is to propose a

statistical model to examine the real area of contact between solid dielectric surfaces and secondly to verify and

correlate the model outputs with experiments. The model computes real area of contact, number of contact spots

and average cavity size at the interface as a function of elasticity, contact force and surface roughness. Then,

using the average cavity size and the Paschen's law, the discharge inception field of the cavity (CDIE) is esti-

mated. AC breakdown strength (BDS) testing of solid-solid interfaces was carried out, where cross-linked

polyethylene (XLPE) samples with four different surface roughnesses were tested at various contact pressures.

Following the increased contact force, the calculated average cavity size decreased by a factor of 4.08−4.82

from the roughest to the smoothest surface, corresponding to increased CDIEs by a factor of 2.01−2.56.

Likewise, the experimentally obtained BDS values augmented by a factor of 1.4−1.7 when the contact pressure

was elevated from 0.5 MPa to 1.16 MPa.

A linear correlation between the CDIE and BDS was assumed, yielding a correlation coefficient varying within

0.8−1.3. When the 90% confidence intervals were considered, the range reduced to 0.86−1.05. This correlation

suggests that interfacial breakdown phenomenon is strongly related to the interfacial cavity discharge. Hence,

the proposed model is verified with experiments.

1. Introduction

The series connection of two or more dielectric materials constitute

the electrical insulation system in most high voltage apparatus. The

alternating current (AC) breakdown strength (BDS) of insulation sys-

tems is limited by the lowest BDS of either the bulk insulating materials

or the interface between the adjacent insulating materials. The inter-

facial breakdown between two solid insulating materials is complex and

accounts for one of the principal modes of failure for power cable joints

[1]. The interface increases the risk of reduced/low BDS due to the local

electric field enhancements caused by the imperfections at the interface

such as microscopic cavities, protrusions and impurities [2–6].

Cable accessories as power cable joints, outdoor composite termi-

nations, and subsea connectors have solid-solid interfaces, which un-

dergo electrical stress during service life by the tangential component of

the electric field [3]. Hence, it is very important to have a high surface

BDS. By studying and identifying the parameters affecting the break-

down strength of such interfaces cost-effective, long-lasting, and most

importantly, reliable high voltage apparatus and equipment can be

developed [2–7]. The impacts of contact pressure and surface roughness

on the interfacial BDS were studied in Refs. [1–5], where a higher in-

terfacial pressure and a smoother surface reportedly led to an increased

tangential BDS. However, mostly only empirical studies have been

performed using the complete designs of connectors, accessories, and

apparatus. The polymer interfaces should be scrutinized separately and

diligently by considering the contact surface texture, type of the contact

(i.e., elastic or plastic), surface roughness, elasticity modulus and ap-

plied contact force. Thus, comprehensive theoretical models in-

corporating these parameters should be developed in addition to the

experimental studies in the literature because the understanding of

tribological principles dominating in solid interfaces paves the path for

the successful design of advanced apparatus.

The primary motivation of this paper is to model the contact sur-

faces between solid materials as a function of the applied mechanical

contact pressure, surface texture/roughness, and elastic modulus using

the tribological principles presented in Refs. [8–15]. For this purpose, a

stochastic model of multiple-asperity dry contacts formed at a solid-

solid interface is developed in 2−D, which estimates the average size of
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cavities at the given interface. Then, discharge inception field of the

average-sized cavity (CDIE) is calculated by employing the Paschen's

law. To test the validity of the model, experiments on the tangential AC

BDS of solid-solid interfaces under various contact pressure were per-

formed. Subsequently, the correlation between the calculated CDIE

values and the experimental BDS is discussed in detail. In the experi-

ments, cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) samples with four different

surface roughness were used to realize the polymer interfaces since

XLPE can withstand high pressures without any significant deformation

over a broad contact pressure range experienced in real-life applica-

tions. Besides, XLPE is one of the most prevalent materials preferred in

the cable industry and is readily available for research activities.

2. Background

2.1. Contact surfaces of dielectric materials

Although cable accessories are prefabricated and pretested for

partial discharges (PD), they are assembled/fitted on site under sub-

optimal and less controllable conditions [3]. Assembly procedure, thus,

does not incorporate an automated process under clean room condi-

tions, which makes them somewhat vulnerable to bad installations. As a

consequence, interfacial surfaces become rife with imperfections such

as cavities, protrusions, and contaminants/impurities [1]. The existence

of such imperfections at the interface causes local electric field en-

hancements [3,16]. They are, hence, likely to initiate partial discharges

(PD) and trigger electric treeing, which might give rise to a premature

tracking failure [1–6,17,18].

The cavities on a solid dielectric surface have various sizes and

distribution depending on the methods concerning surface polishing,

manufacturing, and assembly [3]. When two nominally flat surfaces are

assembled, surface asperities cause contact to occur at discrete contact

spots whereas manifold cavities arise between the contact spots as

schematically represented in Fig. 1. The real contact area is, thus, much

smaller than the nominal area. A typical cavity formed at the interface

is much larger in the tangential direction (x−axis or y-axis) as in-

dicated in Fig. 2 [10]. The parameters that influence the distribution

and size of the contact spots and the cavities are discussed in the next

section.

2.2. Electrical properties of solid-solid interfaces

When the interface is assembled under dry conditions, the cavities

are filled with air. The applied voltage is then distributed along the

strings of the cavities and contact spots. The exact size and number of

the cavities are however unknown and depend heavily on the following

parameters: the elasticity of the material, the applied contact pressure,

and the surface roughness as depicted in Fig. 3.

The interfacial breakdown voltage and time to breakdown are

strongly dependent on these parameters. The interfacial BDS is, for

instance, slightly higher than that of air whereas it is not as strong as

the bulk material strength, even under a higher contact pressure or a

smoother surface as shown in Fig. 3. Besides, the increased contact

pressure causes the interfacial BDS to become higher because the in-

creased pressure further deforms the tips of the protrusions and makes

the cavities smaller that will increase the interfacial BDS [19]. Likewise,

smoother surfaces indicate as similar an influence on the BDS as the

increased pressure, due to the mitigated cavity size at the interface.

Since the dielectric strength of air is much lower than that of the bulk

insulation, the dielectric breakdown will hence first occur in the air-

filled cavities, followed by a complete flashover.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of: (a) Two 3-D rough surfaces in contact. (b) Corresponding contact areas/spots [10].

Fig. 2. An illustration of the cavities at the interface in 2−D profile [11].

Fig. 3. The relation between tangential breakdown strength of interfaces, in-

terfacial pressure and the surface roughness/smoothness [19].
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2.3. Approaches to rough surfaces

There are various approaches to the description of rough en-

gineering surfaces in the history of tribology, such as statistical ap-

proaches, fractal approaches, approaches based upon the surface power

spectrum [20] as well as numerical deterministic roughness models

[21]. One of the earliest statistical models of contact between rough

elastic solids was offered by Zhuravlev (1940) [22]. Johnson (1975)

[23] and Greenwood (1990) [24] are among the first scientists having

cited the Zhuravlev model. With the aim of developing the Zhuravlev

model, Greenwood and Williamson [12] later proposed a contact model

of nominally flat surfaces, where both Gaussian and exponential dis-

tribution of the asperity peaks were tested to show that the real contact

area is proportional to the applied load. More recently, Borodich's in-

troduction to Zhuravlev's historical paper [25] highlighted that the

Greenwood-Williamson's theory (1966) [12] assuming the asperities

having the same radii with various heights is a development of Zhur-

avlev's model for purely elastic contact published in 1940 [22]. In fact,

the Greenwood and Williamson [12] modified the Zhuravlev model by

covering elasto-plastic transition of asperities. On the other hand,

Archard [26] worked on multilevel structure of the roughness where a

sphere of radius consists of manifold spherical protuberances whose

radii are much smaller. The idea of iterative hierarchical structure of

roughness was further developed in Ref. [27]. Also, Nayak [28] and

Whitehouse and Archard [29] studied modeling of surfaces as random

processes; however, it later turned out that the mean radius of curva-

ture is scale dependent [20]. With the aim of providing a scale-invariant

characterization of roughness to obtain the contact area more accu-

rately, fractal approaches have been introduced more recently

[20,30,31]. Fractal characterization supplies information of the surface

roughness at all the length scales that depict the fractal behavior [31].

It was, however, argued that empirical fractals do not yield scale-in-

dependent parameters for description of rough surfaces [20,32]. Thus,

fractal approach is still an active area of research [20]. Last but not

least, approaches to surface roughness based on the surface power

spectrum have not been widely approved due to lack of mathematical

justification [20].

The Greenwood and Williamson model [12] together with Bhush-

an's modifications [10] are adopted to develop the proposed statistical

model in the next section.

3. Stochastic modeling of multiple asperity dry contacts of rough

surfaces in tribology

3.1. Statistical analysis of surface contacts

If the two rough surfaces as depicted in Fig. 4, which are both

nominally flat, are brought in contact until their reference planes are

separated by a distance d, numerous discrete contact spots then arise at

those asperities whose total heights +z z1 2 are greater than d [8–10].

Greenwood and Williamson [12] analyzed a rough surface against a

smooth surface, where the contacts are either elastic or plastic, and

stated that:

• the rough surface incorporates a large number of asperities, which

are of spherical geometry at least near their summit;

• asperities on each surface have a constant summit radius, whereas
their heights vary randomly;

• most surfaces found in engineering applications have normally

distributed asperities and peak heights.

Williamson et al. [13] addressed that assessing surfaces with cu-

mulative processes (either single-point processes or extreme-value

processes) resulted in a Gaussian-height distribution, whereas peak

heights had a Gaussian distribution in all cases. On the other hand,

Greenwood and Tripp [15] studied the contact surface of two rough

surfaces as opposed to examining one rough surface against a nominally

flat surface as performed in Greenwood and Williamson [12]. There,

contact spots occur on the summits of the two adjacent hills since the

asperity pairs are not aligned. Based on this, they discovered that as

long as peak-height distribution is Gaussian, the asperity shape and

whether the asperities exist on one or both surfaces are unimportant. In

the light of this finding, Bhushan [9] addressed that the assumption of

the spherical asperity tips for the sake of simplicity (first bullet point)

does not affect real-area calculations. Besides, Greenwood and Tripp

[15] showed that the contact of two rough surfaces could be reduced to

an equivalent sum surface, consisting of a single, rough surface with a

smooth rigid plane. O'Callaghan and Cameron [33] and Francis [34]

also published supporting results such that the contact of two rough

surfaces negligibly differs from the sum surface consisting of a perfectly

smooth and an equivalent rough surface. The asperity-peak curvature,

m of the equivalent rough surface (sum surface) is then defined as the

sum of the asperities of two rough surfaces:

= +1/ 1/ 1/ .m m m1 2 (1)

Also, elementary statistics suggests that if the peak-height dis-

tributions of two rough surfaces are independent (as is likely when two

surfaces are prepared separately) and are distributed randomly (not

necessarily Gaussian) with standard deviations of the asperities p1 and

p2, the distribution of the equivalent rough surface will have a standard

deviation of [9,10]:

= + .p p p1
2

2
2

(2)

When the contact pressure between the two contacting samples is

applied, elastic deformation initially takes place as a function of their

Young's moduli of elasticity [12]. As the load is further increased, one

of the two samples begins to deform plastically. The load at which the

plastic flow or yield begins depends on the yield point of the softer

material in a simple tension test via a suitable yield criterion [10,12].

Subsea connectors, for instance, experience up to 30-MPa-hydraulic

pressure in a 300-m-deep seabed [35]. In the experiments, the per-

formed contact pressure values were selected accordingly, which were

within the elastic contact region for the XLPE samples (plastic flow after

44−MPa pressure). Therefore, the next section covers only elastic

contacts.

3.2. Elastic surface contacts

In the light of the assumptions/simplifications made by Greenwood

Fig. 4. Contact of two rough surfaces [9].
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and Williamson [12], Bhushan [10] showed that the apparent pressure

pa, mean real pressure pr , (elastic) real area of contact , the number

of contact spots n, and mean asperity real area of contact as a function

of separation d can be calculated. For this purpose, the contact between

a plane and a nominally flat surface incorporating numerous spherically

tipped asperities of the same radius m was considered with their peak

heights represented by a probability density function of p z( ) as shown
in Fig. 5. Contact mechanics of an individual cavity under a definite

load is known from the Hertzian equations [12,36], in which the con-

tact radius a, area Ai, and loadWi are represented in terms of total peak

displacement δ. Each elastic contact area for a peak displacement δ

equals to =Ai m and is circular with the radius =a m as de-

picted in Figs. 5 and 6; whereas, the load is given by

=W E(4/3)i m
1/2 3/2 [36].

When two surfaces are brought to contact until their reference

planes are separated by d, contact spots will arise at any asperity whose

height was formerly greater than d. Thus, the probability of having a

contact at a given asperity height z is [10,12,36]:

> =P z d p z dz( ) ( ) .
d (3)

Moreover, if there are N asperities in total, the expected number of

contacts n will then become

=n N p z dz( ) .
d (4)

In addition, since the total displacement δ is equal to z d, the total
real area of contact becomes

=A N z d p z dz( ) ( ) .re m d (5)

Similarly, the expected total load ( =W NWi) is

=W NE z d p z dz4
3

( ) ( ) ,m d
1/2 3/2

(6)

where E is the composite/effective elastic modulus (i.e., Young's

modulus) of two materials in contact. Effective elastic modulus can be

calculated by using elastic modulus of each surface in contact E , using
the relation of

= +

E
v

E
v

E
1 1

2
1 1 ,1

2

1

2
2

2 (7)

where E v,1 1 and E v,2 2 are the elastic modulus in Pa and Poisson's ratio

of each material, respectively [21]. Note that Eqs. (3) – (6) hold for any

type of surface peak-height distribution. For instance, in the case of

Gaussian peak-height distribution:

= ( )p z e( ) 1
2

,
z μ1

2
2

(8)

where μ is expected value and 2 is variance of the random variable.

Likewise, in case of an exponential asperity height distribution p z( )
becomes: =p z e( ) z, where is the rate parameter provided that

> 0.
Bhushan [8–10] manipulated the above formulae by introducing

non-dimensional variables and standardized probability density func-

tions, and then correlated the real area of contact with the nominal

contact area Aa in the elastic regime as:

A
p A

E
3.2

/
,re

a a

p m (9)

where pa is the apparent contact pressure in Pa and =p W A/a a with W

being the exerted force in N and Aa in m2. The expected number of

contact spots n is then yielded as

=n A
p
E

1.21
/

,a
a

p m p m

0.88

(10)

where η stands for the surface density of asperities [8–10]. With the

help of Eqs. (9) and (10), the number of contacting points and the area

that the contact spots take up as a fraction of the nominal contact area

can be computed.

3.3. Average size of air-filled cavities

By further manipulating Eqs. (9) and (10), the total area the inter-

facial cavities occupy could also be computed. As stated in Section 3.1,

the equivalent rough surface simplification does not affect the real area

calculation [15]. In this study, we aim to develop a simple, two-di-

mensional contact surface model. This model incorporates the average

cavity size for simplicity. To determine the types of cavities that exist on

polymer surfaces, surface morphology of a polished XLPE sample is

examined by following the methodology described in Section 5.

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the contact between a rough surface and a smooth surface (rigid plane) [10].

Fig. 6. Contact area between a spherical asperity and a rigid plane, which is

circular m with the radius of =a m [14].
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Fig. 7(a) shows the obtained three-dimensional surface profile whereas

Fig. 7(b) and (c) depict two-dimensional profiles at the cursor position

in x and y axes, respectively. It should be noted that these profiles

account for the interface between the equivalent rough surface and the

perfectly smooth plane. The gray-solid lines represent the displaced

asperity position under a heavier load, whereas the difference between

the lines is the peak displacement δ. The details on how to transform

two rough surfaces into an equivalent rough surface and a smooth rigid

plane can be found in Ref. [37].

What is observed in Fig. 7(b) and (c) is that the surface topographies

both in the x and y axes have similar distributions of peaks and

valleys with comparable amplitudes i.e., isotropic, and the cavities

formed in xz or yz planes can be approximated with an ellipsoid

whose length parallel to the electric field (dg) is approximately 8−9

times larger than the length normal to the field (hz). However, in ad-

dition to the cavity shape, the cavity size parallel to the electric field

component is of importance when determining the CDIE because the

minimum value of CDIE is associated with the maximum path length in

the field direction (critical avalanche length) [18]. Thus, the assumed

interfacial cavity can be illustrated as in Fig. 8, whose tangential length

is much larger than the height hz.
As the average cavity shape is defined, the cavity area on the

xy plane should be determined next. For simplicity, the projection area

on the xy plane is considered square with the side length . A cavity in

3−D can, thus, be envisaged as an ellipsoid whose height hz is much
smaller than its side lengths ( ). On that account, is calculated as

follows:

=

=

n
A A A ,

j
cav j a re

1
,

(11a)

=A A A
n

,cav
a re

(11b)

=d A A
n

,g
a re

(12a)

=d
E p

E p

3.2

1.21
,g

a m p

a

0.5
0.47 0.41

0.06 0.06 0.44

p

m

(12b)

where Acav j, and Acav stand for the respective area of the j th cavity and
the average cavity area, respectively.

The three surface topography parameters , m and η in Eq. (12b)
need to be determined to calculate the average cavity size . For that

purpose, the motif profiles namely, roughness and waviness profiles,

proposed in Refs. [38,39], are employed as explained in the following

section.

3.4. Motif profiles: roughness and waviness

Motif parameters offer a statistical description of asperity shapes

and locations spread out on a broad range of micro-geometry from

periodic to random profiles, where the primary asperities on isotropic

rough surfaces are scrutinized by employing the summit and the radius

of the altitude of each asperity [38]. Statistical analysis using prob-

ability density functions e.g., Gaussian or log-normal are used to de-

scribe each of these geometrical characteristics, where the distributions

are redimensioned with the extracted characteristic values of the

roughness and waviness parameters following the so-called motif proce-

dure [38,39].

The procedure in determining the motif parameters is described

according to ISO 4287 [40]. First, the total surface profile is obtained

using a surface characterization instrument. Second, a short-wave cut-

off noise filter ( s) is applied to the total profile to obtain the primary

profile. The roughness profile is then extracted by applying a band-pass

filter with the short-wave cut-off wavelength s and the long-wave cut-

off wavelength c to the primary profile P [41]. Likewise, a band-pass

filter with the short-wave cutoff wavelength c and the long-wave cut-

off wavelength f is applied to extract the waviness profile [41]. For

proper selection of cut-off lengths, ISO 4287 [40] or ASME B46.1 [42]

should be referred. Resulting profiles and motifs are schematically re-

presented in Fig. 9.

A motif stands for a portion of the primary profile between the

highest points of two local peaks of the profile, which are not ne-

cessarily adjacent [43]. The geometrical characteristics of a motif with

the index i are as follows (see Fig. 10):

• H i is the height difference between the left peak and the deepest

Fig. 7. (a) Surface profilometer scan in 3 D. Interface between an equivalent rough surface and a perfectly smooth plane: (b) Cursor x axis data. (c) y axis data.

Fig. 8. Defined cavity shape at the polymer interface.

Fig. 9. Schematic drawing of roughness and waviness motifs and extracted

profiles from the primary profile [43].
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valley;

• +H i 1 is the height difference between the right peak and the deepest

valley;

• Y i is the mean height (of H i and +H i 1) of the i th motif;
• AY i is the horizontal distance between the peaks of the i th motif.

The following four conditions give the principal peaks and permit

the calculation of roughness parameters of a surface consisting of a

number of motifs:

• Y is the average of the height valuesY i of the motifs (i.e., arithmetic

mean asperity height);

• AY is the average of the width values AY i of the motifs;

• SAY is the root mean square of the AY i of the motifs.

Likewise, waviness parameters W and SW—the mean value and

root-mean-square of the height values W i of the waviness motifs, re-

spectively—are determined following the same procedure using the

waviness profile.

Belghith et al. [39] derived micro-geometry characteristics of the

sum surface (i.e., an equivalent rough surface and a smooth surface)

from each surface in contact. Thus, the parameters of the sum surface

results from parameters of each surface with the subscripts 1 and 2 as

[39]:

= +Y Y Y ,eq 1 2 (13a)

= +W W W ,eq 1 2 (13b)

= +AY AY AY1
2
( ),eq 1 2 (14a)

=D AY1/ ,eq (14b)

= +SAY SAY SAY ,eq 1
2

2
2

(15a)

= +SW SW SW .eq 1
2

2
2

(15b)

Robbe-Valloire [38] revealed the surface characterization para-

meters of η, m and such that the density of asperities on a profile D

are converted to the surface density of asperities η by using the corre-
lation:

= D1.2 .2 (16)

The standard deviation of the distribution of the peak heights and

the mean value of the summit radius m—considering two spherically

shaped summits—are respectively given by

= +W SW0.35 ,p eq eq
2 2

(17)

=

+AY SAY
Y16

.m
eq eq

eq

2 2

(18)

To sum up, the motif parameters of the equivalent rough surface are

computed using Eqs. (13a) and (15b). The resulting parameters are then

substituted in Eqs. (17) and (18). As a remark, m and of the sum

surface could be calculated in an alternative way. Eq. (18) can be em-

ployed to calculate m1 and separately by using the Y , AY , and SAY

motif parameters of each surface. The resulting m is then computed

using Eq. (1). A similar procedure is followed for , too.

As Leach [41] suggested, the arithmetic mean asperity height Y
represents an overall measure of the surface texture, and it can be used

in identifying different rough surfaces under consideration. Thus, Y or

Yeq will be utilized in the first place when a brief comparison is made.

4. Hypothesis

The electric field at which the breakdown strength of the gas in the

cavity is exceeded is defined as the cavity inception field strength Ei
(i.e., CDIE). Under a homogeneous electric field, the CDIE of an air-

filled cavity is characterized by the Paschen's law [7,18]. The portion of

the Paschen's curve that covers a cavity size within μ10 m 1 mm is

shown in Fig. 11 for five different air-pressures in the cavity (pc). The
curves suggest a reduced inception field strength as the cavity size in-

creases.

The curves in Fig. 11 are plotted by using the following polynomial

fit equation to the empirical data:

= + + +E p d A
p p
d

B p p C
d

D
p p
d

( , )
/

( / )
/

,i c g
c

g
c

g

c

g

0
2 0

0
(19)

where =p 1 bar0 , =A 0.00101 kV mm, =B 2.4 kV/mm, =C 0.0097 kV,
=D 2.244 kV mm 0.5 [18].

As can be seen from Fig. 1(b), cavities can either be isolated/

trapped or form larger channels by connecting with other cavities.

Thus, it is likely that vented channels coexist with isolated cavities.

Initially compressed air in the cavities/channels is probably squeezed

out due to the opennings available at the interface, and the pressure

inside the cavities is vented to surroundings and remains around the

ambient pressure i.e., pc ≈ 1 bar. Previous work [7,44–47] also in-

dicated that the interfacial BDS correlates much better with the CDIE

estimated at 1 bar whereas the assumption of increased gas pressure

inside the cavities provided highly deviated results from the interface

BDS experimental data [55].

The inception field strength of a vented cavity is much lower than

that of an interlocked cavity according to Paschen's law. Thereby, in our

hypothesis, we propose that vented cavities are the principal governing

mechanism in the interfacial breakdown phenomenon. The captured

images of interfacial discharge activity also strongly support this as-

sumption [37].

A flashover in a cavity at the interface is analogous to the onset of

the interfacial partial discharge (PD) activity [44]. When PD starts,

discharge extends from one end of the cavity surface and traverses

Fig. 10. Length measured parallel to the general direction of the profile [43].

Fig. 11. The Paschen's curve for air under various air pressure. (1 bar = 0.1

MPa.)
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through the gas-filled cavity and reaches the other end of the cavity

surface. Hence, it only bridges the cavity not the whole insulation be-

tween electrodes. Whether discharges in these cavities can cause a

complete flashover across the interface or the duration until a PD

evolves to a complete flashover is highly stochastic and are not covered

here. However, there is voltage and time difference between the CDIE

and the BDS since the former is the initial stage (cause) whereas the

latter is the ultimate consequence (effect). This is because the process

depends on the factors such as availability of a free electron to start the

avalanche process, the energy of the electron, the field strength in the

cavity accelerating the electrons, and so forth [18]. Thus, we will im-

plement a simple relationship between the estimated CDIE and the

measured BDS as follows.

To correlate cavity discharge and interfacial breakdown phenom-

enon, we hypothesize that experimentally obtained interfacial BDS (i.e.,

applied field stress by the power source—BDSexp) is linearly propor-

tional to the CDIE:

=BDS CDIE,exp (20)

where α is a numerical coefficient. As a remark, the electric field

strength in the air-filled cavities is enhanced by a factor f, depending on

the cavity shape since the permittivity of air is less than the permittivity

of the bulk material [48,49]. For the defined cavity shape in Section

3.3, f 1 [49]. According to the proposed statistical model, dis-

charges take place in the cavities with the size of equal to dg or greater,

and the impact of f is incorporated in α. In the discussion, the strength

and limitations of the tribological contact model will be assessed using

the computed α values.

5. Experimental procedure

5.1. Sample preparation: cutting and polishing

Samples were taken from a commercial XLPE-insulated 145 kV

power cable. Each sample was cut in rectangular prisms with the di-

mensions of 55 mm x 30 mm x 4 mm where the nominal contact area

Aa is 4 mm x 55 mm as shown in Fig. 12. We then polished the contact

surfaces of the samples using a tabletop, rotating grinding machine.

Four different sandpapers of different grits (#180, #500, #1000, and

#2400) were used. The specimens were fixed on a steel rotating disk,

and a round-SiC sandpaper of the desired grit was placed on the ro-

tating plane (see Ref. [44]). The speed of the rotating plane was set to

150 rpm, and the force pressing the steel disk towards sandpaper was

fixed to 300 N during polishing of all the samples, ensuring that sur-

faces underwent the same procedure. The speed and the force values

were determined based on a number of initial tests [37].

The instrument polished the samples for 2−3 minutes with a con-

tinuous flow of water to remove any by-products and polymer rem-

nants, and to avoid heating caused by the friction. Subsequently, the

samples were rinsed in tap water and were left to dry in air. Dry sam-

ples were then cleaned using filtered compressed air before they were

washed in isopropanol. Finally, the samples were left to dry again at

room temperature.

5.2. Sample characterization

5.2.1. Elastic modulus measurement

The elastic modulus (Young's modulus) of five virgin XLPE samples

were measured using Lloyd LR5K gauge under tensile testing that

makes use of the initial slope of the obtained stress-strain curve fol-

lowing the ASTM D 790 standard [50]. Next, the effective elastic

modulus E of the mated XLPE-XLPE interface was calculated using Eq.

(7).

5.2.2. Surface roughness characterization

A 3D-optical profilometer (Bruker Contour GT-K [51]) was used to

characterize the surface topography of the polished surfaces of the

samples. 50X magnification was selected with 0.2 μm lateral sampling

resolution and 3 nm vertical resolution by following the detailed study

performed in Ref. [52]. Scanned surface area was 125 μm × 95 μm.
Several scans were performed at different sections to examine varia-

tions of surface roughness in the samples.

5.3. High voltage testing

5.3.1. Mechanical test setup

The test set-up with the dimensions of the core components is de-

monstrated in Fig. 12. There, two samples were positioned on top of

each other under dry ambient conditions and were placed between two

Rogowski-profile electrodes. The width of the contact surface i.e., in-

terface is 4 mm. Then, the contact pressure was applied before filling
the test chamber with synthetic ester (Midel 7131) to avoid the ester

from penetrating the interface. The interfacial BDS due to ester pene-

tration was tested in Ref. [7], and the samples assembled in the ester

yielded much higher BDSs than dry-mated samples.

5.3.2. Setup for AC breakdown tests

Fig. 13 shows the complete electrical test setup. A 50-Hz variac

(0−230 V) was used to energize the primary side of a 100 kV trans-

former, generating AC ramp voltage on the secondary winding at the

rate of 1 kV/s. A water resistor was employed to limit the breakdown

current. Also, a voltage divider was connected in parallel to measure

the applied voltage recorded by a computer via a data acquisition unit.

5.3.3. Test procedure & data handling

The required contact pressure was applied using weights ranging

between 11−26 kg as illustrated in Fig. 12. The average contact

pressure is then calculated using =p F A/a a, where F is the exerted

contact force in N and Aa is the interface area in m2 (4 mm x 55 mm).
Each set of experiments was composed of eight repeated tests using

a virgin pair of samples each time. The obtained results were statisti-

cally evaluated using the two-parameter Weibull distribution [18,53].

Fig. 12. Simplified sketch of the mechanical test setup. Dimensions are given in mm. Details of the mechanical setup is shown in Refs. [37,44].
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For further evaluation, the nominal value of the Weibull (i.e. 63.2

percentile) with the 90% confidence interval was employed. Goodness-

of-fit in each case was tested by following the guidelines in Ref. [53].

6. Results and discussion

6.1. Experimental results

6.1.1. Elastic modulus

Average of five Young's modulus measurements of XLPE samples

was calculated to be 200 MPa with the Poisson's ratio 0.46, yielding a

resulting effective/composite elastic modulus of 226 MPa for the XLPE-

XLPE interface.

6.1.2. Surface characterization

The calculated roughness and waviness motif parameters of the

XLPE-XLPE sum surface are shown in Table 1. In addition, Table 2

shows the obtained surface characterization parameters of , m, and η
following the procedure described in Section 3.4. Extracted surface

roughness and waviness profiles are also shown in Fig. 14.

6.1.3. AC breakdown tests

Experimental results displaying the influence of the surface rough-

ness on the interfacial BDS under 0.5, 0.86, and 1.16 MPa contact

pressures are shown in Fig. 15. 63.2% values are plotted with their 90%

confidence intervals (CI); whereas, each curve represents a different

roughness degree. As a remark, Yeq in Table 1 stands for the aggregate
roughness of the XLPE-XLPE interface accounting for the roughness of

the each XLPE surface as depicted in Eq. (13a). The results suggest, in

each case, that an increased roughness (i.e., higher Yeq) results in an

reduced BDS whereas an increased contact pressure results in an in-

creased BDS as evident in Fig. 15. Table 3 supplies the quantitative data

points for Fig. 15.

The 63.2% BDS in the case of the surface polished by #2400 is

nearly twice as high as that of in the case of #180 under each contact

pressure. As Yeq is reduced by a factor of 36 from #180 to #2400, the

BDS increases by a factor ranging in 1.85−2.15 at =pa 0.5−1.16 MPa.

The improvement in the 63.2% BDS from #180 to #500 or from #180

to #1000 is; however, not as notable, only by a factor of 1.2−1.3. The

change in the BDS from #1000 to #2400 culminates under all pressures

as evident in Fig. 15, where the highest increase is detected at 1.16 MPa

by a factor of 1.6. It can, thus, be claimed that the smoothness of the

surface can play as vital a role as the contact pressure in improving the

BDS of the interfaces under dry-mated conditions.

As the pressure is raised from 0.5 MPa to 1.16 MPa, the 63.2 per-

centile BDS becomes 1.4 times as high for #180 ( =Yeq 17.79 μm);
whereas, it increases by a factor of 1.7 for #2400 ( =Yeq 0.50 μm). Thus,
the strongest dependence on contact pressure is observed in the case of

Fig. 13. Sketch of the electrical test setup.

Table 1

Motif parameters of the XLPE-XLPE interface.

Interface Roughness [μm] Waviness [μm]

Yeq AYeq SAYeq Weq SWeq

#180 17.79 19.30 13.97 11.39 9.80

#500 5.65 20.61 12.38 5.43 4.87

#1000 1.98 21.47 13.23 1.25 1.08

#2400 0.50 27.59 13.44 0.34 0.35

Table 2

Surface characterization parameters.

Interface p[μm] m[μm] [μm]

#180 5.26 1.94 3.22⋅1015
#500 2.55 6.39 2.83⋅1015
#1000 0.58 19.91 2.64⋅1015
#2400 0.17 118.19 1.58⋅1015

Fig. 14. Obtained roughness and waviness profiles by the optical profilometer.

Filters employed with the following cut-off lengths:

= = =μ8 m, 0.08 mm, 0.25 mms c f .

Fig. 15. The experimental BDS data vs. contact pressure. The errorbars stand

for the 90% CI; whereas, the markers point the 63.2 percentile.

Table 3

Overview of the experimental results.

XLPE-XLPE Interface 63.2% BDS [kV/mm]

0.5 MPa 0.86 MPa 1.16 MPa

#180 5.92 7.13 8.67

#500 6.99 9.61 10.26

#1000 7.56 10.13 11.62

#2400 10.98 14.69 18.70
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the smoothest interface. Eq. (12b) supports the discussion herein such

that the increased interfacial pressure creates more isolated cavities and

reduces the channels/open sections at the interface, where the biggest

change in BDS by a factor of 1.7 was observed in the case of the

smoothest surface.

6.2. Correlation between CDIE and BDS

The resulting variables of the contact model—Are, n, and the

average cavity size dg— are tabulated in Table 4. For a complete as-

sessment, the sizes of average cavities are calculated with two-sigma

significance (i.e. equivalent to % CI [54]) via the standard deviation

of the asperity radius p. Thus, an estimated cavity size is represented

with its % CI by a hatched-region while the markers in Fig. 16 signify

the experimentally applied pressure values for reference.

A A/re a data in Table 4 suggest that the real area of contact increases

considerably as the surface roughness decreases. The most significant

change in A A/re a is observed from #1000 to #2400 by a factor of 4.5

under each contact pressure, which accords well with the experimental

data shown in Fig. 15. Likewise, the average cavity size decreases by

a factor of 4.08−4.82 from the roughest interface #180 to the

smoothest interface #2400 as the contact pressure pa is increased from
0.5 MPa to 1.16 MPa. The bottom line is expanded real contact area

results in a substantial increase in the number of contact spots n (can be

envisaged in Fig. 7 as well) and hence a reduced average cavity size.

Based on the hypothesis in Section 4, the estimated CDIE values are

calculated and are plotted in Fig. 17 alongside the experimentally ob-

tained BDS values. Each CDIE data-set is computed by substituting the

values (in Fig. 16) into Eq. (19). Also, the CDIE and the experimental

BDS data with their corresponding CIs are plotted versus equivalent

mean asperity height Yeq in Fig. 18, which additionally incorporates the
CIs of the experimental BDS values.

As observed in Fig. 17, the smoother the surface, the stronger the

correlation between the cavity inception field CDIE and the experi-

mental BDS data, especially at higher contact pressures. Besides, the

CDIE values are lower than the experimental data in the case of rougher

surfaces toward higher pressures (see Fig. 17). Likewise, CDIE values

tend to deviate from the experimental data in the cases of the two

roughest surfaces (#180 and #500) as the pressure is raised from 0.5

MPa to 1.16 MPa. In contrast, an opposite tendency is observed in the

case of smoother surfaces (#1000 and #2400). The resulting α coeffi-

cients in Eq. (20) are plotted in Fig. 19, where α ranges from 0.8 to

1.05 at 0.5 MPa while it spans 0.98−1.3 at 1.16 MPa. As seen, α

Table 4

Parameters calculated using the proposed contact model.

Param. 0.5 MPa 0.86 MPa 1.16 MPa

Interface A A/ [%]re a n [1/mm ]2 d μ[ m]g A A/ [%]re a n [1/mm ]2 d μ[ m]g A A/ [%]re a n [1/mm ]2 d μ[ m]g

#180 0.41 221 75.6 0.70 357 59.7 0.94 464 52.1

#500 1.06 335 61.3 1.82 540 48.1 2.45 703 42.0

#1000 3.91 1433 29.2 6.73 2309 22.7 9.08 3005 19.6

#2400 17.55 3082 18.5 30.18 4967 13.4 40.71 6464 10.8

Fig. 16. Calculated cavity size via Eq. (12b) and plotted versus the applied

contact pressure.

Fig. 17. Experimental BDS data and scaled theoretical CDIE vs. contact pres-

sure. (Solid lines: Experimental data. Hatched-regions: Calculated CDIE via Eqs.

(12b), (19) and (20).

Fig. 18. Experimental BDS and CDIE vs. mean asperity height: (a) 0.5 MPa. (b)

0.86 MPa. (c) 1.16 MPa.
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digresses from unity by 30% at most toward higher pa, however when
the CIs in Fig. 18 are considered, the range even reduces to 0.86−1.05.

The strong correlation between the cavity discharge and the interface

breakdown suggests that the interfacial breakdown phenomenon is

strongly related to the cavity discharges.

Due to normally distributed cavity peaks and heights, there are at

least a number of cavities larger than the average-sized cavities, in

which the PD activity is likely to start, whereas there is still no PD

activity in the average-sized cavities. Thereby, depending on the

number and size of such larger cavities, accuracy of the estimated CDIE

values might decrease. Consequently, an improved tribological contact

model that incorporates the influence of the size and number of the

largest cavities can better explain the experimental data. It is also im-

portant to underline that the cavity discharge model is developed in

two-dimensional plane by considering the length parallel to the applied

electric field and the height in the normal direction. However, as can be

seen in Fig. 1(b), cavities are likely to form larger vented channels in

three-dimensional plane randomly. Thereby, although the cavities are

illustrated by being confined between two contact spots in the model,

the pressure inside them assumed constant. By further work, the model

can be upgraded to cover the entire surface in 3-D for improved accu-

racy. Furthermore, testing different polymers with different modulus in

addition to the analysis performed in this work can improve the model

and increase the understanding of the interface breakdown phenom-

enon. Last but not least, unpublished results in Ref. [37], where the

discharge activity is monitored at the interface using a CCD camera

setup, suggested that the discharge activity first commences in the

larger cavities. Then, when the cavities are completely ionized, dis-

charge extends from one end of the cavity surface and traverses the gas-

filled cavity. The interfacial breakdown then follows eventually. The

magnitude and phase of the discharges were also measured using a PD

measuring unit (Omicron MPD600). These results offer a promising tool

to define a more complex correlation between the cavity discharge and

the interfacial breakdown strength for future work.

7. Conclusion

A novel contact surface model for solid dielectric materials was

proposed, and the results generated by the model (CDIE) were verified

and correlated with the experimental data. The calculated average

cavity size decreased by a factor of 4.08−4.82 from the roughest to the

smoothest surface, that in turn yielded increased CDIEs by a factor of

2.01−2.56. Likewise, the experimentally obtained BDS values aug-

mented by a factor of 1.4−1.7 when the contact pressure was increased

from 0.5 MPa to 1.16 MPa. The calculated CDIE was correlated with the

experimental BDS using a linear correlation coefficient, which varied

between 0.8−1.3. Taking the 90% CIs into account has even reduced

the range to 0.86−1.05. This strong correlation between the cavity

discharge and the interface breakdown suggests that the cavity dis-

charge determines the interfacial breakdown phenomenon to a sig-

nificant extent. To our knowledge, the proposed approach is one of the

first models blending tribology and high voltage engineering in the

literature. Because of the clear agreement between the model outputs

and experimental results, we believe that the model should be studied

further.
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